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‘Wrapt in celestial light,

7

Transfigured, like the soul
*

Which dofl its earth-worn vesture when
Life’s evening gates unroll.
$

:

—A. W. Goulll,
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WILD WEATHER OUTSIDE.
the

‘And fierce from all quarters

ships

the four winds

blow
Will weather and cold, and the great waves
swell,
With chasms beneath them as black as bell.
The waves frolic in Titan play,
:
They dash the decks with an icy spray,
The spent sails shiver, the lithe masts reel,
And the sheeted ropes are as smooth as steel.
And oh, that the sailor were safe once more
Where the sweet wife smiles in the cottage
door!
:
The little cottage, it shines afar

O’er the lurid seas, like the polar star.
The mariner tossed in the jaws of death
Hurls at the storm a defiant breath:

home!”
Frozen and haggard and wun and gray,
Bat resolute still; ’tis the sailor's way,

bitter rain,

How bright the picture that rises plain!
Sure he can see, with her merry look,

crooning her spelling-book ;

A woman flits, with an earnest face.

The kitten purrs, and the kettle sings,

And a nameless comfort the picture brings.

of

the winds

and their

abettors,

coast,
Of the perilous voyage, the baffled crew,
Of stout hearts battling for love and home

‘Mid the cruel blasts aud the curdling foam,
happy lips

Fon those who mast go ** to the sea in ships;”
Ask that the sailor max stand once more
Where the sweet wife smiles in the cottage
door.
— Margaret Sangster.

A copy of the catalogue of the Phillips Exeter Academy has been received by us:
It

indicates

a

prosperous state of affairs at this long established and most excellent school.
At the be-

ginning of the Kall term, the academy will
enter upon the one hundredth year of its work,
A centennial celebration is arranging

for

the

20th and 21st of June, 1888, The Hon. George
Bancroft is expected to preside, and Mr. Edward Hale, who was graduated at Exeter in
1875 and Harvard in 1879, has accepted
vitation to give the centennial poem.

and

the

new

an

constitution

The

American Baptist Home

Mission

clety begun its fiftieth anniversary, May
he First Baptist church

of

New

in.

So-

24, in

York. city.

he receipts of the Society last year were, as
reported, $415,619 and missionary work was

carried on in forty-six Stites and’ Territories.
‘There have been 513

missionaries

and teach-

ers employed among the Americans, Germans,

Scandinavian = French,

Mexicans,

would

of

the

Baptist Union may not be so gratefully
accepted by the whole body of churches
as some anticipate. The ruling body is
to be » Council of 100, 70 to be chosen by
ballot and to elect the rest. From this
by this Council,

The Council

least,

and

is

to meet

committees

is vested

twice

with

Indians;

Freedmen and Chinese of this country.
The
wtal contributionsto the society in the half
century of its history huve been $3,808,687.563.
The society supports twelve schools for the

a year at

an authority

the Baptist denomi-

The complicated

condition

of

increase

of its work, render some such organization imperative, and the vigorous action
of the Council in all matters of denominational interest is earnestly lo be desired.
The Congregational Union is busy- with
its Jubilee Fund which shows in its list
one subscriber of £20,000; others of
£5,000 each; and a family subscribes
£17,000, and so on.

A quarter of a mil-

lion sterling will be readily raised and
will be devoted to the purposes of church
extension.
It is a ‘moble
effort and
should tend to raise Nonconformity in

public estimation.

The meetings of the

Union were free from the excitements of
last year. The chairmanship for 1883
was voted to Dr. Fairbairn of Airedale
College, Dr. Parker being defeated by
about fifty votes. The chief interest in
the discussions of the Union seems to

have been in consideration of the religious
census, but nothing new was

I

The

reorganization of the Baptist Union and
the report of one of the Mission Secretaries of his visit to India. Constitutionmaking is almost proverbially a thankless

the affairs of the Union, and the

Think, when the vessels are overdue,

reports a total of 211 students, and

assassins

nation.

on the storm-swept

And breathe a prayer from your

is impossible.

never occur to a sane and healthy mind.
If this fearful crisis can be passed without
a change from a Liberal to a Conservative
administration, a new era may nevertheless open for that distracted country; - but
should Liberal conciliation be displaced
by Tory severity and revenge; the consequences may be permanently disastrous
and the labors of Mr. Gladstone and his
cabinet for the last two years altogether
thrown away. Despair is no man’s duty
and we will still hope that by the help of
« merciful Providence a better state of
things will soon begin.
The Baptist Anniversaries were mark-

before unknown in

Forever float o’er that isle of calm.
O friends, who read over tea and toast

hat ls

independence

are to be elected to manage the Evangelistic and Financial work of the Union.
The latter including the funds for the
widows of ministers, superannuated minfsters, poor ministers and ,their children.

The grandma nods in ber easy-chair; .
While hither and yon, with a quiet grace,

Of the wild night's work

kindly

some

sorrowful little faces turned to us

of its

movements,

whilst

The

friends of our

India

whose homes the name

Mission,

in

of this dearly be-

loved missionary has for many years been
a household

word, and to

whose

hearts

bitter pang, are. anxiously waiting
farther intelligence concerning the
event. Nothing, as yet, having come
the Star for publication in regard to

Council and

The baby crows from the cradle fair;

outside, but

which held their ¢ Missi Baba.”

elements can flourish and work their
wicked will. Itis difficult to see how
anything but ill for Ireland can come, of
this foul deed; certainly with.
such
“friends ” even legislative independence
would be an unmitigated ill; but legisla-

task,

And perhaps—at the fancy the stern eyes dim—
Somebody’s praying to-night for him.

Rough weather
~* ‘balm

prevailing

opinion being

elicited, the

that a more

manly setting forth of the gospel and
greater freedom in the services wonld add
greatly to the attemdance al our places of
worship.
It was impossible te keep out of view
the ‘ Salvation Army ” and its opera-

tions.

The third

triennial ‘“ War Con-

ful

blue hills, and, if it please the

Lord,

grow strong again.”
#
~-What follows is principally from the
pen of Mrs. J. Phillips. A few particulars, net.mentioned

by her, are

incorpo-

rated which are selected from Dr. Nellie.
Phil}ips's communication for the next

number of the Miss. Helper.

:

till Thursday the 13th inst., when the native brethren became alarmed and sent
seven miles to Santipore, requesting Bro.
Coldren to come at once. He seni a man
with
a line to us, and then hastened to
Patna. He found our dear sister not
only

speechless

but

unconscious.

arrived

in the evening

restless

and

and

speechless.

After

said,

* You have

her

a little,

Nellie took her hand, and calling
name,

We

found

her by

suffered

much

to-day,Ifear.” She looked up, her face
brightening into a smile that showed both
recognition and welcome, and replied,
« T have

known'little about it,” and immediately relapsed into a state of seem-

These were her last

ing unconsciousnes.

words except an occasional feebly uttered
no.

yes or

Mrs.

from

Smith

38 miles distant, to whom

Balasore,

a messenger
Fri-

at midnight,

had been sent, arrived

day, and, together with the larger school
girls, we watched her every moment,
doing everything we could think of for
her comfort, till

the poor

Sabbath, at 10.15 A. My,

ceased

tired heart

to beat, and

she was at rest.

In this climate, where the mercury for
months does not fall below 80 © and often
rises far above 90 ©even in our sleeping

rooms, a dead body cannot be kept twen-:

ty-four hours. This haste to dispose of
the lifeless form of a loved one is exceedingly painful. Our dear sister had. expressed a wish to find her last resting
place in Balasore, but to take her there
was out of the question. Not a board for
a coffin could be had short of Balasore,

and the only thing we could do, was to
take two chests of the same

size,

which

I presume she breught with her from
home in 1852. Bro. Coldren, with the
help of the natives, took an end out of
each, and made them the right length by
adding about four inches between them.

We tore up a new sheet with which we

covered this rude casket, securing it with
tacks, and then lined it with some mull

she had kept for yéars for this very purpose. This welearned from Sister Smith.
In 1880, Sister Crawford’s N. England
friends sent her a black silk dress pat-

building costs £23,000, and the whole of
the money has been obtained. The proceedings have been characterized by great
enthusiasm. Therg seems to have been
no special strain put upon the friends of

tle nice articles designed to be worn with

“

meeting with the

loved ones gone before. No member of
our mission circle has been more dearly
loved, nor more highly esteemed than our
‘dear Sister Crawford.
The Lord has
greatly blest her untiring labors, and she
is beloved by all who krow her, both

awaited her. 0, if our people

possessed a

tithe of her devotion, there would be
of “laborers

ta

take

up

tho

This she very reluctantly allowed
made up about last October, and

had worn it but once. In this we dressadding all the

lit-

* Patna, a village of about 4,000 inhabitants, in
the midst of many other villages of considerable
note, is the home of Miss Crawford's Orphanage,
and the scene of her labors the lagt 20 years.
As Jellagore near by, is distinguished by a Post.
office, its name has been

station at Patna.

conferred on our mission

di

no

work

that has dropped from her weary hands.
Miss

publication.

May they sound in

of our young

ministers,

Crawford's

sistence

in

remain-

ing alone at her station) declining to take
rest, or accept of proffered aid, had puzzled
and distressed us, and but for the natives
becoming alarmed, and without her knowledge, calling for help, she must have died
alone. In her eagerness to carry on her

before

her
late.

her \decease,

.

she

as

from the other world,

the ears

a ‘bugle™call-

summoning

“¢ We know America has a large~and

Marshall

already

Bhudruck?

should
like to see the people
nomination

this

very

them what they mean

heathen,

in Sthe

I

sentences,

many

of

the

re-

girls,

who

her during

have

all her

illness, told me, that while she wrote,

one

of them held her hand and

and

she said

to

them,

as

guided

they

it,

stood

around

her; that Nellie Missi Baba would come
and take her to Mrs. Smith’s at Balasore,
where she could lie in the old east. room,
and feel again the cool sea breeze, and that
some one would come and take care of
them while she was away.
that the card still lay on

probably supposed I had
to her call.”

Not knowing
the table, she

come

in

answer

All the home friends of our mission
will, with us, feel very deeply her departure, and sympathize with us in our heavy

bereavement.

But how can she be spared?

Who is to be a
and lead them
of childhood,
youth, up to a

mother to these orphans,
through the tender years
and the slippery paths of
useful womanhood?
And

who is to care for the

been drawn, It should be held by a strong
man. It cannot be right to station another lone woman here to toil, suffer, and die
alone. It is true, that our good sister has
heroically held her ‘post for many years.
without
a murmur,

indeed,

has

objected

to every proposal for a helper, and even
when ill, refused every offer of aid, until
prostration ensued.

The

question,

who

shall leave their present field to fill this
vacancy,.must..soon
be decided, but this
means adding a still greater burden to the
already over-taxed
workers
elsewhere.
My heart is pained beyond expression,
| at our meager supply of help, and the dark
cloud that hangs over our beloved mission.

Mgpy the Lord have

mercy

on

our home

churches.

Oh, when will they awake to a

sense

of

their

work

God

the

hands,

as they

responsibility,
has

ave

given

and
into

abundantly

do
their

able

to

Mr. Robert

Ingersoll’s

“stale.”

Providence in it. God was ignored entirely,
and were this a nation of atheists,
the oration
would have been appropriate.
Man was ac-

to

say: to’ the lost

great

day

of

judg-

There was no reference to Deityor

ment.”*

knowledged, and man alone, as achieving the

*3ee May—June No.” of the Missionary Helper,
page 86.

great victories by which the nation was saved,
and the Abolitionists were enlogized. But it
was painful to listen to this sneering infidel, and

~ QANDIDATES FOR THE MINISTRY.
PROF.

J. FULLONTON,

D. D.

It is manifestly the purpose of God largely
to save men through the instrumentality
of preaching.

Hence, Christ sent forth the

Apostles to spread the gospel by word of
mouth, and to plant churches everywhere.
And they took care that every church

should be ‘supplied

with elders to teach

and to have the oversight thereof.
The
whole history of the Church proves both
the wisdom and necessity of such an arrangement.
So that the present and prospective ministerial supply is always a

it will be painful to read the cold and stately
platitudes of this man who so often in this very
hall ridicules religion and tramples upon the
Bible. I have nothing to say against Mr, Ingersoll as a patriot, as a citizen, or as aman;
but on an occasion and a time like this, when

the nation should

thank

God

vouchsafed us, heis not
Dr. Newman was there

for the liberties

the proper speaker.
and offered prayer.

Perhaps this sanctified the time and place.

In

said, alluding to Mr. Ingersoll,-that he would
never speak his name.
Still,on this night he
wasion the same platform.
So also was Gen.
Grant; which may have been the reason of

Dr. Newman's presence.

OBSERVER.

VS
“Or

THE IRISH

PROBLEM.

portance.
:
At present, there is no prospect of a sur-

Thus far, the British authorities have not
been able to bring the murderers of Lord Cav-

plus of candidates for the ministry, of suit-

endish and

able qualifications in mind, in heart, and in
training,
bul rather the reverse.
One
reason may be. that proportionally less
young men are beipg brought into the
Church than ry
There may be wanting definite statigtics to confirm this statement, but of its truth there can scarcely be a
doubt.
Whether this is owing to any ia-

indications are that the tragedy was wrought
by one of the many secret societies which

crease of skepticism,

and loose views

with

respect to religion, or to the spirit of the age,
which is one of swift getting and of equally swift spending for show and pleasure, it
is no

part

of

our

present

purpose to in-

quire.
If the fact exists, the Church
should at once betake herself to her knees
in prayer to God that he would pour put

his Spirit upon the young men of this age,
and bring them not only into the Church
put into the ministry. =
In the mean time, we ought to utilize
what we have.
Young men of character
and

of

promise

who,

in experience

and in

Christian work, evince gifts suitable to.the

ministry, ought to be sought out and encouraged.
There may
be, often is, a
struggle, fierce and long, between
the
claims of the world and the claims of
Christian duty. Pastors, especially, should
interest themselves in cases of this kind.
It

may

not

be

well

to

put

the

idea

of

But,

more

especially,

to the

there

pastor, an

intelligent

apd

is

offered

opportunity

direct young

enterprising

to encourage

and

disciples, whom God is call-

of study by way of preparation for it. In
all our schools there has always been a
class of students who neglected such preparation till settled in business, and perhaps in the family relation. Many of these,
by dint of manly effort, by self-denials, by
struggles with difficulties falling slightly
short of the heroic, have succeeded, and
rank

among

our most

successful

pastors.

But the effort has always been made at a
greater or less disadvantage, which might
have been largely obviated had there been
suitable and seasonable advice and encouragement.
course of

In other cases, the systematic
training has been sadly inter-

rupted, or wholly given up. There are
pastors and churches that are doing nobly
in bringing out candidates for the ministry. A church: that gives but one true
minister of Jesus Christ to other churches
honors itself and beneiits the world.
SEER

EST

gb ISE
Th Sh

NEW YORK LETTER.
.

The

NEW YORK, June 1.
Baptist Anniversaries have just closed

in this city, after a week’s duration.

They at-

°

this very house, a short time since; the Doctor

question of great, and even of vital, im-

little flock gather-

ered here by years of toil? Patna is the
old station, from ‘which the workers to
build up nearly every other station have

room.

ask

ing to the ministry, to a seasonable course

school

standing

address was * unprofitable”, if not “flat” and

de-

called

Her

even

and

here

me.

drunken people.

were seen on our streets. One is drivento the
conclusion that vast numbers of people would
be better off if there were no holidays. The
Academy of Music was packed in the evening
and multitudes who desired it could not find .

this

peated, others fragmentary, and all so full
of pathos, as they told their story of the
trembling hand and the weary heart that

been most faithfal to

Square, and

civic and military, was

of

decid.

words

the procession, both

minute,

preaching into their heads, but it is well
ed to make all other duties secondary to that they should learn whether it be not
the one object of regaining her health. put there already by the Spirit. There are
Dr. Nellie Phillips relates the following men to-day in many a church who seem
touching incidéht.
‘¢ After reaching here,
bent on some chosen, perhaps favorite em[Miss
Crawford’s home]
I found
upon
ployment or secular profession, through
her table, a postal card, on the face of ‘all the chambers of whose souls the voice
which—without further address—was my
of God is ringing, ‘Son of man, I have
pame written twice in characters hardly made thee a-watchman.”
It is a good
legible. Turning it over, I read, with dif- work to seek these, and encourage them to
.
ficulty her last feeble cry for help, two yield to the call of the Spirit.
short

men, were en

in Madison

Ere the close of the day many

Who is to take his place? And “who will
who to

stand

ter of course, it was a rich harvest for them.

talks of going homein a little over a year.

go to Contai, and

other distinguished

:

seem unaccountably strange that two or
three strong young men cannot come to this

Mr.

mary

the reviewing

in-

viting field for Christian work, but it does
field immediately.

and members of his Cabinet, General Grants.
4nd

large, imposing, and worthyin all respects of
the occasion. All business places were closed.
The grogshops alone were open and, as a mat-

them

to the help of our needy mission.

BY

weaker | Wrote to Bro. Coldren that she had

the colored people. There was an interesting
report of the work of educating Indian chil-

the Army, either to préach or to speak up

of her ‘Lord, and her

1¥nk

It seems fitting to close this article with
Miss Crawford’s last words written for

Who, indeed !

Bat what a happy meeting she enjoyed
on that beautiful Sabbath day,so sad to us.
O, how I wished the pearly gates would
stand ajar, if but for a moment, that we
might witness her entrance into the joy

Only seven days

The fever, however, centinu-

ed to return and she daily grew

ed her for the grave,

It is thought

with

to take

came home.

of London, were opened on Saturday. The

probable that three hundred such pupils may
be in attendance there next year.
What a
grand )ist of noble enterprises and labors!
May God prosper them all,

come

work, she doubtless
overestimated
power of endurance until it was too

and teachers smong

dren at Carlisle Institute, Penn,

care of us now?”

will

About the first of April, we were sent
for by Bro. Coldren to go to Patna,* as
sister Crawford was confined to the bed.
I remained with her six days and Nellie
eight,. when she had improved and Nellie

tern.
to be

of preachers

the question, ‘“ Who

Their

for
sad
to
her Christian and heathen. She had a heart
last days, the following items and ex- of love and sympathy for every needy
tracts from personal letters will not be sufferer, and a hand ready for every good
unwelcome, In due time, doubtless,a fit- work. She has led a beautiful life, acting memorial written for publication, complished a noble work for Orissa, and
her words of instruction, love, and symwill be received from the mission.
in ithe memory of
First, a letter written by our sister just pathy, will long live
two weeks before her departure, told of both Christian and heathen neighbors.
recent and repeated attacks of fever. She
It was neeessary for us to look over and
said, ‘“ My friends here are wishing me pack away her clothes, and at every step
to go to Darjeeling to get strong. To me, we found evidence of her entire self abneit seéms that I have no strength to expend
ation.
Not another garment, but the
on the journey. . . .Miss Hooper is coming one in which we had dressed her for the
along soon, to take me to Balasore, and
grave, was found in any way suitable for
Mrs. Smith is going to let me have the the purpose.
In fact, she had nothing
same upper room I occupied when my
approaching a wardrobe. Every rupee
home was in Balasore.
There, we shall that could be spared wentinto her chosen
get the sea air, and look upon the beauti- ‘work. Surely a bright and starry crown

gress” was to begin last Monday, and as
a preparation for it, the . * National Barracks and Congress Hall” in a suburb

education

with pure white flowers her own hands
had nurtured. Her pinched face wore a
smile, and our sister looked beautiful

speak

‘ancient wrong,such savage and barbarous

| ed by two features of special interest, the

Shouts to his mates through the writhing foam,
“Courage! please God,
we shall
yet win

His little maid

white, and adorned her

like Dr. Calderwood, with others,

the late tidings of her death has sents

by

brave

Ah me, through the drench of the

in my

isle would seem to be absolutely certain
and sure. To suppose that Irelund would
be happier if her destinies were swayed

enem——

weather outside where
BO,

Never

jastice to peer and peasant, the happiness and prosperity of the long afflicted

has given.

So sweet and so sure as Heaven.

Wild

world.

whole weight of the Empire would be
brought to bear upon any attempts at rebellion ; and with a huadred members in
the English - Parliament, half as many
again as Ireland should have according
to her population
and wealth, and a
-government resolved to ‘do impartial

Lord.

No earthly hope is so gladsome,

ii

civilization of the

tive

precious

that God

seems to throw back the

but an indescribable sense of sorrow and
disappointment remains that amid Christian society, and in the face of real honest
endeavors to redress grievance and right

No danger is there too fearful
For the power of faith to brave,
There's nothing so stroug to tempt us
As the strength of Christ-to save.
gift is so

which

The feeling has abated in its intensity,

No other love is so tender

As the One

19, 1882.

time have men’s minds been thrilled with Baptists and
Congregationalists look
such a feeling of profound horror and askance.
THOMAS GOADBY.
OO
0-0
~o-+o
indignation as on Sunday, May 7, when
the news of the assassinations in Phoenix
MISS L. CRAWFORD'S LAST DAYS. :
Park, Dublin, spread throngh the land. |
BY MRS. M. M. H. HILLS,

Nothing of earth is so faithful
As God in his promised word,

No human

May

{

178

STEADFAST.

As the love of Christ our

ENGLAND,

of hand

crime

BY EMMA F. WYMAN.

vonen;
growof the
is
the

COLLEGE,

movements

17
118

.

i

'

CHILWELL

and

of

den ‘with pure

In the midst of the. religious anniver-- ly won public regard,and Church of Eng- Sadly the band of mourners gathered
saries of this year the whole land has land. dignitaries, like the Archbishop of | about the open grave—sadly the little
been rudely startled and shocked by a Canterbury, and Presbyterian Professors, ones strewed with. flowers the casket

2n

Candidates for the Ministry. Prof. J. Fullonton,
New. York Lietter.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Wyman.
+
p

Sure and Steadfast (poetry). Emma F.
wild Jyoathur Outside (poetry). Sel.

ur

bandkerchiefs

waving

We laid her in the hastily construct-

ed casket, all its deformities being hid-

'| and arms and even of the whole body so even in the cold arms of death. At evenas to resemble dancing. Trophies have ing we laid her io rest under a tree .of
been exhibited, notably an old lady who her own planting close to the chapel,
had been in prison some hundred® times in which for many years she has worand had often fought with policemen. shiped with" her flock -of orphan girls
Deputies were present from all parts;— fand the Christian villagers. Many of hPs{
Ireland, Scotland, France, Holland, Ger- heathen neighbors came to the chapel
many, Sweden, Spain, Italy and America. ‘service to take a last look at their truest
India and South Africa communicated by [ friend. May her death accomplish even
submarine wire. The ** Army ” has real- ‘more for them than her life has done.

‘White-robed and fair she lay,

The Rorning Star.
Frisk: Lotter. i
Miss A Crawford's

of drums, blare of trumpets,

But when the western wave
Glowed with the dying day,
Farjon the horizon’s eastern rim

i

kept

up by “knee drill,” by responses of
‘ hallelojahs” and * amens”, with roll

As slow she crept athwart our course
To where the fishers toiled.

ms:—$2.00 per year, if
paid strictly in ad$2.20 if paid within the first thirty days,

and $2.50 if not.

occasion. . The excitement has been

Her canvas old and soiled,

STAR.

MORNING

memrrable Ait.

to the level of a special and

TRANSFIGURED.
We marked her battered hull,

Baptist

Mr.

Burke, to justice, and

the

thrive on Ireland’s woes.
The Government has brought forward two
bills, both of which will soon become law,
looking toward an immediate and a permanant change for the better. The first of these
is known as a‘ Bill for the Prevention of
Crime in Ireland.”
It recognizes the fact
that
justice there is often paralyzed by the
prevailing system of terrorism which prevents
jurymen from bringing in a verdict of guilty
against persons committed for crime, and empowers the Lord-Lieutenant to appoint a special commission of three judges to sit without
a jury, and try cases of treason, murder, at—
tempt to kill, or other crimes of aggravated
violence. But the verdict of these judges must
be unanimous, and, in cases of conviction,
there

may

he

an appeal

cout

to a higher

le

which five judges form a quorum, when the:
judgment will be by a majority.
Other provisions of the bill give ‘the police power to
enter and search dwellings by day or night.
Unlawful meetings, and newspapers inciting
to crime, will also come under the operation
of the Act, °
i
The second bill proposes to give one year’s
rent to every tenant whese rent is valued at
and under $150, and who happens fo be in arrears; and in consideration of the payment. of
this one year’s rent, (whieh is given) it wipes
out all arrears of rent and allows him to start
afresh in the world.
To aecomplish this, the
State will have to pay the land-owners ten million dollars, now owed by the tenants. This
sum will be paid from a public fund which
the tenants will not be asked to pay back. The
tenants are indebted,to the land-owners about
$50,000,000.
Of this sum,the land-owners will

have

to remit $40,000,000.

Nor is this all.

Henceforth, by the provisions-of the Land Act,

the rentals

will be adjusted

by the

govern-

ment’s valuation, making oppression by the
land-owners an impossibility.
Much has been said of a secret understanding between Mr. Gladstone and Mr Parnell;
and an interesting chapter relating thereto
awaits the future historian. It has been termied the Kilmainham compact, a league between
Mr. Gladstone and the instigators of crime, &c.
But with much feeling Mr. Gladstone denied
having any agreement with Mr. Parnell by
which he could in any way be controlled in .
his policy. The true inwardness offfthe matter
appears to be this: Through the mediation
of a friend of Mr. Parnell, Mr. Gladstone became aware that Mr. Parnell was anxious to
lend his assistance in putting a stop to the
reign of outrage and bloodshed in Ireland.
Mr. Parnell made it known at the same time
that Mr. Gladstone’s policy of dealing witl
arrears met his hearty approval, and that,
as the carrying out of the purchase clauses of
the Land Act formed part of the conciliation
policy of the Government, he saw his way to
a general support of Liberal measures.
Un=der these circumstances he was
prepared,
should he be released from prison, to work the
Land League organisation, which had directly
or indirectly been productive of murder and
outrage in Ireland, for the purpose of putting
-a stop to violence.
That Mr. Gladstone, Mr.

Bright, Lord Granville, Mr. Chamberlain

and

other members of the cabinet, should have
seen in this communication
an opportunity

for Ireland’s welfare which it would have been
iniquitous to neglect is what was to be expeeted.

But not so with Mr. Foster, who,

rather

than release Parnéll, left the government.

tracted considerable notice, and many of the
gatherings were deeply interesting. The reports and addresses spread before the country
their evangelistic work at home and abroad,

been far more cautious than formerly,’ anda
disruption has evidently take place among.

and gave, also, conclusive proof of much Christian enterprise and considerable zeal for de-

League to go to pieces, it would

nominational supremacy.
This body of Christians is large, wealthy and influential, and can
do even a. greater work for the Master, if it
will. There are within this fold many eminent men, of deep piety and true devotion.
Their ministers,to a large extent, are thor-

oughly furnished, and have a zeal for the work
which always achieves success.
I looked into
some of their “meetings,
listened to some of
their reports and addr
, and: in view of

their noble

plans and generous work

for the

world’s conversion, it was easy and pleasant to

bid them Godspeed;
mind

the hope that

and

there

dwelt

in my

they will some day recog-

nize the Lord’s table as the place where all
Christians can meet and commune together.

Such a step on their part would hasten the
do it? There are bodies of Christians
smaller and poorer than ours that are do- day when there shall be but one Baptist
chureh, =
ing far more than we have ever dome for}:
Decoration day was a perfect gala season
the extension of Christ’s kingdom.
hs
throughout the metropolis.

President Arthur

Since his release, Mr.

the leaders of the
seen

Land

Parnell’s

League.

course

Were

the:

doubtless

be

that the, government of Great

is strong enough to render
enough to show mercy, and

has.

8

Britain

justice, humane
wise enough to.

bring about a brighter era for Ireland.
There has never been a political panic
in England which did not, for the howr,
turn the heads of Parliament and lead to
rash measures. The assassination in Plicenix Park has kindled the wrath of our

English friends to white heat, as the extreme features of the repression bill gave
the proof. All the members, save the
Home Rulers, gave it their support.

vote was 327 to 221! Even

stoutly

defends

the harsh

The

John Bright

measurés.

In

calmer mood the government may regret a
moveihent which the enlightened sentiment
ofother nations will sharply censure. Mr.
Gladstone, who has the reputation of being a rock In trying emergencies, has taken the responsibility of the bill. Thus far,
it is, as we look upon the exigency, his

most serious

»

mistake.— Christian Leader.
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DANTOON TO OHIO.

FROM

DANTOON, April 12, 1882.

.

DEAR Frienps or Ono: —When 1 left

America, it was

the determination

with

not to allow my friends at home to remain in ignorance of the work to which
they had sent me, and in which, judging
from their frequent’ requests for letters, I
was led to think them interested. Indeed, I have with me a list of names
(numbering ‘some threescore and ten) of
- those who insisted, ¢¢ Now, Miss Phillips,

do write us a letter for our church. = Tell
about’ the work, the way you live, how
you spend

your

time, about

‘the natives,

their houses, their dress, all

about

every-

thing, you know, and we will read the
letter in mission meeting and try to wake
up the ehurch to mere interest inthe
. cause.”

The reason of

the requests was

so commendable that in my ‘innocence I
allowed the list to grow, until—alas for
my good intentions! —since coming to

India I have made the startling discovery
that writing home letters. neither learns a
foreign language, cures fevers and skin
diseases, nor preaches the gospel to pagans. Strange, I had not thought of all
this before.
The list, however, is still in
existence and I hope that some time a

return; and it is only the fact that they

preme folly to neglect for a single day
to secure salvation through Jesus Christ,

soon throw aside as valueless that which

me, and

because of that

overcome the temptation.
But

this medical

that

to write,

mented with a bright, new ‘M. D.”, then

retires to his office to read

up imaginary

cases and hope for real ones, has, in my own

case, proved quite inapplicable.

Indeed,

before reaching Dantoon, a wealthy zem-

indar hearing of our coming, and thinking we had already arrived, sent his servantsin livery with a camel to take me
to see his invalid wife, and from the time
-of our reaching here to the present, sel-

dom has a day passed without bringing
frequent calls for medicine. It soon be--eame necessary to restrict these calls to
the early hours of the day; for the work of
interpreter added to all her other duties
was becoming quite too arduous for mother,

and

by their constant coming

the people

left me but little time for the study of
medicine or Bengali, neither of which
can be safely neglected now, if I would

make my work successful in the future.
When once

my

stubborn

tongue

con-

sents to meke me heard in a new language, I hope to do much by way of visiting the sick at their own homes. Thus
far, except in company with mother, I
have done this only once. ~ At that time
a zepindar who professed to speak English sent his palanquin and 1 went
alone. Entering the court, I was surrounded by a score of men and boys
who swarmed about me and gazed, while

the zemindar in a mixture of English and
$0
+ of
————
Bengali3 gave a statement
of the case:
¢¢ My mother” (it was she for whom he
had called me) ¢‘ has no trouble with her
hearing, but her auditory nerves are seriously deranged. She has from three to
ten fits every day, each fit continuing

a period of fourteen years”;

and

for

much

more he said, all of which was of a simi-

lar lucid character. Do you wonder I
was at my wit’s end for a diagnosis?
Thus far the diseases most commonly
met have been malarial fever and .diseases of the skin.
In every village there is a large number of stagnant tanks, fed by surface wa-

-ter, and serving the numerous purpeses

of bathing-place, wash-tub, dish-pan and

" “well, for

the

families

that

live

on

their banks.
In these tanks the cattle
wade about at their own sweet will, and

as night falls an odor arises from the decaying masses of vegetation in and about
.»..them, which is so dense and stifling as to
make it easy to understand why so large

a per cenl. of the people suffer month after month, indeed

often

years in succes-

sion, with this obstinate fever.
And as
for skin diseases, they need no other allies

than
firm
soap
' the

vice and filth to insure for them a
hold upon these people. The use of
is quite unknown to multitudes of
poorer classes, but to the credit (P)

of those who have seen it, let me say that

a native always appreciates

the opportu-

‘nity either to buy or to steal it;

and

repeatedly when they have come covered

SN with sores so disgusting as to make them
objects of utter loathing, a cake of soap,

given with full directions for using, has
LV

produced a ‘most brilliant recovery.”
Really, as an article of dispensary use, I
would as soon be without ipeca® or rhubarb.

is

The free dispensing of medicines was
formerly practiced in our mission to quite
an

extent.

Ja

work

accordance,

however,

is to be valued

the

standpoint, what

is it accomplishing?

costs

nothing and

bitter taste), while at the same

has

When I have mastered the language, I

homes who, either from the severity of
their sickness, or the influenceof their su-

make sure of a constant though small income

for the renewing

of my

supply.

The price I have charged averages about

fact, the majority of these people
are so

——
BY

“se

Sitting alone in the hush of the twi-.
I trod, till I stood beside the death-bed of

my beloved father, to which I had hast-

M. D.

scious.

I

pressed

were unresponsive,
eyes, which

would

oi me on earth.
ception

which

the

which

into the

never again smile upwont

for the

‘tender caress, for one

tion.

lips.

gazed

How changed the re-

was

How 1 longed

dear

and

to

greet

me!

loving kiss, the
smile of recogni-

I was overwhelmed

with

grief,

and nature seemed to sympathize with us
in our great sorrow. The rain beat piti-

lessly against the window-pane, and the

All death-beds are not scenes of tranquil
ity or rejoicing. Suffering is seen deg

wind sighed

years spent at home in preparation for

ony makes the body writhe and quiver.
The struggle in reality seems to be one
of life and death, and life perhaps goes
out apparentlyin the last hard struggle.

picted

medical work.
Most sincerely,
NELLIE M. PHILLIPS.

ness?

‘death itself is painful?

a change of

our plans and purposes of life, so that instead of merely seeking to please ourselves, or to secure

ers, we seek
things, and

the good-will of oth-

to de the will of God in all
constantly act

ence to his glory.

With

with

a refer-

these views, we

of course avoid every thing that we know
to be, or that we think may be wrong;
and we do whatever we know to be our du-

ty to do.

The Bible declares that * Godli-

existence

Apparent-

May

the

lief?
There

are some

:
things

known

:
in re-

gard to the act of dying which seems to
indicate that death itself is not painful
but, on the contrary, perhaps pleasurable
rather than otherwise.
Those persons

who have been brought to death’ door
by drowning, strangling or freezing, but
have subsequently been brought
to consciousness, say that

they suf-

tested it, confirms this
fered at first, but after that, all sense of
Bible.
pain disappeared and then the sensation
‘¢ promise of . the life that
was rather pleasurable. Michel de Monand in what?
In solid
taigne, the eminent French author, by a
happiness while we live |

the thin veil

hides the beloved

parted

has pre-

pared for those who love him.
:
We miss his wise counsels, loving
words, tender
caresses
and
earnest

entire

absence

and

of

of sorrow,

sin.

There

suffering,

will

be

the company

of

Christian should lead him to admire the

** grow in grace, and in the knowledge of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ”, that

thus his hope in Christ may

become

of the future, it would be wise to seek
the favor and friendship of God now.

the coming year”; and as the people lis-

ten they feel like expiring with the year.

What is the remedy for all these evils,
and many more that arise from this old
system of hiring ministers by the year?
Engage your minister for an indefinite
period, with a written agreement to pay

so
ty
be
be

much per year; and in case either parwishes to make a changea notice shall
given. Thelength of time required may
more or less, but two or three months is

a very desirable period.

With such an

agreement, there ‘isa feeling of security
enjoyed by both the pastor and his people,

and

no interruption

in

the work.

There can be no sudden change.

other hand,

On th

if trouble arises, it cannot

last more than two or three months, and
one can be patient under, very trying cir-

cumstances if he knows they are soon to
end.
aA
CONTRIBUTOR,

Sanford, May 27.

:

What eloquent sermons we remember

to have heard in which the sins and sinners of Babylon, Jericho, and Gomorrah
were scathed with holy indignation,
The cloth is very hard upon Cain, and

completely routs the erring kings of Judah. ‘The Spanish Inquisition, too, gets
frightful knocks, and there is much eloquent exhortation to preach the gospel
in the interior of Siam. Lei 'it be
preached there and God speed the Word.
But also let us have a text or two in
| Broadway and the Avenue.— George William Curtis,

j

iy

May there be such an effectual quarrel

between us and sin that we might as soon

reconcile our bodies to a burning flame

as reconcile our souls to sin.— Rowland
Inu.

substance is concerned, too often is lef;
to settle itself. No pains are taken by

.A large amount of talk has been made,

parents, pastor or teacher, to inculcate
Bible principles or rules on the young, or
to train them in the practiceof these
church of our denomination in the city of principles.
Wherever you find
qq
Boston,
The importance, to us, of having such a church, has not been overes-

Nannie”, and she. is everywhere, she says

Perkins, in the Star of May 31, puts

Nannie” lived in the Saviour's day and

promptly; frankly, and sincerely, when
timated. Now the chance for securing it -you suggest the duty of systema
tic and
brethren and sisters there,: proportionate giving as binding on
is open. Our
(
every
with heroic pluck, have bought a meeting- one, “I don’t believe it! Some are i ip
house which has been proven to be all debt, and they ought not to give uni
that can be desired. The letter of Bro. they first pay their debts.” Had “ our
the

whole case clearly before us. Now,
"évery one who has any interest in the establishment upon a.solid basis of our interest in Boston has an opportunity to
manifest that interest; to give proof of the
sincerity of the desires 80 many times expresed. Let the responses be many, and
let all remember that *‘ he gives twice

who gives quickly.”
TO FRIENDS OF MISS CRAWFORD.

the

* over against

Jesus

with

stood

treasury”, she would have stopped the
*¢ poor widow" on the first count; yet Je.

sus commended her to the ages and to
the world. As to the second point, there
are few persons who are not in debt to
man, and there is noone who is not in debt

to God: “God gives to each all he has, and
says ‘‘ the tenth is mine.”

Shall we cut

off God's claim, and excuse ourselves by

We-are desired to say to any friends or
relatives of our deceased sister, who may
wish for any information concerning her

saying that we must pay man first? God
says, *‘ Honor the Lord with thy sub-

sickness, or other matters, that
J. Coldren of Balasore, India,

increase.” ‘Our Nannie” needs to got
right on these points, and then she will

Rev. M.
will an-

stance, and with the first fruits of all their

Signor Cruciani.

turned with papers setting forth that he
was the Rector of Porto San Giorgio, a
parish of some 5,000 souls, and had nine
priests under..him. The result of this
visit was a prolonged correspondence between the Protestant Missionary and the
Catholic priest, which has at length re-

reform,

of

be a helper in this good work

swer all such inquiries.

We have previously noticed thie cenverloved father, looking so happy and radi- sion to Protestantism of Rev. Signor Craant in thy heavenly beauty, I could not ciani from the Roman Catholic Church.
but rejoice to think what bliss had been A correspondent of the Léndon Outlook
thine, during one year in heaven.
The writing from Rome on April 14, says: '
certaintyof freedom from pain and sor+ Signor Cruciani called on Dr. Vernon,
row, the bursting of earth-bound fetters, and made known the state of his mind to
which hindered the broader expansion of him, without, however, at first disclosing
intellect and acquisition of knowledge, | who he was or whence he came. The
the meeting of loved ones who had gone | doctor put before him very clearly all the
before, the sweet companionship of an- difficulties in the way of the change he
gels, and above all, seeing the King in proposed making: but Signor Cruciani
his beauty, and hearing his voice of wel- was undeterred, and in the evening re-

come, and so much more than we can
conceive of. For ‘eye hath not Seen,

The whole question of

Christian duty, in so far as givingof our

CHANCE.

to seb thée,

nor ear heard”, of the joys God

and to the home.

first and last, in regard to the-importance
of having a-wettlocated, firmly established

formi from earthly vis-

ion, and looking up I seemed

In answering the question we

point to the pulpit, to the Sabbath-schoo]

which

prayers at the family altar.
But while
we deeply lament his absence from us,
severe accident was nearly killed. Of thank God for the rich legacy he left us,
here. This arises from a knowledge that his sensatiens as he seemed to approach:
that of a pure. and spotless character!
our sins are forgiven
through
Jesus
death he says: ** Methought that my life Yet often by the swifi-winged messengers
Christ, that they are put away, are covbut just hung upon my lips, and I shut of ‘memory, are borne to our ears those
ered up, and are no more to be charged
my eyes to help, methought to thrust it prayers, earnestly pleading with our
against us. It arises from a sense of recout, and took a pleasure in languishing Heavenly Father to “so help us to live
quciliationto and adoption into the fami-" and letting myself go. It was an imagi- that we may be an unbroken family in
ly of God. Before there was estrange- nation that only superficially floated p- heaven.”
:
ment, sow there is union. Before, we
We
listen
reverently
to these angel
on
my
soul,
as
tender
and
weak
as
all
fie
were rebels, now we are children or Goa.
rest; but really not exempt Irom pain, whispers, believing the prayers will be
It arises from the certainty that God will
but mixed with that sweetness and pleas- answered, and we shall be reunited on
guide us when we are in perplexity, and
ure that people are sensible of when they the shores of a world of fadeless bloom.
will help us. when we are in difficulty
are falling into slumber.” Sleep .resem-’
‘‘ There is no death! tive stars-go dowa
and in danger. It arises from the prosbles death,.and the sensation of dying
To rise upon some fairer shore ;
pects of fature happiness. In this life,
And bright in Heaven’s jeweled crown
may be much like that of falling asleep
with much that is pleasurable, we have
They shine forevermore.”
when one is weary and exhausted. It
lr
many trials; dnd with many bright exis a
pleasurable sensation.
“It is
pectations realized, there are many dis“WHO'LL BE THE NEXT?"
as natural”, said Lord Bacon, ‘‘to die,
appointments. But in--the future, there as it"is to be born: and to a little infant
After the cheering reports of Miss
43-14-18 10 De DOrh
ana to a ie
by
is *“fulness of joy”, and pleasures for evCrawford’s health that have reached us
perhaps, the one is as painful as another.”
ermore at the right hand of God.
It
up to this very day, the sad news from
arises from the certainty of a safe and Although the approach to death may be Jellasore comes like a thunderbolt when
painful, yet death itself is probably more
peaceful death. We
know not when
we thought the storm had passed. For
like the pleasurable sensation of falling
we may die; or how we may. die.
so many years the strength of our noble
asleep, and not to be dreaded.
We may live to old age, perhaps
sister has been sustained by the grace of
Auburn, Maine.
extreme old
age, or we may
die
God and her own indomitable will, that
very soon. We may linger in pain and
we had come to think of Miss Crawford
ENGAGING MINISTERS.
sickness for weeks, months, or even.
| as a constant element in our mission
years. But whenever death comes, or
Very much depends upon how a minis- force; to-day we look. with sad eyes in
however it may come, there will be safe- isten is engaged. It the right contract is vain for the hand, womanly in its tenderty. Sin is the only obstacle to safety, made, much trouble can often be averted. ness, manful in strength, which - has for
and that is put away by Christ, and noth- Among
F. Baptists, especially in tae thirty years wielded the sword of the
ing “shall be able to separate us from smaller places, the way has been to en- Spirit against the powersof ‘dagkness in
*
the love of God which is in Christ Jesus gage for one year at a time. Some haye India.
our Lord.” And it will be peaceful, be- many objections to this method, one of
In thinking of hep, no shade of sadness
cause we know that God will do what is which is that both pastor and people are enters our hearts.- She has entered upon
best for us, and will take care of those
her inheritance. Think of her passing
unsettled, and hence unfit for good work,
we leave behind.
;
for two or three months before: the close from the scorching, withering heat of InGodliness
has
promise of the ' life of each year.
This is a very hoy ly ob- dia to her own Father's house, where she
‘ which is to come.” Some persons tell jection even if there were no others.
shall hunger no more, neither. thirst any
us that there is no future life, and that
But there are others. It sometimes more ; neither shall the sun light on her,
man and the beast lie down alike to per- happens that the best interests of a nor any heat. For the Lamb which is in
ish. But the aspirations of man join with church demand a change of ministers, but the midst of the throne shall feed her,
the statements of the Bible in proclaim- the present pastor is engaged for a year, and shall lead her unto living fountains of
ing this to be an egregious mistake. and if he has a disposition to stay under waters; and God shall wipe away all
Man knows that he now exists, and with sueh circumstances, and we are sorry to tears from her eyes.
:
self-consciousness he reaches forth into say that some of our ministers have, he
" Yes, our hearts go out in thankfulness
the future, and while the Old Testament
can stay and the church must suffer. for her." But what of the work she has
makes a clear distinction between the ori- Churches are thus, sometimes, murdered, left? Who is to take up the task her
gin and destiny of men and “beasts, the or crippled for life. Again, a pastor is hands have laid down? This heroic solNew Testament tells plainly that the engaged for a year; everything is pleas- dier of the Cross has fallen fighting at the
Is
Christian when ‘‘ absent from the body” is ant; the people all want him to stay front. Who will close up the rank
*¢ present with the Lord.” And godliness longer, and believe that he. will do so. there not some strong man, just graduathas promise of this life that is to come. The last Sunday of the year dawns bright | ing from one of our theological schopls
And only godliness has this. We know and peaceful ; the people wend their way not yet engaged as a pastor, who will
very little about the future life, and we to church without a thought of danger; consecrate himself to this field of labor ?
act wisely when we abstain from rash but it is at hand. The careless commitHas Hillsdale another son ready to do
speculations about it. Probably the cir- tee have failed to speak to the minister the Master's work in India, or is this a
cumstances of existence will be so.differ- about another year, or the minister has Bates opportunity to vindicate her alleent that it is not possible for us now to found a better opening and must begin
giance to the mission cause? God forbid
understand much about it.
But from the next Sabbath or lose the place. So that another station in our little mission
what is made known to usin the Bible, he calmly says, ‘‘ Brethren, my year ‘has | shall beadded to those that send forth the
we learn that for the godly there will be expired and I have engaged to goto I. Macedonian cry in vain.
T. MiP. D.
the

A GOOD

ding trees, while angels bore him to the

gels’ wings;

it not be

one of infinite relief, and

the bud-

Celestial City of peace and-rest/ The
clouds continned to weep as we laid the
precious casket of clay beneath the ccld,
damp clods of the valley. Blinded by
the clouds of serrow, I was gazing down
those dark depths at the narrow house,
when methoughtI heard the rustle of an-

ag:

more desirable in that it brings that re-

ness is profitable unto all things.” And who
the experience of thousands, ot all those’ back

who have fully
statement of the
Godliness has
now is.”
How
and increasing

and

that as death creeps over the prostrate
form a blissful anesthesis, cutting off all.
sense of pain, makes the last moment of

It includes a

of our ‘nature, and

countenance,

ly it is. Certain it is that the struggle up
to deaths door was one full of pain and
agony. But are we sure that in even
these extreme cases the act of dying, that

H.

It is God-likeness.

renewal

the

That death, we say, is painful.

_PROFITABLENESS OF GODLINESS.
Is godliness profitable? Many persons
think it is not. At least not for them, or,
not at the present time. What is godli-

upon.

pensively through

Nannie.”

Conducted by the Rev. G.C. Waterman.

ADELLA.

be robbed of, at least, some of its terrors:

stronger and stronger. And such a view
five cents for each ‘prescription ang al- of the results of godliness should lead the
though this amount will seem to you unconverted to séek after God. If there
quite insignificant it is by mo means so were no promise, it would be right to.
'to.the common laborer here who, in order serve God. If there were only a promise’

to earn it, must work one full day. In

Missions.

..IN MEMORIAM, MAY 18, 1881.

light, I fell into a sorrowful-reverie.
Sadly along the silent halls of memory"

PAINFUL?
REYNOLDS,

1882.

perstitions, are prevented from coming to
me.
And thus far I have not for a moment
had occasion to regret the additional

a grace which has made him godly, and to

time I

is su-

die and we would wish that we might
be assured that our death will be painless. We have seen others die. Some
passéd away as easily apparently as the
child falls asleep. These we can easily
believe find no pain in dying. Others
have died rejoicing that they were going
home, ‘evidently experiencing no pain.
If we could all feel assured that we
should each die in that way, death would:

hope greatly to extend the influence of
the work by caring for those at their

angels and glorified spirits, and in the
continued presence of God.
And this
freedom frony
evil and enjoyment of
advantage of saving my medicine bottles. good will last forever. What more than
from having a string tied about their these can we desire
x
necks, ‘and hanging untouched in the ~ Such a view of the privileges of the

medicine

HENRY

7,

train, after.receivDeath‘ is the common lot of all man- ened on the midnight
.ing
the
sad
gE
saying, ‘“Come
kind. Sometime, each one of us must
quickly, or you cannot see him alive.”
die, and the.thought.oceurs, Will death
be painful? That is a question which in- With a heart almost bursting with woe, I
entered the room only to find him unconterests us all. ‘We know that we must

Something, we hope; for day after day
as the weak and suffering gather about
the door, the native pastor or my mother,
to whose numerous duties this also is
added, sits among them and while I attempt so far as Tam able the relief of
their bodily ills, they teach those things
which are for the saving of their souls.

temptation

when the

IS DEATH
BY

Looking at it from that|

gospel.

positive enjoyment, in

thatch (a fate quite common

|”

ject of missions, namely, the spread of

BY W.

I attempt

worlds,

ie

only as it aids in advancing the prime ob-

you wait patiently.
Indeed, now

of. both

godliness, it

costs them nothing which helps, one to and thus commence a life of godliness.

let me beg that

although, to me, this initiatory work has
been full of interest, I can think of little
that is worth recording.
_
That expression, ‘¢ Waiting for a prac_ tice”, so full of meaning to the young physician at home who hangs out his sign or-

resultof

JUNE

ONE YEAR IN HEAVEN.

But

as the

the promise

STAR,

utterly poor that one is tempted to give
them what they ask for and take nothing in

letter will be sent home for every promise. In the meantime be assured I am
trying to do the work for which you sent
4

with

MORNING

1%

THE

TT
ae PT]
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and help to bring the church up to a
We write this hoping
higher standard.
to set pastors to talking with the young
people, that they may find out where
they stand; help to lead them into the
joy of the Lord, as they follow his law in

giving as in other things.

If any pastor

reading this meets *‘ out Nannie" in his
congregation, we hope he will havea good
loving talk with her on this subject, and
not rest satisfied until "he enlists her asa
the church

fellow worker in the recall of

of the

to her true place as a steward
Lord.— Christian Giver.
The

Open

43

n ET

Door,

The door of the ¢ Dark Continent” is
being opened north and south. From
the north the French are makiag great
efforts. to reach Central Africa with an
iron road, and

have already failed in one’

large expedition only to be clamoring for
| another, which may profit by what was
sulted in the latter resigning his eharge
and coming to R5me to make public con- | suffered and learned by the first. French
| statesmen are ambitious to make all
fessionof his new-born faith. His ad|
dress was listened to with sustained in- Northern Africa a French colony, and to
terest by the largest audience the church | place it in close connectiyn, with Soudan,
of Piazza Poli bad ever contained, and at | and from this rich region also to lay a line
of rail to the Atlantic at Tenegal. En-.
the close a perfect storm of applause
glishand French engineers are contemplabroke forth. Tt is sincerely to be “hoped
ting a line of communication from Egypt
that this ‘conversion’ will prove more
by way of the Nile to Central Africato meet
satisfactory than the one which was the
another enterprise that shall start from
indirect cause of it. In a former number
Zanzibar on the south, and taking in the
of the Outlook it was stated that Count
great lakes, meet and join hands hali
Campello had lefu the church he had reway. And even now a large Belgian ex
cently joined; and Count Campello himpedition under the command of Stanley,
self, writing to the Temps of Paris, has
is busy on the Congo with the avowed
stated that he never connected himself
with it, but merely used it to make his purpose of opening a route that may
eventually reach the English possessions
public renunciation of Romanism.
I now
in South Africa. Thus Africa bids fair
learn that neither statement is correct.
£3

|&
the American Methodist Episcopal church
in Rome; as far as time and

the church

admitted

of

the rules of

his

doing

so.

These rules require that a hopeful candidate be taken on trial for six months before being admitted to full membership.
During this period of probation, strange
to say, he was admitted to the communion. Count Campéllo occupied this position with regard to the Methodist church
for three months after he had renounced
Romanism, with this additional bond—
that in view ‘of the services he was ex-

pected to render, either as a preacher or
in some, other oapacity, he received a
monthly salary from the superintendent
of

the

That
full

church,

the

his connection
membership

Rev.

Dr.

Vernon.

never ripened

is true,

but

into

there

is

nothing to prove that this was not his intention;

indeed,

had

it not

been

so, he

would have been guilty of raising money
on false pretenses. Moreover, the cessa-

tion of Count Campello’s connection was
not spontaneous, but compulsory.
He
did not leave it; he was expelled. Before the period of his probation had expired, Dr. Vernon, for reasens which
have, of course, not

been

made

known,

wrote to the Count, intimating that his
‘ official connection’ with the church and
his salary must forthwith cease. Count
Campello has now devoted himself to
journalism.”
s
How

Our Nannie

Looked

80

=

work,

and

bid

operate with
tions
Prof.

wri

oe

it

in some

instances

them in founding

and settlements
Wm. Wells.

o

co-

the sta-

of the interior.—

Items.

Prince Galitzin, a young Russian no-

bleman, converted by a Bible given him at
the

Paris

Exposition, proposes

to

build

thirty Bible kiosks and to fit up seven
Bible carriages. He. intends to travel
for seven months in Russia with Mr.
Clough, of Paris, whom he has engaged
to have charge of these carriages, saying :
‘* Since Christ laid down his precious
life for me, I will give my whole life and
time and fortune to his service.”
Two native pastors have recently been
ordained oyer the churches of the American Board, at Akashi and

At the latter place

Tamon, Japan.

the people gave the

new pastor, who is still studying theology
in the Training School, a present of Alfords Commentary on the New Testa-

ment. This is the first gifs of any
made by the churches to a pastor.”
Atkinson of Kobe expects that Japan
be evangelized in one generation of

sort
Mr.
will
mis-

sionary work.
Rev. Dr. T. W. Goodspeed of th
tist church says: ¢ In [830 the a

number

of

baptisms

0 cach

©

Baptist minister in the ! nid

five.

at It.

:

of approach and thoroughfare, and that
by men who are friendly to the mission

The

missionaries of

Siat

the

Howe

the

Mission Society have baptized on an average since its organization seventeen

that the Lord required the one tenth from

each year for each missionary. But
when we examine the results of Foreign

ed, “I don't believe it! Some are too
poor to give anything; some are in debt,

missionary labor, we find that each labor-

spokesman

members; and there have been 150,000

A friend had been speaking about

Bible Tule of ge * Tithe,” and saying

every one—when *“ our Nannie "exclaim.

er has baptized seventy-one converts each
and they ought not to give until they first year. In the Foreign Mission field we
pay their debts; others have plenty and have 1,800 churches, more than 2,800
they ought to give.” Our Nannie is the stations and outstations, about 90,000
or spokeswoman of .a great

host of our church-members.

Nannie is converts, What a wonderful contrast!
not a selfish, ungenerous, indolent young The results of Foreign Missions are from
lady, but she is an open-hearted young five to ten times greater than of Christian
lady of good education, ready to do a work at home. We are accustomed t0

good turn for any one who needs it.

She

teaches in a mission school ; is regular in
the church and at. prayer-meeting. She
helps to make lemonade for the church
fair, and works for days to furnish arti:
cles of acknowledgéd artistic merit and
of substantial value in silver, for the payment of a church

think of the first Christian century as distinguished for remarkable triumphs of

the gospel. But 1 doubt whether under
the preaching of the apostles, there were
greater

triumphs than

~

nineteenth

our Foreign missionaries.— Gospel in All

debt, or purchase of a Langs. .......

church organ or piano.

the

century has witnessed under the labors of
:

:

lady as ‘“ our Nannie” should ‘throw her
influence in the direction indicated by her

“According to the latest statistics on the
subject, there are at the present time 510
Protestant missionary agents in Chins.
Reckoning the population of China 8¢
850,000,000a ratiois found of one mis

girls and young ladies just like ** our

082,—dm. Missionary.

Now, how comes it that such

a young

remarks as given above? We ask this
question because our churches are full of sionary agent to a population of 1,129
”

.

~

“he
PR
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Lesson

Papers.

CHILD-LIKE BELIEVER.

THE

READINGS,

DAILY

this life is to be compared to it in

Mark 9: 33-50,
The child-like believer.
18: 1-11.
Matt.
:
.
account
w’s
Matthe
20-28.
20:t.
Mat
The dignity of service.
John 13: 1-17.
Christ teacheth humility.
Isa. 57; 14-21.
A contrite heart.

M.
T.
W.
7.
F.

-and the kingdom of heaven.

Testimony

S.

tate to use strong language

and
TEXT.— 1 dwell in the high
GoLpEN
a
also that is of
him
with
e,
holy plac
. 57: 15.
—Isa
it.’
spir
rite
cont
humble and

MARK 9: 33—50.
( Revised

Version.)

and when

And they came to Caperdaum:

23

he was in the heuse he asked them, What
But they
34 ye were reasoning in: the way?
held their pence: for they had disputed one
‘with another in the way, who was the

it

Of the summer-time

The finally

to say.

above.

1881?"

‘ What does

1881

For the harvest home above.

Christ.”

** Then,” replied

man, *‘ don’t say that such

lived.

If he never

lived,

\

Notes and Hints.
9:
in

I. Humility taught. The disciples of
Jesus were men of like passions with
others, subject to human infirmities and
not above the reach of petty ambitions

He not only gevealed to men

"i

With rejoicing full and grand,
Where the heavenly summer songs resound,
And the fruits of faithful work are found,

In the glorious holy land.

an

in

[ne

knew very

NeW

Bam

well

aLion.

what

ESS

they had been

~talking about, but took occasion to draw
their attention to the ‘matter by asking
them directly what they had been disputing. about. They were ashamed to
acknowledge the truth and kept silent.
Jesus then went on to teach them the
honor of humility and the excellence of
being helpful to others. This might have
been in Peter's house, agd very likely it
was one of Peter's children that he took
up in his arms and used to

lesson he was teaching.

illustrate

Inno

way

the

can

individual Christians, or the church, show

more truly the spirit of their Master than
by graciously receiving the weak, the
spiritually feeble, the ones needing

help,

in the name and for the sake of him
is the Saviour of all.

who

II.

Sectarianism forbidden. Very soon

John turned the ¢urrent of the
tion by

telling Jesus of

one

conversa-

whom

they

found casting out devils in his name, but
who would not join their company and
follow him with them. They had even
gone so far as to forbid~ the man to use
the name of Jesus in this way, which
seemed to them

irregular

and

unauthor-

ized. But Jesus told them not to forbid
him, for no one who had such strong and
genuine faith could ever spéik evil of
him. There can be only two classes of
men: those who are for Christ and those
ho wre against him. Into these two
all men

go

by their

own

choice,

whoever shall do for auother the
snallest thing, even to the giving of a
vup ui cold water, because that one belongs to Christ, shall not lose his reward ;

or un-

that is, shall not be overlooked

counted by him.

:

SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
Agreeable to recommendations made at
the London
Centennial Sunday-school
Convention for the World, and in accordance with the practice which has become
custom in every Christian land, to set
apart one day in the year to be known as

Children’s Day, and the

sécond

Sabbath

in June having been chosen for that purpose, we urgently request special observance of that day by you.

Ask your pastor

to prepare a special sermon for the children and youth, and let special prayer go
up to God for his blessing upon the truth
taught in the Sunday-school,

that

by

his

spirit it may be the means of leading
many to Christ; and let'such special ser-

vice by the schools be

provided as shall

be in keeping with the spirit of the day.
This is the time of the year when many
of the counties are holding their annual
Conventions. Let it be urged upon you
the importance of every school being
represented at these meetings, as ,much
of practical suggestion will be presented
and great stimulus received for better
work in the Sunday-school.
Don’t fail to
make your annual statistical report to
the County Secretary when asked for. by
him.
;
Township organization is especially

urged

upon

your attention.

We

hope

that in every town of the State where two
or more schools exist, a township associa-

tion will be formed for practical home
work. Ask your State Secretary for a
Constitution if you have not already received one.
The programmes for the ‘Framingham
Assembly” will soon be out. Enough is

known to warrant our assuring

you that

it will be better than ever.

The ¢ Fram-

should agree in all things, and there are

ingham Assembly ” is the

Chautauqua

many things about which they may differ

for all Sunday-school

It ought

not to be expected that men

~widely-and yetbe the true disciples of
Jesus Christ. If only they have in their

hearts the spirit of the Master and are

loyally trying to do his will among men,
they are his men. There are
y
branches of service and many styles of
uniform in the one army of the living
God.
Seidt a

II.
Leading others astray. Jesus
then went on to tell his disciples how
serious a matter

it

is to

lead

another

person into &in. One might better be
drowned in the sea than to cause one of
his weak little ones

t0"sin.

And yet there

seems to be no lack, in our day, of those
who, not content with sinning themselves,
seem both willing and determined to lead

a8 many othersas possible into the paths

of sin.

They do thissometimes uninten-

tionally and thonghtléssly,and sometimes
AW

¥

v

England.

The

workers

of New

expenses of. attendance

will be made as low 48 possible and
hoped

that

New

Hampshire

will

it is
very

largely increase her attendance this year.
Its meetings will begin August 21st and
continue till September 2d. Let a portion of the summer vacation be devoted

to these meetings.

This delightful spot,

with its fine groves and lake view, has
no superior.
;
Your Executive Committee are making
provision for the annual State Convention

at Concord,next November. We have al.

These. questions did not allow me to sleep
quietly.
In the morning I sent for such

no

books as treated on the evidences of Chris-

FOR: :

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.
.

It
It
It
It
It

t

parts

have studied

and

well

understand;

~

EARS

‘I know men,” said Napoleon
The religion of

Cbrist

-

mys

-:

PROVED

DISEASES

will recommend it) and it wi
overcome the disease and resto:
thy action.

=n WESTERN
Just issued,

_|

has always assured me and re-assured me
that the gospel of Christ must be a divine
reality. The Sermon on the Mount can

proves it.” These confessions of confessedly great minds at once dissipate that
popular delusion, that learning is opposed
to the Bible. Here we have the
greatest
intellects of three great

England

and

nations,

America,

Christianity must be true.
the very depths of their
New York Observer.
er

————————
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TANABE
1S A SURE CURE
—

It enters into
consciences.—

of

of the age.

to make

When by; Sele told

sting, our music
our services more i
more lively, our preaching more animate

Given an anxious people,

A

he result of years of patient study and travel.

WHO

crowded

ia

Schools, Fire

WARRANTED.

l
Disgo very.”
“Golden Medica
has been used

with

signal

success

consump-

in

tion of the lungs, consumptive nighi-sweats,
pitting of blood, shortness of breath, weak Jungs,
coughs bronchitis, and kindred affections 0
throut and chest, Sold by druggists.
5

¥

Trans-

immediate relief.”—[Rev. R. A. York,

troubled many

RailMining,

Philadelphia,

&

years with bronchitis I have

Con-

8. Senate.

Review,

The

Chicago.

given

tried
such

Yarmouth,

Catarrh.

“ The box of troches sent to me proved of great
benefit. Ihave been suffering from chronic catarrh and have positive relief from
your Wild
Cherry and Sarsapanlla TFroehes.
They have
done me more good than any other medicine I
have ever taken,”—[Rev. S. F. Strout, S8accarappa,
Me., Feb. 23.

Pa.

C.

D.

For

have

none

far

fby go

various Rie

CO,

Washington,

Sent by mail on receipt of

£@ Price 2ic. a box.

Chicago

Manprice. Address‘ American Medicine Co.,”
chester, N. H. For sale by leading druggists,

Circular,

sent on ap18tf

Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.
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VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND& PACIFIC RY,
Being the Qreat Central Line, affords to travelers, by reason of its unrivaled geo~
graphical position, the shortest and best route between the East, Northeast and
Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It is literally and strictly true, that its connections are all of the principal lines
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
‘
By its main line and branches it reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rock Island, in llinois; Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,

Church, School, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced warrant.
od, Oatalogue with 1500 testimonials, prices, eto., sen!
ti,O.
Co.

Blymyer Manufacturing
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lowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon,

ROALE Co., iliaseln 8:

FRINK’S
a

Patent Reflectors
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Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffs,

in lowa ; Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in Missouri, and Leaven=
worth and Atchison in, Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns
intermediate. The
hi

Thé Great LIGHT,
' Church

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

give

the
Bo
Begs Light nowt

As

it is familiarly

called,

offers

to travelers

all the

advantages

and

comforts

Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMM:
WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED,

.

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres. WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.

MAN'FNG CO.
BOSTON24 and 26LEAD
Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
Office,

iato

>

the

for

used

ever

Maine, Feb. 27.

UNACQUAINTED WITH THE
SEE BY EXAMINING

x [[Falls
x pomp
gird

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

of

Dr. Parker.
and love and grace.—Rev.
PRP

IS

!

0. MeOURDY & C0 Philadelphia, Pa.

Aires.

all He sent His Son, saying, ‘‘ They will
reverence my Son.” In that fact see the
be

found

I have

once.

I

them superiorto anything

County

Religious

showing cost, and how to get Patents,
plicatien.

plucks the highest grapes in the vineyards

@ suggestion that God withholds no good

- Agents,

The Farmers’

charm the young, delight the old, interest the student ; a book
The style is elegant and forcible ; the lanfor everybody.
gauge pure and pleasing. Finel and appropriately illustrated,
by the press and clergy. Will
Commended
artistic binding.
A Rare Opportunity for Ladies, nisiers:
sell on sight.
paying empl
Students, Teachers and others wanting

made,” we need not study any mechanical

symbol of all that can.

Street.

JOHNSON

Hon. W. B. Allison, U.

and be glad; this is the day the Lord hath

fied; He has kept back nothing; last

Lungs.

throat and lungs.”—[Rev. N. Stackpole, Plymouth,

934 F St., Near Patent Office.
References, Hon. John A. Logan, U. S. Senate,

of MAN.
SON
Dy. March's Creat WORK Just Out.

thirsting after righteousness, knocking at
the church door, saying, ¢ Open to me
the gates of righteousness, I will enter in

of heaven for the soul, He seeks out the
goodliest and choicest of His possession
and treasures that the soul may be satis

and

cold and they helped me at

BRADLEY, GARRETSON

S
AE
R
NASCA
ACACIA
pe

and

arrangements or urge ourselves to any.
unusual animation of manner: the urgency of our desire, the purity and nobleness
of our sympathy, would supply all the
conditions required by the God of the
feast, for the pouring out of heaven's best
wine and the preparation of all the fatlings of the heavens for the satisfaction of
our hunger. God makes all the universe
growth. ‘My
contribute to the soul's
oxen and my fatlings are killed and ready,
He
therefore come to the marriage.”
keeps back nothing from the soul, He

K.

%

mind.

hungering

H.

NOY

a truant

attention and arrest a wandering

& Co., No. 66 N. Fourth

News,

: KIDNEY-WORT

ed, we are but told to stoop to the frivolity

of the time, that we may entrap

For the Throat

I received Dr. Warren's Wild Cherry
“ When
and Sarsaparilla Troches I was suffering with a

LIVER. =

cessant planning, wakefulness that ought
never to sleep. If so for a corruptible
crown, what for an incorruptible? The

manner, and way of putting familiar
truth, is@i accommodation to the frivolity

REMEDY

MAGICAL

THE

For Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Bron.
chial Catarrh, Hoarseness, and
Throat and Lung Troubles.

{1 think the trial hox of Warren’s Troches you
sent is doing me
much good.
Having been

Railroad and other Lands;

Sells to every class.

FAIL NOT TO TRY IT.
PRICE $1. SOLD BY DRUQGISTS.

succeeds in
man
prise.. No frivolous
Business
business of a commercial kind.
it ‘is hard
is not a trick in amusement,
work, hard study; daily consideration, in-

study

TROCHES!

dition; Nationalities Jeprogntad; Climate Soils, Products, | Me., March 3.
Wages, all Trades an
ofessions; all Statistics; Areas;
Rainfalls ; Manitoba, British Columbia, Alaska, Texas an

"organ, enabling it to tirow off torpidity and
inaction, stimulating the healthy secretion of
the Bile, and by keeping the bowels in free
condition, effecting its regular discharge.
If you are bilious, dyspeptic, constipated, or
suffering from malaria, Kidney-Wort is the
remedy you need.

I

All mere

RILLA
RY
44D SARSAPA
WILD CHER

It has specific
action on this most important

FEAR TO BE FRIVOLOUS.
Frivolousness will ruin any life. No
frivolousness succeeds in any great enter-

how it was uttered.

WARREN'S

for all Kidney Complaints and for all
diseases of the

that

dancer is that we make light of the gospel
because of our disregard for the manner
Were we anxious
in which itis spoken.
about the vital matter, we should not care

mm

ortation, Prices; Social, Educational and

Patent
cards,

all mailed or 10 c
©0., Burlington, Vt.

France,

declaring

Cheapest
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i
OnelO cent
. Fancy
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E

by ablest Geographical scholar,

every section,
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Hartford, Conn.

Bronchitis.
Agents wanted for “Our EMP

Farming, Homestead,

The
So

TED. Bend for circulars 10

Mrs. H. ENOWLTON.

Mans of every State and Territory in colors, every
road and Town beautifully
illustrated.
Tells of

8

of, and full Introduction

Main

Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent.
Particulars given on application.

Incontinence or retention of Urine, brick
dust or ropy deposits,
and dull dragging pains
speedny
yield to its curative power.
PRICE $1. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

ner nd reveals ore fit ime

mo Plates, and Fine Engrave
les of this
It
aud and .
d uth 073,
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Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that I have used, Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine
known. When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever,
a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the SYIup will finally
cure me.
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood

by thousands and tens of thousands all bve;
the country to be the SUREST CURE
©
everdiscovered
for all

It

A
ey ot it

Po

mend it to be a reliable remedy.y.
JOSEPH WAINE.

a |,

not be a mere human production.
This
belief enters into the very depths of my
consciousness ; the whole history of man

P. PICKERING.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend te my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recom-

Baltimore, Md., U. 8. A.

human mind.”
Five weeks before his
death Daniel Webster wrote, ** My heart

iG

. Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.

is a

and proceeds from a mind that is not

Gen. ps

young, for purifying the Blood.

:

Agen

G04 WIL (NDIENS

cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
EPHRIAM

of either sex this

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINEHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousnesg,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
ga~ Sold by all Druggists. “©8

being 70 years old, I was entirely.
prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great.change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I

St. Helena, ‘* and I tell you that Christ is

not a man,

St.,

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

its claima. y1RpETIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

at

For the cure of Kidney Complaints

+

3d

J

Comp
d is unsurp
d.
3
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
- receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.

In 1877 I had an abscess on ‘my Breast, and

No Preparation on earth equals St. JAocoss OIL as & SAFE,
SURK, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. A trial entails

certain that you know nothing of the mat-

ter.”

IT.

;

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at al] times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system...

in attention to directions.
SELL

ts and Weaknesses

gestion,

the aged and feeble, ioniy

DRUGGISTS

ACHES

for
am

J

44,

Laboratory,
77
West
ili
YEW YORK CITY.

& CO.

ainful

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera’
tion, Falling and Displ
ts, and the
it
. Spinal Weakness.
and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
;
5
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterps
an early stage of develop
The
to cancerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
Itr
faint;
flatul
, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

Strengthens and Invigorates.

being requi

ALL OTHER PAINS

but

vr)

cate babe;
or by

of

you should not talk of Christianity,
you have not studied it. I have, ad

,

PINKHAM'S

forall those Pant] Oo ate parvyation:

in the

aor

SPRATNS
FROSTED FEET

TOOTH, EAR
HEADACHE,

mathematics, because that is a subject you

Ptyaline

It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
Ie pens the pores of the skin and induces
Healthy Perspiration.
It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors.
!
There are no spirits employed in its manufacture, and it can be taken by the mogt deli-

General Bodily Pains,

IKIDNEY

the

acts upon the Liver.
acts upon the Kidneys.
Reguldtes the Bowels.
Purifies the Blood,
Quiets the Rordous System.

It Nourishes,

SCALDS,

fully converted. Late in life he said to a
companion who avowed infidel sentiménts,
+t My friend,I am always glad to hear you

Stimulates

vented.

AND

HAS BEEN

It

E.

\VEGETAELE
COMPOUND.
re
Is a Posjtive Cure

1870. -

Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Sourin
of the food in the stomach, If
the medicine istaken immediately
after
eating
the fermentation of food is pre-

BURNS

ience of Sir Isaac Newton, the astronomer.

SINCE

LYDIA

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,
BACKACHE,

AND

He set out in life a clamorous intidel, but
on a nice examination of the evidences of
Christianity he was convinced and hope-

Nervous debility, etc.

RHEUMATISH,

sins by his death, and that he rose-for our

speak about astronomy or other

Dyspepsia, Liver)|
phases Fever &£

§

SOLD

SORE THROAT,

the truth, that Jesus Christ is the Son of
God, that he made an atonement for our

RE

:

Tho Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!
11,000,000 Bottles

SORENESS

A. VOGELER

U

{ousness,

one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of

tianity.
I read them, and the result is, I
believe the religion of Christians to be

&

BLOOD.

Ague, Rheumatism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-

but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every

deready engaged Dr. J. H. Vincent to assist thing that can minister to the soul's truth
in
growth
s
soul
the
and
velopment,
be
will
effort
no
at the - Convention, and

spared to make the meeting first-class in

never

have

GOUT,

the glory of justification.” This is similar to the exper- |’

mouth of hell, and pointed to its flaming
depths, and warned men to ¢‘ flee from
and rivalries. They were looking forward | the wrath to come.” He declared indeed
to the establishment of an earthly king- the Fatherhood of God; and yet he undom by the Master,
and,
naturally mistakably assures us that, for those who
enough, expected that in the organiza- are incorrigibly rebellious, there is a
tion of that kingdom they would receive world of torment, ‘ where their worm
positions of influence and authority. On dieth not, and the fire is not quenched.”—
one occasion as they were journeying Baptist Teacher.
40+
along towards Capersaum they fell into
a dispute as to who should be the chief
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY-

man

you

=3

HEART DISEASE asia
(TRADE MARK.)

REMEDY

Then your harvest shall abound

that heavenly world from which he had
solately compe, but he also uncovered the

a

CURES
ALL DISEASES OF

ir THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
~
ARE

working-

| GREAT GERMAN

2

Till the coldest hearts be stirred
From their slumber deep and long ?

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
— Frances Ridley Havergal.
* +0
I. He is greatest who serves the world
2
36 minister of all. And he took a little child, best.
SION.
and set him in the midst of them: and takII. Christ's disciples are not all within
ing” him in his arms, he said unto them, |
The recent interesting reminiscences
little
such
the
churches.
of
one
receive
shall
37 Whosoever
given in the New York Observer of the
children in my name, receiveth me: and
TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
funeral of Hamilton by the venerable Dr.
whosoever receiveth me, receivéth not me,
but him that sent me.
1. What Christ taught about future ‘Wickham, revive the remarkable converJohn said unto him, Master, we saw one
38
sion of Hamilton at Poughkeepsie, New
punishment.
casting out devils in thy name: and we
York, when a young man practicing law
39 forbade him because he followed not us. But
I. The sin of leading others into sin. there. The account is in Hamilton’s own
Jesus said, Forbid bim not: for there is no
words. He says: “I had been spendman which shall do a mighty work in my
RE ee a
name, snd be able quickly to speak evil “of
ing the evening in company with several
For he that is not against us is for us.
40 me.
GLEANINGS.
noted infidels. I had indulged in remarks
41 For whosoever shall give you a cup of
much to the disadvantage of Christians
( From Rev. Dr. P. 8S. Henson.) -ye are Christ's,
water to drink, becau¥e
and disparagement eof their religion. I
verily I say unto you, he shall in ne wise
Offences.
To
offend
is
to
cause
to
whosoever shall
And
had gone farther than ever before in this
42 lose his reward.
stumble ; and we are first of all to see to way.
cause one of these little ones that believe on
Coming home I stood late at night:
me to.stumble, it wers better-for him =if a it that we do not
put a stumbling-block on the door-step waiting for my servant.
great millstone were hanged about his neck,
in the path of othér people—especially In this moment of stillness. my thoughts
And if thy
43 and he were cast into the sea,
said, and then
° hand cause thee to stumble, cut it off: it js God’s children. ' God is very careful of returned to what I had
good for thee to enter into life maimed,
something seemed to say, ¢ And. what if
go into his children—his little children; even as
rather than having thy two bands to
the Christian religion be true after all?’
45 hell, into the unquenchable fire. And if thy
I was
foot cause thee to stumble, cut it off: for it we are of ours—aye, infinitely more ; acd The thought filled me with alarm.
more ; and he hurls his heaviest maledic- conscious I had examimed Christianity
is good for thee to enter inte life balt,rather
even with less attention than a small rethan having thy two feet to be cast into hell.
47 And if thine eye cause thee to stumble, cast tions against any heedless offender, who
taining fee requires in civil cases. M-my
causes one of them to fall. The question, profession I hold myself bound to make
it out: it isgood for thee to enter into the
kingdom of God with one eye, rather than
therefore, with us in all our outward up my mind according. to the laws of
{8 having two eyes to be cast into hell, where
their worm dieth not, and the fire is not
conduct ought to be, not simply whether evidence ; and shall nothing of this sort
49 quenched.
For every one shall be salted
I can do this thing with impunity, but, be done in that that involves the fate of
50 with fire. Salt is good: but if the salt have
man’s immortal being? Then everything
lost its saltness, wherewith will ye season it? whether my doing it may furnish to any
is at stake.
Shall I bargain all without
Have salt in yourselves, and be at peace one other believer, who may be younger ‘and
inquiry? Wilfully blinding my eyes shall
with another.
weaker than I, an occasion of stumbling I laugh at that, which, if true, will laugh
me to scorn in the day of judgment?
to his hurt.
Torics—Humility taught.

Parallel passages, Mutt. 18: 1—4; Luke
46—50; here occurred an incident recorded
Matt, 17: 2427.

the

C

Will you not-drop that word, °

Christ's preaching of hell. Christ was
the tenderest of preachers, and also the
most terrible. He did not shun to declare
the whole counsel of God. He did not
court popularity at the expense of truth.

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
SLMS,

bnsiness to put 1881 on the bill.”

twelve : and he saith unto them, If any man
would be first, he shall be last of all, and

Sectarianism forbidden.
Leading others astray.
Danger of losing the soul.

You

.

Will you not sow that song?

*

oy
=

what

mean?

confess, ** It was the birth of him you call

Made a golden sheaf of precious gfain

:

There

the year 1. What happened then? It is_
the first year of what?” The Jew had to

For that germ of life and love,

teach that sin will meet with a retribution
fearful and enduring, and one to be
shunned with the greatest painstaking

¢ Yes.”

1881?”

go back and back, till you come at last to

And the bleseed Spiri’s quickening rain

And he sat down, and called the

35 greatest.

month,

was silence ; the Jew did not know

Fell among the faxrrows deep,
In their silent wintry sleep,
And the sower never an echo heard,
But the ‘“ Come!” was rot in vain;

be denied that Christ meant to

the

¢ What did you mean by

The sced of a single word

and terrible

and diligence.

wrote after

And a song of perfect love,
Was the harvest after many days,
Beneath the everlasting rays

figures to convey to the minds of men an
idea of what the punishment of sin is to
be. He does not play with our fears.
He does not use words to no purpose.
Whatever any one may wish to believe, it

can not

said, ‘ Yoy brought me a bill for some

things I bought of you the other day.”
“Yes,
did.” ¢ At the top of it you

But a song of perfect praise,

| sinful soul shall surely suffer a fearful
punishment. The Saviour does not hesi-

James 4; 5—11.

of James.

The séed of a song was cast
On the listening hearts around,
And the sweetly winning sound,
In a few short minutes passed.

value,

or should for a moment stand between

18: 9-17.
Pharisee and publican. “Luke

8.

THE SEED OF SONG.

IV. Danger of losing the soul. Nothing
is so much to be dreaded as that which
. | imperils the soul. Tt must live forever,
and probably grow continually in its
capacity to enjoy or suffer. Nothing
which we can have, or use, or enjoy in

see Star Quarterly and

For Questions

An infidel Jew in the east of London net
long ago interrupted #h open-air preacher
with the remark that ‘“ No such man as
Jesus Christ ever lived.” A working-man
in the audience turned to the objector and

fWomanis the Hope of the Race,

ty.

18.

XIL—-June

Lesson

MAS. LYDIA E. PINKHAN,
OF LYNN, MASS,

AN UNANSWERABLE REPLY.

Selections.

deliberately, with a set purpose. Plainly
enough such incura fearful responsibili-

+L
B

Sunday School.

\

ympathize with Woman.

——
———

CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS,
.

« BOSTON

STAR

BRAND.”

PURE WHITE LEAD.
RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.

&c.
TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanic's Association in 1881.

FINELY

UPHOLSTERED

and

ELEGANT

DAY

COACHES ; a line of the

MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built ; PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and
.t0 be the FINEST RUN
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH
THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and
wa the famous
:
@

ALBERT

LEA

UPON ANY
travelers at
RIVER.
ST. PAUL,

ROUTE.

January 1, 1882, a new line will be opened, via Seneca and Kankakee, between
Newport News, Richmond, Cinginnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette, and Council
Bluffs, 8t. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
:
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, as

well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of

R. R. CABLE,

Vice-Pres't & Gen’l Manager,

\

CHICAGO.

E. ST. JOHN,

=.

Gen’) T'k’t & Pass'r Ag'te
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on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher; Dover, N. H.
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side

it preparatory

They must send full name

to

day-school instruction. Many such neglected children will doubtless rise up in
the judgment to call their parents anything but blessed..
Letno one practically undervalue the
Sunday-school, either for others or for
himself. It has grown into human history
as earlier grew the church itself, a thing
of God’s own planting Tor the -ameliora-’
tion of the world and the salvation of
souls. The seal of Divine approval is set
upon it, and it wears, as a king his royal
robes, the dignity derived: from a hundred

or

mail

and address, -not

necessarily for publication.
We
cannot
return
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that pur-

!

pose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of ‘any length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contibutors and cannot

pay

for articles contribut-

ed by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication.
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: It does pay to do right, for it ends in becoming righteous;
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1780,

city of Gloucester, Englazd,
walked

the

sbould |

through the

two

lowest

in

the

gentlepart

of

the city and squalid suburbs. Beholding
the large number of ragged children en-

ber

man

them

Egntaiy «

ave any mission,

Star

of

May

17th,

smd

it.

When

this is

pity,” said one, ** that the Sabbath is so
desecrated I” ¢ Yes,” replied the other,
“but how is it to be altered?” ¢ Sir,”
answered the first speaker, a woolen cardmaker of Dursley, ¢ do here what, with

the help of a faithful journey mau, I have

done at Dursley ; open a Sunday-school.”

Thus was dropped into the good

the heart of Robert Raikes

soil of

the seed that

and

satisfy

the

selfishness

of

governed

by

narrow” motives

or

feel like saying that the

Boston

church

one hundred years

doubled

its numerical

This is the cen-

you may return and I shall be glad

papérs.

to see

After the death ot Dr. Day, in 1875,
Brother Brewster becatfie his successor as

the eity and the county jails,and
had

ample opportunity to

ascertain

any of the three thousand childr whether
en ‘whose

, education he had personal
ly conducted,
‘had come within prison walls, Near the

cational appropriations which vill recently
did not provide for more than one pes cent.
of the Indian children, and even now not

which is due to dropping the old

more than three per cent.

Fands should

and

by the

hosts

places of residence.’

Chase,

pastor

their lessons, and at a comparatively

i

early age disappeared ‘altogether from
the school. The percentage of Sund
ayschool children who come to a bad end
is

* Very small; and so great is the
probabiland

happy

men

The Commencement proper occurred on
Tuesday, May 30. On Sunday previous,

sermons were delivered by Prof. R. Dunn
and Rev. Silas Curtis. The public exer.
cises of the Alumni were held on Monday
evening, 20th. inst.” Rev. Mr. Peck of

Baltimore offered

on | the faith; he hay faflen as the front; his*[]

Plan can be expected except from | reward is sure.
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men

signing with

them

has been sudden.

nurs
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Whereas,

By

this bereavement, we, its

New

py

The F. B. church

We, the undersigned, Henry Williamson,J.
C. Manson, Wm. H. Bowen, Thomas S. Dexappointed

by

the

Trustees

of the

and to three for the

Burr

withstanding a very

Cayuga

have

united

Oak

church.

Not-

co Id and windy day,

there was a large attendance at both places.

Quarterly Pectings.
Belknap
May 23-25,

(N. H.)~Held at Lower Gilmanton,
Ot the 14 churches comprising the
were re orted either by letter or
verbally. The 1st Be
out and Franklin Falls
failed to be thus represented. The State of relig:
\
ion is generally
low, yet a few churches are re.
ceiving evidences of the divine favor. Nine of
the twelve pastors were present. Preachin
by
Rev’'s C. M. Emery, W. H. Yeoman
F. L.
Wiley,
M. Cole, J, G. Munsey, and C. H, Hura.
Thursday A. M., Bro. Lyman E. Hall, who has been
su 'vlylng the church at that place for nearly
a
year, was set apart to the work of the gospel min.
Q. M,, twelve

sub.
:

HENRY WILLIAMSON,
JOHN C. MANSON,

Committee.

JAMES F. CONNOR,

istry.

Pittsfield, May 31, 1882.»

Thd ordination services were very

..

inter-

esting and impressive. Delegates to N. H. Y. M.

were chosen as follows !
Inisters, M. A. Quimby, J. L. Sinclair, C. £. Huu,
. L.. Wiley, C. M.
Emery, T. G. Wilder, L.
Hall,—Laymen, 8S.

And so it will be séen that after many years

of hard struggling on the part of
its Trustees,

Rowe, G. L. P. Corliss, E. T. Hurd, K. Cole, J.

the institutionof. learnitlg at Pittsfield
is saved
to the Free Baptist denomination;
and that
when the subscriptions recently made
in its
be paid, it will

with an endowment

Hill,

The church is small

Towa,

writing, as aforesaid, to the Trustees of the
Maine Central Institute aforesaid, by persons
deemed by us responsible, and that the sub-

shall

Clerk,

The ordinance of baptism was administered,
Sunday, May 21, to two candidates for the
Orchard—now changed
to Lincoln—thurch

twenty thousand dollars is duly promised in

behalf

of Su mmer

of fellowship, making in a Il that

the first day of June 1882, one-third the first
day of January 1883, and one-third the first
day of January 1884, and interest upon said
sum at six per cent. per anoum until paid, do
hereby determine and find that the said sum of

WM. H. BOWEN,

be free from

Pound, E..Osgood, Sydney A Smith.
C. M. EMERY, Cler/:,

New Durham (N. H.)—Held with the North:
wood church, It was well attended, and.
all the churches re orted steadfastness. nearly:
Deerfleld ; and Northwood, churches have reteived a
special refreshing from the presence of the
rd,
and many have been ‘converted. In some of the
other churches there has been revival
interest.
The meetings of business were harmonious,
Seventy-five dollars were appro
to Rochester
Village society towards build ngriated
a
church,
Col
lections for
Missions, $28.91
e social meetings
were lively and interestin . the convert
and
aged
v
Christian, mi
ling their a. stimonies together in
uick success
ony.
The
ord was tendederlyrly ang rts!
i
rea ched b
Rev’s Adams, Tuitle;aia
pA Reaivern, i,
F. Wood and B, P. Moun.
tes to Year:
] Meetings,~Rev's
m, Adaws,
C, L.
Pin
ood, Moulton, East
Lothro|
Hulekinson, Lisymon Dia, 3 ¥
ing Varney, Dea. (,
DY. Place,
Scruton,
Dea. 8. Gray, Bryant Peavey, Bennet Swain, Albert Smith and" N, B. . V Varney, Voted to omit

debt

fund of Try THOUSAND

DOLLARS appropriated by. the State
of Maine.

[ will say that the debt of. the Institute
is in
such condition that it maybe paid at any
time;

and I only wish that all parties
could honor
their pledges at an early date, there
by glving
us a day for general jubilation somet
ime next

fall, instead of the remote one of Janua
ry 1,
1884.

The people of Pittsfleld hope to pay most
of

’

their subscription very soon, They prefe
r to
do this rather than pay interest on it. They
are
{tching—and the students of the Institute
with
them—to ring bells, fire ciinon and ‘burn
tar

7

ie Gerri bow.

burtels—so great is thelr joy at this hour,

session,

ALgust

Penney end Bachelder |

Mound

Be it known, then, to the good ind vltrue

men and women of New. England, that Penney |
and Bachelder are to take the field to raise (Hie
money to pay the note they have signed. Phe i

May 12-14
1

r. "When the
LLL)
prayer our old,

ing,

bei

r

singing

and
nwas chosen

tried moderator, Bro. J. 8
Johnson

ht spare

him

long

te do0
the

will |

note .for the Free Baptists of Maine, and I
believe, that having themselves subscribed lib-

over,

we had a good

expressed their

The

noe meeting.

pod conden

to

Man

eas for. God.

burdent'from their shoulders.
olin
In behalf of the Trustees and friends of the

ressed
a desire for a white Ba
i churely at
{iii idge. 0 that we couldave’
a white minater lo ive himgelfto the work. of the Lord m
Next session’ with’ Union Grove church, Aug.
1,12.

they will remeber us still further,

church. The aitendinse vilhs small, but the interest

Maine Central Institute, I thank our friend
s
outside of Muine for substantial favors, hoping
June 2, 1882,

0. B, CHENEY.

'

City. (Ll)—Held with
' the Valley

Ridge church,

Anniversary exercises of the Institute come off In

the 22d inst, and it is hoped

Ao

-

Fhe fall session in Sept. with Epsom church.
But they will do no such thing at present;
for i
E W. RICKER, Clerk.
to do suck 2 thing would be at the sacrif
ice of

;

free,

the past year twenty-two.

Pittsfield to determine when the sum of twenty thousand dollars is duly promised in writing to the Trustees of the Maine Central Institute aforesaid by persons deemed responsible,
eme<third of said sum to be paid on or before

THOMAS 8. DEXTER,
A. P. MCMASTER,

Dr
of th

The ordinance was administered by theif pas:

the citizens of

scription is now binding upon the several
scribers.

roun

‘tor, the Rev. Z, F. Griffin,
The day foHowing both they and others received the hand

ter, A. P. McMaster, and James F. Connor, a

Maine Central Institute and

Th.
roun

and cannot pay a large salary. A young man
is preferred.
For communication with the
church, address W. G. Bingham as above.
It was a pleasant day for the F. B. church of
Gilbert's Mille Saturday, May 27, when there
. were about seventy pers ons. gathered at the
covenant meeting, and at the close they repaired to the sideof the water, and sixteen happy converts presented the: mselves for baptism.

“

committee

Teal
cent

York.

Co., is without'a pastor.

Taal

following action :

ed

x doth Of {ts esteemed and beloved

For and in behalf of the church,
C. A. FarNuam,

as

For!

seri

Jowinal and Evening Br alletin,

sureties. This note the committee accepted,
and voted that the Trustee subscription be also
considered satisfactory and complete in the
sum of $10,000, closing their record with the

erally for the benefit of the Institution, their
Oh Tuesday morning at, 9 o'clock the brethi
vew and sisters will cheerfully lift the

Migs. Soc.

{ thy
ofa

the companion of her ¢hoice, our henrtfelt and
sincere sympathies ; praying that she may be,
sustained in this, the great trial of her life,
by Him io whom she has so long trusted’ and
believed; and
Resolved,
That we present to Mrs. Brews :
ter, a copy of these resolutions: and also forward a copy to Dover, N. H., to the Morning
Star, the organ of the Free Baptist denon:
ination, and
also to the Providence Daily -

By

duets and | Penney and Bachglder have signed
this

tions; and’ were participated in by members of aft’ the classes. Moxley’s Band
ih
uh

Congregational,

ot fois

soll by Hey. A. W. Wayman, bishop of the kbe subscribed to pay the note that enough
by that time,
Several

Amer.
M. E. ¢hurch.
| A™

Commencement exercises began.

says, “ The Andover
CRE

Was fol-

whit offered by the Cor. See.of the Home

sien to speak a word for the PV
distinct frem the

prayer, which

lowed by a lecturein reply to Robt. Inger-

which can reflect credit upon us as a na- | He has fought
good fight; he has kept" o
tionis clearly evident, Lite oppositi

:
ean tolerate no measure less
ty that boys and girls, brought up in
Gunday-school, will develop good cliar the spoedy than that of exterminativn. The
ac- original part of the plan is the method by
ters and beco
me usefal

Commencement at Storer College.

committed to his trust. eT

hy

his goiog

ark St.

AL

a Se. St, ©

Wednesday,

$2,651.21,a few

The cause of Christ

Dewominational,

of

Tent

téd

the commiittee spent in considering the Pittsfield subscription, voting the subscription satisfactory and complete in the sum of $10,000.
In the afternoon
the committee took
up
the Trustee subscription, voting the same sat
Isfactory in the sum of $7,348.79. To make up
the $20,000, Rev. C. F. Pénney and
Prof.
Kingsbury Bachelder put in their nete for

es-

Sabbath-schools and showing their interest in

the work of the churches.

friends attached %o hini
in all his yarious

We know of to mote fitting inscription
close of his life, he was asked if any of 4]; be granted in severalty whenever a tribe.
has made considerable advance’ toward: to be written above fhe life of our departed
that number had ever become inmates
of | civilization, and not--before. Citizeship brother and fellow-worker, than the one
a prison. He declared eonfidently,
« No should he the next step. Give citizenship
| he himself chose
one.”
tport the titleSy
: to all self-supporting Indisns who ask if. |pogs of his tributeto place
to Willjam' Burr—
Of course, there are some, brought
up
This, in brief,is ‘the proposed plan. |* Fidelity and Usefulness.” The fanits
in Sunday-schools, who go into evil ways
That it is good emowgh or has inherent whi
were ch
his seem now few and Hivial
and to rain; but investigation
ld fore in itself to eivilize the Indians beste thé many sterling
probably show that they are such as wou
qualities of Hib
were Without patient and
lomg.eontinued effort, | Christids manhood and unfailing devotion
irregular in attendancand
e careless as to is not cf}
That i athe only method | to all the iterests

held

Welsh rhurches,

Thalermon delivered by Mr.

the

returned Thursday.
The meeting of *‘ the committee of

timatg of more than 4,000 in the Pennsylvania

the friends of temperance and moral reform in this city,

dollars.

Maine Central Institute, °

church members. The year shows a net
gain of59 churches, .but a net lass of 2635

is one and the same, and Christian life should
vations under the wholesome restraint of
be the same at home and abroad.”
law.
For eleven years, since the time a corporate member of the Freewill Bapbuilt up, and no doubt it couldbe satisfac | when
eur government so unjustly abolish- tist Printing Establishment,
which position
For the information of friends of our Fortorily shown that one of the most efficient ed
tribal relations, these reservations have he held at the time of his death. He was eign Mission who may wish to send a bell to
agencies by which, under God, this astonbeen left a prey to depredaters, White and also a trustee of Storer College, at Har- the church at Bhimpore, we will say that the
~ishifig increase of Christ's Kingdom has
red. Put a white community in the same per's Ferry, W. Va., and a member of the bell for the Bible School at Midnapore was
been compassed, is this same institution
purchased of the Meneely Bell Co., of Troy, N.
condition, without courts or police or any executive board of the Freewill Baptist
of the Sunday-school—operating so
large- of the coercions of law, ‘and how long Foreign Mission Society. He has "held Y., and delivered on shipboard in New York,
‘at a cost of $48.45, '
ly among the masses of the young, the
would it remain a peaceable and orderly many other important offices and done
nursery of the church, raising up minisThe annual meetings in Boston last week
place? Again, the Indian department much good work in the line of our denomters and missionaries of the cross,
and should remain under civil administra- inational enterprises and of moral reform were occasions of much interest. The spirit
sending uctold contributions of its
gath- tion, with rules and regulations for agents, in general. The Providence Journal, in shown in the various denominational gather
ered and growing strength to the farthest
ings indicated more zeal for practical work
and frequent inspections of the service, an appreciative notice of his death, says,
than for degmatic forms,
corners of the earth,
which shall keep it free from the corrup- ‘Mr. Brewster was a mot persistent
The strong influence, in after
years, of tions of political power and individual ex- and conscientious worker, deeply interest- \ The Golden Rule of Enfield, Il, is to apearly Sunday-school training,
to keep the perimients. There should be no more re- ed in his church, in all the affairs of the pear no more, and Ze Open Door is to take
young from vicious courses gid
final ruin, | moval, Civilize the Indian where he is. denomination, and also in every social its place. We have the best wishes for the
is beyond all calculation.
Sh
Mr, Raikes Educate hinf,” Auolish the “ penny wise and benevolent cause.” ‘Our friend will new venture.
«Wak, for many years, a constant
visitor at and pound fool{#h” polivy of limited edu- be greatly missed in his denomination, by
both

tury in which the Sunday-school has been

thousand

1 went to Pittsfield on Tuesday, May 30, and

3,713 ministers,of whom 856 are settled pastors, 1,594 are acting pastors, while 1,263 are
not engaged
in pastoral work; and 381,697

members

over

A

statistical, relating to the denomination which
it represents.
It’ reported 3,804 churches;

dence, over the Park St. F.B. church, from

Another point is to put the reser-

a

—— _ as it Haigh,
might,
n
g

dollars. Shall the Hall be finished? and members, feel that the church has suffered
an
irreparable loss by the removal of one who has
shall there be a new bell? We hope
pe some | labored so acceptably and faithfully in the
one may read these lines who may be able church and community for more than ‘seven
years, helping to bear all the burdens, trials
and disposed to make a substantial answer
and disappointments, therefore,
z
in the affirmative. We affirm what we
Resolved, That we most humbly submit,
and recognize the Divine mandate of Him who
have before said, that in our opinion there
doeth ail things well: and
is no place along eur line of operations that the mantle of cour dearmost earnestly pray
departed pastor |
and
brother may full ‘on some one of Gods
where money will pay better dividends in
awn choosing who shall go in and out before the future than in supporting this college,
us and break unto us the bread of life; and
Resolved,
That we ext end to Mrs, BrewsA, L. 'GERRISH.
ter, who has thus early in life been bereft of
Harper's Ferry, May 31, 1882.

for 1882, issued by direction of the National
Council of Congregational churches, assembled at St. Louis, in 1880.
It is a - volume of
266 pages, octavo, and is full of extended
and carefully presented information, chiefly

the Indians will be saved.” May God
touch the hearts of the people till they cry
out in horror against the barbarous iniq-

you.”

east

this, and would cost about two hundred |
2

must

1875 till the lime of his death. As a min- of Washington St. church, the first Subbath
ister,he has always proved himself a faith- after the destruction of the church edifice by
ful preacher of the gospel and a devot- fire, has been neatly published, and is for sale
subsequent efforts of this man, more than
.| ed, successful pastor. His work as Junior at 10 certs a copy. It Is prefaced by a brief hisuities which are practised under official
tory of the church and an account of the fire.
Editor of the Star was always dove with The sermon, from 1 Kings 19, is an approprito any other human agency that we owe sanction. Continue
the present inadequate
zeal, thoroughness, iB
the firm establishment and
wide ex- policy but a few years
He has ate memorial and merits the favor with which
longer, and it will
been a constant and va
tension of this magnificent institution be too late to do the Indian
contributor to it has been received. The brief appendix states:
‘feparative
its colamns ever since h@ left the office in that at a largely attended meeting of the Sowhich, for more than a hundred years, justice, too late to wipe out the stains
of a
1869, and has served for years as a .mem- ciety, held May 16, it was unaminously voted
has wroughtso much for the growth of ‘¢ century of dishonor.”
!
to rebuild.
the Christian church and the redemption
The principles of the “Proposed Pol- ber of its editorial corps. He has written
President
Cheney’s
communication relating
consider
able besides his many contribuof men.
icy” are-not new or original. They have
tions to the Star. We are indebted to to the affairs of the Maine Central Institute
The ‘Sunday-school readily takes its been urged upon Congress in detail
many
will be read with a sense
place among the foremost beneficent insti times, but without success. Among
him for The Life of William Burr. He are very glad that interestsof relief by all. We
which are dear to
the
tutions of the world. Sharon Turner,in his principal features we
note first that we was also the author of various published us, and of the greatest importance, are not to
estimate of the gradual growth of -Chris- should never break faith with the In- discourses and papers. Among them are suffer such a blow as the loss of this Institute;
tianity, places the population of Chris- dians, Nearly every Indian trouble of ‘‘ The History of the Free Baptists of but we cannot feel that, as a people, we Tay
or
indulge in any congratulation
tendom in the 15th century at 100,000,000;
importance has resulted from violated Rhode Island and Vicinity,” published in decently
thanksgiving so long as the specter of a gross
in the 18th, at 200,000,000; and in the faith
on the part of the whites. Until the the Centennial Minutes for 1880; ¢ The injustice to two of our best nien haunts us.
19th, at 250,000,000. This is probably be- word
of a white man is as good as that Freewill Baptists,” embodying an outline
low the correct figures for the present of an Indian, what hope have
The Observer makes a good suggestion, as
we'of civil- history of the denomination, and the F.
~ century. The best statisticians make izing the red men?
follows: *‘ Christian people going from home
Said Sitting Bull, in Baptist Foreign Missionary Enterprise,
into the country to spend any part of the sumthe population
of Christendom:
not explanation of his refusal to treat with ‘both published in the Centennial Record.
mer, will give great encouragement
less than 400,000,000, and probably:
to their
He
was,
moreove
r,
a frequent contributor
the Government: * Whenever you have
brethred-’ among whom they may
be somore. It may not be too much to say
found a white man who will tell the truth, to the Providence Journal and other news- journing, by visiting the prayer-meetings and
that during the last
produced’ the glorious growth of the
modern Sunday-schoel ; for it is to the

strength in the world.

a

We are needed in Boston.
us, and much work to be done,’ If our principles are worth anything they are worthy
of a representation in this metropolis.
We

received ordination. From May, 1864, to
May, 1869, he was editorially connected
icy was not made years ago. Itis simply with the Star, first associated with William
Burr, and afterwards with Dr. G. T. Day.
for the reason expressed by Sec. Stanton
He preached for a time in Fairport,N. Y.,
in 1861, when he said in reference to the]
and subsequently occupied pastorates in
Indian problem, * This government never
Rhode Island, first in North Scituate,
reforms an evil until the people demand
from 1871 to 1875, and finally in Provi1t.
When the hearts of the people are
touched, these evils will be reformed and

3

5

our
surrendered.
There is room : for

became
pastor
of the Free Baptist
church in Springvale, Me., and soon after

the

pequire

o

in. the centers of influence,
ol
: be
commission
may about as well

earnest

white. It is not because there has been
a lack of wisdom among. the Solons of
our national capital that a change
of poli-

gaged in their boisterous sports, “What a

Christianity has

i

our | ,cofulness in our denominational work is | Selfish policy, we shall have forfeited
our oplong
on
:
ig | Portunities

ry and biographical sketch will doubtless
| soon appear. Bro. Brewster was a native
It commends itself as simple, feasible,
of New Hampshire and was graduated
and eminently judicious.
.
’
from
Dartmouth College in 1860.
Ie
The Indian problem will always remain
studied theology at New Hampton and
perplexing to those who attempt at the
at + Andover.
In
May,
1863,
he
same time to mete out justice to the red

man

sible for the same.

Mai

ater
rein)

ya
P
zu.40,
]
The following ‘resolutions were passed by
It is our duty | question whether this bell should
be hung | tis Park Street F. B church at a meetinz
’
eeling
city wmterests and to | i the new belfry, or one take its place of | held Sunday, June 4, 1882,
If we, he 3 People, real bell metal and of sufficient size to be P Wanress, lo the
Jrovidence
ol
God the
an essential part

10 accept the burdens of

that

while

in

consideration of every lover of humanity.

Oae Sunday, in the
men

the

would Doc.
not B. have
tha
the
idea
waa cared
(4

other things are requitéd
to be done
:
; which

ple and adopted as their own.
:
;
;

be no

that which at government toward the Indians has
still, we not | received the condemnation of an enlicht- one that will not easily be filled.
His
~
:
:
2
church, too,
unirequently mar that which we 4 propose | ened public: conscience
:
Tits
a loss in which
.
Until
recently, | 10 reat bodyhas of suffered
our
churches
have
a
to mend. Let us be modest and careful in however,
o
4
there has been greater readiness
pressing our methods of nurture.
share.
:
Care- to censure the existing policy than to offer
We are not able at this time to prepare
fulness will avoid ‘both Scylla and Charyban effective substitute. A plan has now
dis—through the perilous strait will keep
an extended notice. A completer obituabeen proposed which

the middle course.

| URfinished, likewise the belfry, and various

y
: at %its p late \
:
3
the | younger men | setts Association
meeting
in Somprominent

LO Ped away, at his hme fn | "48 oh npr intra a Boa | The bel Whih wasforme bey

our experienced

many

The policy generally . pursued

natural defects, and supply
mi
first
seemed wanting;
but
;
By
PS >

of

among

47th year of his age.

=

ture was excellent and full of promise.

|g). ranked

Is de

medi
puri

pail
of i

has had a year of intense

Foreign

hoo

ki

~~ | came
interested
the labors
Bro. people,
Boy,
ton while
be was under
laboring
with ofthat

Bro. Brackett

i

;

fofmer pastor, led
into the baptism)

section of the church.” .* We
hs P Tayer of Dedication was of.
REV. J. M. BREWSTER
bave no sectarian prejudice against Congrega- | ai
«=
Rev. 8. Curtis.
:
water. Then they went to the church and re. . :
:
While many ried
hearts
In the evening a dramatic and musical
hinge
because | tionalism,in thus speaking; but we feel that
ceived the hund of fellowship.” Afterward.
=
|
;
Le
:
many hearts are ac ing be
:
Pp
we have a decided advantage in our Presyte- | éhtertainment was given by
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Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
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nurses in the United States, and has been used
for forty years with never failing success by miljions of mothers for their children. It relieves the
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Civele.

physician.

ANTE MQRTEM.
BY

Perchance some

J.

W.

-

will bleed

when

I am

gone;
Some kindred spirit who from life’s fair morn
Hath known and loved me well, may drop a
tear
.
!

Of keenest sorrow. o’er my funeral bier.
Some

‘household
ried hours,

friend,
I

who

thro’

life’s va-

The vacant chair may bear a memory still
Of haleyon days, when, toiling up life’s hill,
The pilgrim feet grew weary of the road,
The heart was fainting 'neath its heavy load,
"Till the swift magic of some friendly hand
Reveiled the glory of the promised land.

open—"

to bear,if nobody says anything about it.”.

«1 think you had better go,Mr. Osborne,”

Above my grave in Spring-time’s early hour,

plant

a

will

you take a telegram to the office for Mr.
Graham ?”
ee

Delight, instead of thorns,to scatter flowers.

Not a thought of the

neglected

or

gotten duty had crossed the mind of Ja-

cherished

mie during the morning hours of study
or recitation, and he was much surprised

It matters little to the'peaceful dead
‘What songs are chanted, or what words
said
:
In solemn requiem,—-death can never hear
The tones that ever charm the living ear.

room from the hall, where the bell had
summoned him, said gravely, ¢ You are

when the teacher, returning to the schoel-

are

One gleam of sunshine on hope's sepulcher
Is better than the formal words that stir
The cold and leaden atmosphere of death,
And richer than a thousand songs one breath
Of love that sweeps the waste of human souls,
Where sorrow, like a turgid river, rolls;
And one sweet flower, beside life's weary way,
Is worth a thousand o’er my lifeless clay.

OF ONE “ LITTLE FOX.”
BY

MRS,

ADA

KENNAN,

dy

‘ Is it well with the child?”
*¢ Of such

As

is the kingdom

of God.”

Mrs. Graham passed to and fro that

beautiful morning, busied with her small

household
self some

cares, singing softly to her-

scraps

from

song of childhood,

a half-forgotten

revived

to

memory

by the sweet scent of apple-blossoms,

and the jubilant song of the robin in the
old elm at the foot of the garden walk,
she often glanced at the lovely child who
with her dolls’ cab was giving her family

an airing.

With smiling alacrity she

obeyed the child's request for mamma to
. tie on her.hat. again, and take a pebble
from her shoe. As she passed her hand
caressingly over the golden curls and
gazed with a fond mother’s delight into
the blue depths of those bright eyes, as

“

‘* Your sister Susie—”
¢¢ Ob, Mr. Osborne, is she sick again?”
hastening his pace.
.

.

- “No, Jamie, not sick;

but—"

- *“ What then ? hurt ?»

“ No Jamie,” as he vainly tried to keep

pace with the eager boy. ‘ Walk slower,
Jamie, your sorrow will ‘meet you soon
enough.”
‘¢ Oh, Mr. Osborne,do tell me what has

happened!”
“ Little Susie has gone,” was the low,
soft reply, ‘‘ where she’ll never be sick
or hurt any more.”
;
Oh, do tell

him almost by force, while he said,
Jamie, your mother’s life depends upon your

composure.

She is utterly prostrated

by

this terrible shock, and the least excitement

may

cause

her death

too. : You

have a great sorrow to bear, but you must

control yourself.”
:
For a few moments they walked onward in silence. Several times Jamie
essayed to ask how Susie came to die, but
great sobs choked his utterance.
When they reached the maple by the
road side, where, not a year

ago,

Jamie

had heard what he thought cruel words
from his father's lips, Mr. Osborne said,
bons of the dainty hat under the dimpled | “Sit down here on the bench, Jamie, you
and

Kissed

the

proffered

lips,

was

there no white winged messenger to warn
her of the peril that awaited her darling?
Alas, alas! so dull and heavy are our
‘ears we cannot hear them if they call to
us from beyond the veil of flesh we wear.
The little feet pattered about the gar-

about,

and it had better be here than at home.”

den walks, relling the: tiny cab with its
blue cushions, where reposed in much

state her whole doll family. After a little
tinie the child was attracted by the robin’s

*“Oh, my God!” exclaimed Jamie.
So
true it is, dear reader, that every human

and listening

for

a moment,

she

said softly, ‘“ That must be a bufuller
bird to sing so; 1 dess Susie’ll do and
see im.”
Down the gravel path to the elm over
the spring hastened the feet of the
‘¢ household -pet.”

‘Susie

Spasms

“must soon hear how all this came

~ When they were seated he took Jamie's
hands in both his own, and offered a
short and simple prayer to Our Father,
asking for help for the grief-stricken boy
in this his hour of need. Then he said
slowly, * Jamie, Susie was drowned in
the spring.”
:

song,

had

never

been

there

before

when the spring was uncovered, and
with childish curiosity she stood beside
the open curb, and peered into the water
below. It was some two feet in depth,
but so bright and clear that it seemed
but an arm’s length to the eager child,
10 the shining pebbles on the bottom.
““ O what pitty stones !” she exclaimed,
‘ Susie must get some for mamma,” and

leaning

over

hand to grasp

she

reached

them.

her

dimpled

A moment mdre,

and then a startled strangled cry, a helpless struggle, and the fair hair and blue
eyes, the rosy lips and dimpled chin lay
still on the ** pitty stones” at the bottom
of the spring.
It seemed to Mrs. Graham that scarcely five

minutes

had

elapsed,

since

she

saw the white hat with its blue ribbons
pass the open window, and«hdard the

childish treble singing sweetly, * Desus

loves even me,” when she missed her darling. Stepping to the door she called

* Susle, Susie,”as was
such occasions.
Onl
the y
robin

song,

and clear

replied. Hastily
glancing over yard and
/

garden, she spied ‘“ Topsy,” the rubber
doll, half-way

" spring.

down

heart cries out for God when met suddenly by unexpected loss or grief. Then,
*“O Mr. Osborne, I—I—" and for the first
time he remembered
that
locked the curb.
*‘I know

he had
Jamie,

not
for

some reason you did not lock the curb
this morning, and little Susie attracted,
perhaps by the pebbles, perhaps by her
own sweet image, leaned too far over the
curb, and—?

‘I do not believe it. I will not believe
it,” wailed the boy in his passionate grief.
“0 God, it cannot be!

I never left itun-

locked a moment before, and now this one
time, only think, Mr. Osborne, just. this
once, that Susie should fall.”
“I know Jamie, it seems strange to us
that God should permit—?

* Why did n't he stop it?—what made
Him let her go there? If He is great
and good,

Hé

could

have

turned

her

little feet another way!” questioned the
rebellious heart; “I don't believe there
is any God!”
4
.

“Hush, hush, Jamie!” remonstrated
his friend.
hp
“ Well, I don’t; ‘why should He punish
me like this for once forgetting, and I
have tried so hard never to forget, and
for almost a year,—and mother!” He
thew himself upon the grass, while great

hér custom on’ sobs convulsed his fame, and tears fell
like rain.
:
:
'

loud

the

path

to

the

We pass over Jamie's interview with

in her arms.and called him “my poor boy I”
and his first visit te the darkened parlor,
where the precious form, so full of rosy,

seat, said,

into it, and, with a shriek that roused her

neighbors,

‘she fell “senseless upon the

Pitying neighbors bore the unconscious
formsof mother and child backto the

She

will

hate me.

beside the two in the church yard, and
Susie's lovely form slept beside those of
her brothers.

father!

what

will father say?

orders,

when

stepped

he

This work is

forward,

caught

my

chief.

lose any record of it, even in the life of an

Indian, however strong our
against the race may be, =

prejudice

success that he became a man

tance in the tribe.

hit

Down to the pri

says, “ All that do refer to
millennial view and

saying,

any other;”

What

or

the

even

In thee, I discern the true quali-

teenth century; and this view he opposes, not-

of justice.

an Indian of the same tribe, also a large
man, but a drunken, worthless ruffian,

her;

but another who sat near,

unwash-

gift, and satisfied the poor woman.

And

then she asked

dis-

them

what

pute, and they told, and

was

lifted

the

up before

her their beautiful hands.
¢* Beautiful,
indeed,” said she, when she saw them.
But, when they asked her, which was the
most beautiful, she said, ‘It is not the
hand that is washed clean in the brook,

for

As our readers know,an Indian, not be-

ing legally * a person,” rannat ha tried it is not the hand that is tipped with red,
it is mot the hand that is garlanded with
or punished by ordinary
!
he

The criminal iu

this

inal in this e;
to

the

heaven with authority to decide the

An

:

The

iring

(Everything relating

des- | should

He was shot and

into camp, and the

tribe ceased.

punishment”

No.

48,

8.

Beware of a moonlight stroll, O pensive

and susceptible youth.
4. In traveling, do not burden yourself with

things you never need.
5. In
William
6. A
a single

the reigns of the four Georges and
IV. England suffered politically.
swallow does not make a summer, nor
yerse a poet.
:
8. C.

No. 49.

I am composed of 14 letters, and am the
name of a writer of interesting travels.
My 5,7, 6, is to put forth.
My 9,2, 8, 4, is to drag.
My 8, 10, 1, is an article of dress.
My 11, 12,13, is what we all dislike to be.

My 14 is yourself."

West.— Youth's Com-

NED.

TRANSPOSITION.
No. 50.

WELL DONE.
A young man called, in company with
several other gentlemen, upon a young

WORD.

to offer. The wine Was poured out, and
would soon have been drank, but the

51.

A singing bird.
An American tree.
A flower.
To retain.
ENIGMA.

Did you call upon

lady added, ‘* Remember, if You eall upon

Mr 15,9, 71, 120, 182, 11, 50, 37, 88, 89, 40, 80,
of
Tisuis Alma Mater.
‘

me, then you drink lemonade ; but if upon

their contents untasted. After leaving
the house, .ohe of the party exclaimed,

|;

OWI short poems.
, ¢ 5 1, 48, 63, 10, 12, 7,
§

at

90,

36,

, 47, 18 a familiar

27,48,

85, 86; 1s one of the

23,19, 18, 110, 117, 118, 93, is ahother
or poenfsy

sikelele

in
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periodicals: An empress aud a quecu -siv
to St.
known to be regular subscribers
Nicholas, and now it is said that the Prince

of Wales takes six copies of that magazine for
the young people in his household. ——
Full list of Harper's Franklin Square Lib
rary will be furnished gratuitously on applica
‘tionto Harper
& Brothers.
Subscription

Price, per year, of 52 numbers, $10.00.

0s-

car Wilde is reported to be writing a book on

the education of children.——— Harper's Catathree

logue, comprising the titles of between

and four thousand volumes, will be sent by
Not

mall on receipt of nine cents,

long

before the death of-Dr, Holland he wrote to 8
young correspondent: *‘ A literary life is &
hard and difficult one; look well before you

choose a life so-full of difficulty ./*~——George
Otto Trevelyan, who succeeds the murdered
Lord Cavendish as Chief Secretary of Ireland,

$2.60 per
:

is a nephew of - Lord Macaulay, and posesses

considerable literary ability, having written &

| fine biography of his gifted uncle, and a history of ,Fox not yet completp,———Edward.

&o.

The June Atlantic is a Longfellow Memorial
number;
and-contains a fine steel portrait of.
:
Longfellow, from the photograph which he
preferred above all others; a poetical tribute
to ‘ Our Dead Singer,” by Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes; a hitherco unpublished poem’ by

Longfellow on * Decoration Day,” written
ak
”
C3

by

excitement, ‘“ The world ceases at midnight!"
Well,” replied Parker, coollv
he cried out. ‘*

Eggleston is at work on “ A History of Life io

the Thirteen Colonies.”
Century
- magazine,

I-13

It will appear in the

with

engravings of real

objects of historic ~interest.——-Berlin
lately bought

an

interesting

collection

has
of

articles associated with Luther, his family and
friends—upward of 5,000 exhibits in all.
ad

A

8

%

Wo
.

bring out

or eight years

an ungle of Ralph Waldo

than

Ep

sermens

bcd
Mr. Longfellow and Mr. Emerson :
the effects of imprudent
exposure to chilly
Many years ago, it is related, Emerair.
son and’ Theodore Parker were walking in
leader of the
a well-known
Concord when
Second Adventists rushed up to them in ‘great

It contains 128 pages,

La

of

80 that this one is likely to mee
preciative welcome.
Wende
the Rev. Phillips Brooks are de:

& Co.

The words seem fo be

(same as Gospel Hymns); price
dozen, Sample ‘pages free.’ |

‘the

volume

of his discourses have appeared in *.*
*
and the older volumes have gone
{

shown excellent judgment in placing this fine

y.

4, Ana I; évet I Artaxerxes
the king, do

love you as well as Susie.” Jamie shook | verif he it ‘of prevailing’

himself, as he usually does in such cases. In
the current number of Qur Continent Judge
Tourgée prints a companion piece, a Decoration Day poem, which is like the other, some- =;

“I can ge!
crowned he:

in our Sunday-schools.

which

Day,” in

Southern poet to avail himself of the occasion,
and who repaired the omission by drawing on

TO EUROPE. 16mo.

well chosen with a view to Christian ferolé 1b & stanza from one of his" short- vor,
‘vigor and truth. The publisher has
< + © ©
alia
e120
A
.

hie

his head sadly and Mr, Osborne eontinued, | bp. Leighton. A

is enjoying the wrath of some of the loyal
subscribers to Our Continent over the
appearance, in a recent number, of a poem on

We are in receipt of Goon WiLL,by J. M.
Stillman and T. Martin Towne, “#hd a uew
collection of Sunday-school and ‘Gospel Meeting music, from the press of 8. W. Straub,
Chicago. It contains a very fine selection of
beautiful melodies such as will meet with favor

1s, 6,7,8,4,7,14,1s

P. Roe’s

of disloyalty and ‘ Bourbonism ” is the yery
hight of the ridiculous. Yet Judge Tourgée
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the heroes of the Lost Cause were appropriately commemorated.
The poem, which was
not signed, was in fact written by Judge Tourabeve- ~gée-himbell,"Who had waited in vain for any

this. It is surprisingto see how much -excellently printed information is included with.
in the flexible leather covers of this small
volume,
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‘* Barriers Burned Away,” noticed above, —
To accuse the author of“ A Fool's Errand”

the Confederate

- the

Vacation

publish

Guide for the

live inthe sea.” * Why,”
answers the first
fisherman, “ asmen do a-land; the great ones
Fé
Dodd, Mead & Co.
announce that 70,000 copies have already been
subscribed for by the trade of their 100,000

“Iam

pleteness seems

AND NOTES.

& Co.,

Philadelphia. * Master,” says the third fishererman in Pericles, ‘‘ I marvel how the fishes

figure

Am

con
one
Eng
hav

Tourist in Europe,” which has some excellent
features,
Literature, a monthly journal
of literary news and criticism, published af
Buffalo, N. Y.,and edited by C. Wells Moulton,
announces, with its May number, its consolidation with the Literary World of Boston,
This is the second large mouthful lately taken

E. P. Roe.

Osgood

NEWS

Miflin

U

T
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tent

attractive
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edition of a *“ Satchel

first instane® of so cheap an edition of a copyrighted American book by a popular author.

R.

copy.

4s the bublisher.
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to

Am
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Vari

piece of music entitled ** Song of Reunion.”
It
is composed in sympathy with the movement,
already very extensive, for a thorough reconciliation between the “ North and the South,”
It is commended by letters of approval given
by Messrs. Winthrop, Whittier, Goy’s Long
and Talbot, and other eminent
gentlemen.
Louis P. Goullaud, 128 Tremont §t., Boston, «
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unfa

ject

per
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not
ordi
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by our Boston contemporary, the other having

righted books, some of which have had an
immense sale. It is believed that this is the
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Price 40 cts.

shot

by A. 8.

Ever

O. The title page
Irish maiden, look.

been Robinson's Epitome

Thisis a “limited ” edition (1607000 copies)
of one of the most popular stories of the day.
Itis the work by which Mr. Roe gained his
enviable reputation, the first of a series which
has proved ‘very welcome to many thousands
of readers. Mr. Roe’s writings are pure and
elevating in their influence and can be safely
put into the hands of any
young person.
Several of the English publishing houses have
recently issued cheap editions of favorite copy-

Pp. 460, Boston: James

and
Rondino

|
Eng

ure
uns

Minutes Polky"”

For sale by all music dealers.

:
series

covers,
Mead &

f

is

Beautiful Wreath of Shamrock,” which she
has

at least

Hamilton deserves the reverent and. affection:
ate esteem of every patriotic American.
May
this excellent memoir-be of wide service in
| conveying rich instruction to the minds of the
younger generation of our times, and in aiding to perpetuate a well-merited fame.

Paper
Dodd,

and

Sh

clasped in her hand.

all, during his Secretaryship of the Treasury,

By

ets.), by

ing from afar toward her distressed home, the
only memento she bas retained being
“ A -

in the heroic-age. of cur national life. A great
genius.
Both for the abilities which were
his, and for the services which he rendered
during that anarchic period of fearful uncer-1 tainty between the close of the Revolution and

AwAY.

(40

octaves,

Max Frihling,

W. Helmick, Cincinnati,
has a fine lithograph of an

ment of a popular essay. At times the style is
brilliant and racy, and holds.
the mind in
fettered attention.
But Mr. Lodge has an: inspiring subject.
Alexander Hamilton, next

the adoption of the Constitution,and,

no

~ We have received a sympathetic Irish Ballad

ble as'a compact and fair estimate
and delineation of Hamilton and his times, has not a dull
page in it. It Gombines most happily the
gravity of the historian with the lighter treat-

remarkable

May”

has

by Stephe. S. Bonbright, and published by F °°

By Henry Cabot
Houghton, Mifflin
For sale by E. J,

to Washington, is the most

the

Vogt.

This

We know of no pocket guide to Europe
which for clearness, compactness, and come

papa, why, in that case I have nothing to
say.”
’
p
The wine glasses were set down with

vine things, without Something of divine

(30 ets.), by

of salvation,

Paul, would

which

ward” (30 cts.), a capital

ever

not bound.

In

Behr,

good for little hands, * Five

continue to exist to be

New and Revised Edition.
Price, 20 cents. New York:
Co.

No.52.
me or upon papa P”
/ I am composed of 134 letters.
Gallantry, if nothing else, compelled
My 13, 18, 2, 6, 27, 85, 7, 14, 39, 40, 38, T1,is
the name of my author, a well known _poet. |
them to answer, « We called upon you.”
My 116, 110, 78, 89, 91, is his native State.
*‘ Then you will please not drink wine;
My 123, 9, 47, 17, 2, 19, 27, 28, 1s his native
city.
»
I have lemonade for my callers.”
Sy 37, 19, 32, 15, 47, 84, 99,85, 01, is the city
~The father urged the guests to drink, where
he died.
.
My 117, 118, 119, 37, 45, 19, 47, 58, 41, 86, is
and they were undecided. The young
the name of a river of which he has written..

---

Moszkowski,

Franz

is implied.
We are also told that the martyrs,
“lived and reigned with Christ a thousand
years.”
After this period, Satan, let loose,
‘ shall go out to deceive the nations which
are (still) in the four quarters of the earth,”
and there is a great battle between them and
‘ the camp of the saints” at Jerusalem—* the
beloved city.”
What does thismean?
Is it to
be interpreted literally or figuratively?
Wha
can tell? Does our salvation. depend on a
correct interpretation?
To our mind, it is certain that this was
never intended to be an éssential
tenet of

BARRIERS BURNED

SQUARE

No.

use of spirituous drinks, for he had wine

I can

adorned with the well-known lineaments of
Oscar W. There are also five pieces.of Piano
muslc;—a -* Mazurka ” (25 cts.), by Moritz

Pre-

———

1 natone evil sunsel I evol dna ma vodel,
Lisunse I evah eth gnouy adn fitlueaub.
Bundo pu ekil riceptus ni ym obko fo feli.

lady. Her father was present, to assist
in entertaining the callers. He did not
share his daughter's scruples against the

broke off

wsthetic nonsense, “ Ton utter utter” (40 ets);

of American Statesmen, edited by John T.
Morse, Jr. Mr. Lodge, the author -of this
book,is a gentleman well qualified to deal with
his subject, and he bas succeeded in proJ

ENIGMA.

times two sides to the Indian $tories that

od,

nations

Lane & Co. Price, $1.25.
This is the sécond volume in the new

ad-

1. At Geneva we took a row on the lake at
sunset.
*
2. Itis computed that Virginia, at the very
least, owes thirty millions.
:

of the

derer was found and the facts came
to
light. This is one of many incidents
which show that at least there are some.

young lady asked:

enclose ““ Ole Lace ” (35 cts.), by Moll
cause of Thee ” (40 cts.), a beautiful sito song |
by Berthold Tours, and ome more picee of

N —"

to this department of the Star

carried

A year later the real mur.

come to us from the
panion.

adding to our ndtional lyrics. It iss
by Oliver Ditson & Co., of Boston, ‘i.

tion for a millenniom Preor Post, we are
-surprised that so much time should be spent

Of course, the

Stevens

“ The American Song” (35 eofs.), |
Savage and Vincent Cirillois, a sor

But when we look for the Scriptural founda-

deceived by him if he were

Le Conta

to work out ‘the experiments for themseves,
New York: D. Applet&on
Co. Fifty cents
;
per number, $5. per year.

of the

it, and that it should

W,

accoufit
of ¢ The Stereo.
Not/ the least in interest
the articles is Dr, von
of the history of « The

taught the science.to her pupils by setting
them

the genius of Christianity itself.

in speculating upon

Mr.

tian nations. Miss Elisa A. Bowen tells, i
** ChemistryTn High Schools,” how she hy

It

the

* civil-service reform »

received at the hands of the Popes and Chris.
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then stop-

ped; the tribe was declared hostiles, and
and orders were issued to the troops
to
*¢ shoot them down like vermin.”
Big John then sent for the head men
and offered himself as a sacrifice for
his
tribe. Either one or all must die. He
was
the same size as the murderer, and
they
could so mutilate his face after death
that
the whites would not recognize him.
It was done.

on

Colleg

Jews in Europe,” and the treatment they have

world which seems to be in accordance with
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to confirm it.

contains the best of authorities
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mont

selected

else Christ, or the apostle
have referred to it.

ques-

>the | tion in dispute.—
Sel.

them to bring him in, ¢.:.

one month.

gives to the poor which is the most beau-

OF | and she stood before them an angel from

4.

are

Christianity, or a test-question

Xe | tiful.” As she said these words her
Bok wrinkles fled, her staff was thrown away,

mountains and there defi:
order was issued

fragrant flowers, but it is the hand that

iiger,

a adey

quotations

millennium, oppoaed to the. conversion

it up;

quarreled one day with a soldier near the "ed in the stream, unstained with fruit, unadorned with flowers, gave her a little
fort, and, seizing an ax from

tative
ve found, bis Whole ifs

in the matter.

govern in my withstanding it is so generally received. Hence
he is careful to quote testimony on his side of
pass; for, a the question, so that if his book is a * Thesuuformally pre- rus of the testimony of the church” it is not
elders of his expected to be impartial. Though it is valuhis

of

Mn {4 Te

institutions, ang sug.

of plan of

closes his very full
scope: its Theory.”
‘and importance of
Dollinger’s review

in a

gence, prudence and the

Miss

Stallo,

In“ The Appointment of

gests a kind

another plucked strawberries until the be made a test-question of doctrine. The only
4 ground seeins to be the ullusion to a * thouends of her fingers were pink, and an- sand years” in the twentieth chapter ofa that
other gathered violets until her hands most visionary of ull books—the Apocaly
were fragrant. An old haggard woman
The millennium means simply a thousand
passing by asked, ** Who will give me a years: but when-is it, and what, is its signifigift; for I am poor?” All three denied cance? During that time Satan is to be bound,
* {hat he should deceive the nations no more.”

"When this child was about a year old,

or agent, is judge, jury and
cotioner.” Hf the

consisting

ang

Theories of Modern Physies,»
Int ernationg)

of trustees of collegiate

present day. the

millennium

Hardy’s

manner in which the selection of Presidents
and professors is usually made by the boargs

the Pre-

ascribes to Daniel Whitby,D, D., in the seven-

love

Review.

received opinion, he admits, is that

* spiritual

Thomas

Officers,” Professor F. W. Clarke critici
ses the

do not appear to dream of

and yet at the

of

Concepts and

author

ties requisite in rulers of men—intelli-

her hand into the water, and held

watch the gigantic, dignified savage in his
tender care of the little mite.
-*

-

it adopt

death, ang

by Professor Newcomb, in the

universal triumph of the gospel and conversion of all nations for a thousand years before
the coming of Christ.” This view the author

dying

eus as to which had the most beautiful
hand. One satby a stream, and dipped

ried her and took her home to his wigwam. They had one child, a boy, and
our informant says it was a pretty sightto

commits a crime, the ne:

ofa

no attempt was made to dispute his
choice of a successor.—
Sel.
—_— er
A LEGEND.
There was a dispute among three maid-

quarreled, with the whites.
When he was about twenty years old,
John fell iii 16v8 with a pretty girl, mar-

cause they would be held responsible
it unless the criminal was caught.

commonly

it, the

his

with an article by Judge J, B.
Cincionati, in reply to an attack

nation as their future chief, and upon his able for reference, yet it is to be remembered
death, which occurred shortly afterward, | that the author is’ committed to a dogma and

of impor-

war,

ejiculated

of one

of Origen,in the third

century, who strongly opposed

before

Phelps’, serials. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
oy
Boston.
The June Popular Science Monthly begins

immense fund of testimony given hy leading
minds on this mooted doctrine. The ostensible
object of the author seems to be to show what
is the opinion of the Christian church throughout the eighteen centuries of the Christian era
on the coming of Christ.
His first citations
are rather traditional and obscure., Many of
the fathers de not so much as allude to it. Then
comes the opinion of some of the *‘ ablest and
most ‘distinguished theologians and scholars
the world has ever known.” .

his brother's

When I am dead thou shalt
stead.” And so it came to
few hours later, Thompson
sented his second son to the

Neither he mor any of

his people had ever made

son,”

continustion

view of learned men;in the different centuries,
on the millennial question. It exhibits much
research and furnishes #4ta small price an

my

man?

quite a full exhibition

time

also contains an article eon Darwin, by
bn}
Fiske, who knew him personally, ang the

or the Voice of

a Preface by H. L. Hastings. pp. 600. Price,
$1.25. Boston: Scriptural Tract Repository ;
_ H. L. Hastings, 47 Cornhill,
1882.

his father's
second son

Thompsons

arm, and remonstrated with him,

own personal knowledge. Heroism is so
rare
a quality that we cannot dfford to

never forget that you are their child, they oii ind] He jas I
se

life,

only a short

estimate of the character ‘and genius of “is
fellow,
by O. B. Frothingham. The So
!

he Church in All Ages Concerning the
oming and Kingdom of the Redeemer. By
Daniel T. Taylor. Revised and edited with

A leading citizen of Omaha gives us | harm has he done to you, or, for that
the following facts which came under his matter, to any of us?” ¢ Thou hast said
well,

She

loss and its cause be ever so deep, they will

throughout

‘ Why should you kill the

loved little Susie s0,and now that I,—and
never, never see him. I wish that he had
sent me away as he sajd a year ago!”
*“ Now, Jamie,” said Mr. Osborne,“ this
will not do. “You must meet father and
mether, and though their grief at. their

REIGN OF CHRIST ON EARTH;

in

exclaimed :* *¢ Shortland, take down

* Jamie, all your rebellion against God, | ing fruit.

meet mother!

Maori

advanced

side, and addressing the elder of the two,

who

drink,
and
and securein the locked curb she had the past, and now, for your mother's sake, | once from the use of all strong
no thought of harm. Yet, as she picked you must control yourself.” =
i is now a clergyman, preaching. temper
up Topsy in passing, and saw the gay
*‘I can never go home! I can never

cab at the foot
of the walk, but no blue

the renowned

had neither word of reproof or comfort for
gun and shoot that white man standing
the son who had caused such bitter grief, by the hut over
there.” ‘The. heir-apparAnother green sodded mound was raised ent was in
the act of obeying

Susie often promenaded there, all your grief and sorrow, cannot recall | these facts were ob

ribbonsor yellow curls dancing in the
breeze, a great and nameless fear clutched her heart like a vise, and, quickening
her steps to a run, she exclaimed under
her breath, *“ O my God!
if ——"
One glance atthe open curb, another

him

“That is the most effectual temperance
Mr. Osborne waited with patience until | lecture I have ever beard” © ©
©
the storm of grief had spent itself, then,
. Indeed,it was seed sown in good ground,

raising KIM to his vacant

~ Book Table.

.

upon the following test of their respective capacities for rule, resolving that his
choice between them should be determined by his quaint experiment.”
As he was
lying on a couch by the open door of his
house, he ‘summoned them to his bed-

the heart-broken mother, who clasped him

Jamie, and he would have rushed away | that
he should be taken, not only because
on a run, had not the kind friend laid a
the murder was an atrocious one, but bestrong detaining

hand upon him, and held

Thotpson,

terized

the woodme she is not dead!
I can’t believe it! pile, killed him and
then
Hed.
I won't believe jt! Only this morning | The
soldiers pursued the murderer,
she was so well and bright!” exclaimed Joined
by the Indians, who were anxious

she patted the rosy cheeks, tied the ribhin,

.

You

‘ What is the matter, Mr. Osborne ?”

** Oh no,not dead,not dead!

Vi

:

This young man was known to the
whites as Big John, because like Saul, he
| stood head and shoulders above the tribe.
He found Mr. Osborne waiting in the
He was a quiet young fellow, the son of a
hall. They passed in silence down the
chief; farmed a few acres on the reservasteps, and theu Jamie asked anxiously,
tion, and led the yearly hunts with such
wanted at home, Master Graham.
may be excused!”
-

But when upon the stormy sea of life
The tempest rages and the skies are dark;
The tossing billow, in its angry strife,
Is threatening fury to our fragile bark—
Like heavenly music comes a brother’s voice
Above the waters bidding us rejoice,
And sweet the light that gleams the waters
o'er,
Which some kind sailor lifts upon the shore.

A STORY

room and bathe your face,and 1 will come

for you there soon.”

&

years, deemed it incumbent upon him to
settle the succession to bis supreme authority over the Maori nation. He had
two grown-up sons—fine, spirited fellows
—and, with the shrewdness ‘that charac-

said

DIED FOR HIS TRIBE.

for-

flower,
Ha
Some fragrant blossom I have loved so well,
The silent story o!
love to tell.

liam

pityingly, “I don’t think you had better
see mother just yet, Jamie. Go to your

A

said the Doctor, ‘“and, Mr. Maurice,

hand,

1882

chieftain, being at the time

to the house. The Doctor met them at the

meeting with the pale, stern father,

:

“Don’t say it, Maurice,” interrupted Mr.

There may be such,—alas there are too few

may

2

when

Jamie became more calm, they went on
hall-door, and taking Jamie's

7,

TESTING HIS SONS FOR A RULER.
Feeling extremely ill one day, Wil-

aetive life a few hours before, lay still and
pulseless beneath its white cover, and the

Osborne, “it will be hard enough for him

Who scatter roses mid the silver dew
Of life’s fair morning, and thro’ all the hours

hand

After some further conversation,

JUNE
5

because

of this, and you must comfort them.”

. All efforts to restore the child

night, with the great tears rolling down
his cheeks, and praying God to spare his
little sister.” .
:
:
‘ And yet,” said Mr. Maurice sternly,
“his carelessness in leaving the curb

Thro’ all its sorrpw and its vanity,
Faithful and true has borre me company.

gentle

‘They will not cease to love you

»

winter,he walked the house the livelong

Amid its sunshine and amid its flowers,

Some

summoned

proved fruitless, but Mrs. Graham awoke
to the keen anguish of her loss after a
long and death-like swoon
oF
The physician, an old family friend,
said to one of the neighbors, ¢“ Who will
go to the school for Jamie?”
Mr. Osborne sadly shook his head.
*¢ Poor boy!” said he, ¢‘ this will- almost
kill him.” His life seemed bound up in
Susie's and when she had the croup last

BARKER.
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hastily
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FWiscellany, |
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many

My dark-browed daughter of the sun,

Nd {hg
1 Mis

Dear Bedouin of the desert sands,
Sad daughter of the ravished lands,

v Co,
beging

of

** The

‘

The obelisks, the pyramids,
Lie hid beneath thy drooping lids.
The tawny Nile of Moses lies

Ses the

Protrayed in thy strange people’s force

sidents

aspeet peculiar to
is

ry

“

There is one short

*Tis God's, not Russia's, here to say.

Bontury.
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THE POET'S BIRDS.

nts

| fear that much might be found in
English poetry to support any one who
should say that, as a class, the bards are
pot only inadequately informed as to the
ordinary objects in nature, but curiously

ure from the stereotyped, artificial, and
unsympathetic treatment of natural ob-

olka?”

British verse.

jects which characterizes

On-

Ballad
by F,
page
look»
e, the
pA
© has
copy.
clive
2 It
xon-

th,”
iven
ong

gospel

Bryant and Whittier—the tender

this

Now

of “sympathy.

co-extensive with nature,

ston, ©

which I find

lent
irnal

and
dred
| not
will

ton,

ceding the essayist to be right, it is also
certain that poetry is hardly more satisfactory when it shows an unnecessary
disregard of scientific facts. All who
Jove the poetry in nature better than the
poetry out ofit will admit this.
Poetical license of course excuses

e, of
sherishes
first
ones
: Co.
been
0,000
R0e’s

0

Ur

ailmos

anvinine

mav

oe

gnaoneq

per-

never

most wayward moods, must

-- mit the extension of an idea except in.the
natural

direction of its

It

progression.

must be produced in a straight line only.
must be no kinks init, no_egc-

nd ”

There

yery

When . nature

taken.

centric. liberties

rgée

made a bat she availed herself of a lawful license ; but when poets call the bat
« a bird,” they go beyond the justifiable.
If a bard is not content with merely saying that the eagle stares at the sum, but

loyal
ap1 on
hich
priwas

its

that

add

to

goes on

sight

pierces

through the sun and beyond it, his extension is in a straight line ; or if another,

our-

describing the raven ridfing on the crest

of the swiftly-moving storm, speaks ef it
as hastening the storm, there is an admissible and pleasing prolongation, so to
speak, of "the original idea. But when
the vulture, because it is opposed to the

dove in general character, is made (as
by Savage) to chase the dove and catch
it; or Ls HA the sea having become calm,

the sea-gulls begin (as in Mallet) to
“ warble,” we resent the liberty taken
by the bard, for itis eccentric, and out
of the regular plane of ‘nature's proced;
ure.
be

doubt

It will no

in

pleaded,

also

justification of poetical license, that the
writers are often only pursning * points
of high prescription,” and following up
The

old tradition.

ily

plea is

admissible,

for no one can be displeased with any effort to preserve the delightful ‘ fancies of

or.
in

at

ave (hemselves by an aunt, or

i

eal

some-

But the poets should

antiquity.

Lhe

v should not go beyond the
nal myth. Itis‘a poor compliment to
of the bird of paradise, that it
ble
; on the wing, to stretch the ‘same

Tig
lv

leg

¢, a8

Cowper does,

swal-

to the

iow ; wor is it respectful to the legend of
rate her act into one

the pelican t:

of self-destruction. She fed her Joung from
her breast, so tradition pretended, to save
them from starvation. But she did not,
obviously, give them * her life's blood,”
for that would have precipitated the very

catastrophe which the peor mother

{

tried

Now these, 1 take
so painfully to avert.
it, are abuses of tradition, and opposed to
that tender, reverent trusteeship of oldworld bird-lore which we look for in the

L.. poets,

Let them, by all means, perpetu-

ate the pretty ¢¢ wisdom of the ancients.”
But they must not add to it for their pres-

it to suit their
ent purpose, nor take from June
Atlantic.
text.—Philip Robinson, in

SOENERY OF UPPER MICHIGAN.
_ In point of woodland scenery the Mich-

ign wilderness
can not compare With
the White Mountains or the Adirondacks.
The grea effective feature of hight is
wan(ing, as the elevation is rarely more
than six hundred feet above the lake,
and the general contour .s broken and

rolling.
bolder.

- Lake is

The northern shore: is much
The forest southwest. of Portage
more

than

one hundred

miles

long, and has escaped devastation by for-

est

sin,

fires,
and

It

as

extends

into

Wiscon-

far as I went—about

miles— consists principally of hard
ple. It is capable of supplying the
°
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time it shall be
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creased

old, fell asleep

April 29.

light”
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period

seized with convulsions

with

his years.

but

came,

which «in-

Finally becoming chron-

at last
to break

the

bones

of

one

the loving care and tenderest, boliest
and real Christian heroism with which

their

rounded him;

last

At last

three

She

-was the oldest member of the Point church,
having been a member, I believe, about 30
ears. Thus this sainted mother, still with

wer beloved children

in spirit,

friends

and

robed in white, surrounded by the loveliest of
Easter flowers—dying on Saturday between
Ascension-day and Easter—Iooked at the last
like one of God’s chosen oiies. which she has
been so many years. At her request the 27th
Psalm was read and remarks were make by
Com?
Rev. C. A. Beck.
George
of
widow
A.,
Lydia
—Mrs.
Johnson.
N. H., May
, in Great Falls,
W. Johnsondied
She was sick less than a
1, of pneumonia.
week, and the sudden parting is an inexpressible grief to her much loved children, for
whom she lived, and of whom she was constantly thinking with a mother’s anxious car®,
even in the severe suffering of her last
Johnson professed Christ
Sister
sickness.

in

early life and

united

to

almost

unparalleled grief.

that parents, sister and brother,

may
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then
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ture reading and the most comforting remarks
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Sermons.
a
A volume of 300 pages,

wanted for the immensely
popular book, The
Lives of all the Presidents of the U.S.. Complete
in one large elegant illustrated volume. The fastest selling book
in America.
Immense profitstoagents.
Every intelligent perLiberal
son wants it. Any one canbecome asuccessful agent.
Address HALLETT BOOK Co.. Portland, Maine.
terms free.

Influenza, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis,

,
covers,

paper

Education]

the proceedings

AGENTS

and every species of oppression of the Chest

-

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace

R

.
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lications and Aged Ministers.
The Tables, twenty
in number, are of great value for reference.
ere are steel engravings of
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the cure—viz;

Zon Lungs; then SuLjniaeation, when the
cough is more observable, but rather dry; then
becomes local fever and the pulse more freand chills more compia] quent, the cheeks flushed
mon,
This Elixir in curing the above complaints, operates 80 as to remove all morbid
irritations and inflamation from the

several

1t describes with censiderable
events of our denominational

are published

4
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Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,

convincing the post
y manifested,
nv
wm crodulous that
ied,
8

and

ance and Anti-Slavery. 1t also has articles on the
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Pub-

Price $1.00.
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>

of

result

hymns

dhcotogy

Missions,

The

fl

;

' This valuable medicine is purely vegetable:
the

1.50,

$1.60 postage, 12 cents,
Centennial Record.
A vcl. of about 300 pages, reviews the denominational
progress for the century, gives a history of

Xs Approved

was

Gilt,

are those generally accepted by the denomination.

S

of which

Turkey

discusses briefly,
but clearly,
of dectrinal theology,
and the

fi

discovery

1,25;

History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century ot our existence,

Rssctlen’s

her

cs

the

the rate of

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

Sent on Trial, Price $3.00.

J
Fan

Gilt,

the first 44 pages of the

heftth, and wishes to ward
off and cure disease, should
use it.

relieves pain and soreness, and heals wounds
like magic.
:
W.
says:
no equa
has
1t
burns
1 and
3. 1g
For forty years it has been In
PERRY DAVIS PAIN KILLER 18 not 8 new untried remedy.
are its best friends.
YOry Jamiy should have a bottle ready for

PERRY

place

Every lady who values

Nervous

monthly.sé

Buzzell, Stincbfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day,
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.

Vegetable Balsamic

From I. 8. Potter, U. 8, Consul at Crefeld,
Rhenish

Ehe experienced religion at 18 years of age and

printed

Doctrinal Views
.is a emall-book in

ELECTRIC. CORSET.

Sent on Trial, Price $3.00
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.

tage, 1 cent.
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DR. SCOTT'S.
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. John (N. B.) News, says:
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we know of,
1t 18 the most effectual remedy
a bottle of it
No family should be wighou
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tells
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for a
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they will show -proper

DAVIS’
VEGETABLE
PAIN KILLER

Cure

notj§

are

rRETS

an electro-m:

the hair glands, follicles, and

DAVIS’ Par KILLER stands unrivaled. = Tt» +
"After forty years of trial, | PERRY
bran acts immediately It never fails!
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of the

Never-Failing

85 cents

union with the Freewill Baptists.
$1.00.
Nhe Treatise
contamg a brief statement of the doctrines
held by
“the
denomination,
and our general
usages 10 church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference.
20 cents; poss

gl andsiB

the

where
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occur

eyes.

duce a rapld growth
f of hairon bald heads,

the best bristles (not

charged

acts upon
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Sarsaparilla

PERRY

for 82

lived a consistent Christian life. She was buptized by Rev. Nathaniel Purington, and was
one of the first members of the F. B. church
organized in Durham, After her conversion,
she lived an upright life and left bright eviof her a
ce with God.
Mrs.
afflicted family and
ae leaves Pt
they
yet
two sisters, who keenly feel their loss,

carved

Complaints, Impaired Circulation, Malarial
Lameness,
ete.
x

or six for $5.
1s sold bydruggists. Price $1,
, Mass.
Prepared by C. I. HOOD & Co., Lowell

of the’F. B. denomination in Maine,

\

Bring

and actuall

"WM. WALKER.
»
writer.
Thomas.—Mrs. Lovinia Thomas died at
She
Durham, Me., Mar. 27, aged 67 years.
was the daughter of Dea. Christopher Tracy
and granddaughter of Rev. Christopher Tracy
dall’s

for

Messrs. C. 1. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass.
r from
Gentlemen—I was a great suffere
a dozen years
Se Rion on my limbs, for 1876,
which
at
revious to the summer of
arilla.
ime I was cured by Hood’s Sarsap
crack
chap,
The skin would become dry,
so that I
open, bleed and itch intensely,
course
of
could not help scratching, w jch
At the ‘time.I commade them worse.
(in the
menced taking Hood’s Sarsa arilla
so ad that they
were
summer of 1876) they
to keep them
discharged, and 1 was obliged The
was
bandaged with linen cloths. of theskin
disease
heat
the
by
tight
so
drawn
open
crack
that if I stooped over they would

gregation was present to attest his worth and to
Funeral sermon by the
show their sympathy.

of Benjamin

A sure

usefulwe

35 cents.

-

history.
$1.00, including postage.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisis
give the rise and progress of this body ©
Christians. in New York, till the time of thei

twill positively pro=

oe

Baldness,

If you are not satisfied with it you may § and-follicles

good, never

advertisers

Why Suffer with Salt-Rheum 2

to the better land, The funeral service was
held at the churchr-at Reed’s Corners, where
The choir at
he had so long worshiped.
-Scottsburgh was in attendance. A large con-

one

:

Electric Flesh Brush

and
thing, but the fact thaton the purity
and
vitality of the blood depend the vigor
isease
health of the whole systentrand that-d
sign that
of various kinds is often only the
disturbing
nature is trying to remove the
conclusion
cause, we are naturally led to the
vigor to
that a remedy that gives life and
other imthe blood, eradicates serofula and
LA
purities from it, as HooD'S SARSAPARIL
of preundoubtedly does, must be the means

diseases that would

90;

Whe

you daily use a hair brush.

No doubt

material is permanently

DR,

' that HooD’S SARSAPARILLA will cure every-

its
without its use; hence the field ofand
ness is quite an extended one,
warranted in recommending it for
are
rangements of the system which
by an unnatural state of the blood.

-

larger book . and is [or the vestry and social
worship,but is often used in churches."
:
* TERMS; $150, for single copy.
Postage 10 cts.
| Abridged book, 75 and 50 cents.
Postage, 7 cts.
For 20 or more, in addition to the discount of 20
per cent. we pay postage or express. -

faith in their remedies and the public will be
quick to oil
£)
cannot do more to invite your confidence, and
hope you will give us
atrial. If you prefer, you can obtain it on the same terms from an
Drug or Fancy Storé, but accept no substitute, and see that Dr. Scott
name is on the box, and * Electric" on the back of the Brush. If your
druggist refuses to let you have it on these terms (which we authorize
him to do), write directly to us.. Remittances can be made by money order,
draft, currency, or stamps, payable to GEO. A. SCOTT, 842 Broad.
way, New York, and mention this paper.
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venting many

-

A'he Sacred Jlelody
is a- small book of 225

I make Betsey

bells begin

-

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents; postage, 2 cents.

a

«

-

Postage 9 cenis each. small, Morocco, [ cts;
postage 4 cents,
.
Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than half of the tumes found in the

&

“Johnnie, here youare at the breakfast table and

years, and a few days before his sickness had
renewed his subscr ibtion, Fain two years in
advance. He had a host of friends, won by his
manly and Christian phirit. He leaves an only

companion having preceded

doing

your tace is unwashed,” said bis mother with a
“I know it, ma, 1 saw the animalsharp look.
culemm pa’s jscroseape, and I ain’t going to
have those things crawling all over my face with
their funny little legs.”

Bap-

less;

Always

chime and tell me who are going to, church, and
whether they have got on anything new.”
For tremulousness, wakefulness, dizziness, and
lack of energy, a most valuable remedy is Brown's
Iron Bitters.

done for him that willing ‘hearts could do.
Bro. W. was a quiet, unassuming man, and
strictly honest in all his dealings. He had

aged

ce,

Let
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\

¥

sup-

you

as
a

Hood’s

almost irreparable

This

all

not

of the lungs. He told his friends - from the
first that he should “mot get well. All was

their

1

=

&

\$]

Sold by all druggists.

«I don’t miss my church as i s much
»

handsomely

wires).

preventive of fever and ague and all
The best
is Wheat Bitters. One trial
miasmatic hin

sick only a week; his disease was inflammation

to mourn

-

\

of the ordinary brush.
There is no’ shock or sensation whatever in
using it, while the power can always be tested by a compass accompanying each brush.
The Price is #3.00 each, and no better brush
can be found anywhere.
If you wish to try it,
please send us that
amount and we will promptly forward ii post pak , on trial. Should
you wish to return it, first write us and we
wil send back the money. If
we fail to keep this promise, the publisher is authorized to return the
money to you and charge the amount to us.
Is not this fair? When

belief that

that I conbenefited me so muc
first bottle
Iused one
tinued taking it till I was cured to relieve
the
box of Hood’s Olive Ointment, may learn ‘the
itching. Hoping many others and receive as
value of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
am,
much benefit as I have, I Irs,
ery bh + 5: 8. MOODY,
No. 75 Broadway.
Lowell, Mass., Jan, 15, 1878.

daughter and her family and an

x

force which immediately

are so

After having
tist church of No. Sandwich.
well sustained her relation ‘with the church
higher life.
the
for six years, she was called to
husband, father and. sisters, who
She leaves
~.D. CALLEY.
deeply feel their loss.
Whiting.—Bro. Lyman Whiting died at his
home in Sparta, N. Y., May 15, aged 60 years.
Bro. Whiting was born in the town of Conesus, and in 1850, under the labors of Rev.
L. Kellogg, he embraced the Christian’s hope
with
was baptized by Rev. Mr. K., united
the Sparta church, and remained a worthy
member until the church lost its visibility.
He was for a number of years the clerk of the
and was at the time of his deatha
church,
member of our church in Scottsburgh. He was
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A fashion item says:
“Trains just now are
rather short.” A railroad man tells us that is ‘ex
summer

:

-

address
for $5.00.
i
Payment
in advance. Discontinued
when time expires.
Sample copies sent free.
The Psaltmody
is the denominational Hymn Book, extensively used. Large book, in Sheep,
80; Moroc-

The Brush is made of a beautiful material representing black f§ totally destroyed.

the possession is all there is of the circus.

that

each,

and children, are
100
copiesto one
1

|

1

growth

ay poy try this one?

ELLEN G. GUSTIN.

young tbat he can delude them into the

Plummer, died in North Sandwich, N. H.,
May 24, aged 80 years, Sister Plummer made
a profession of religion and was baptized by

subscriber of the

and

these afflictions?

return

little body is here, ‘the
is among the angels.”

the father

J

This Magazine of 32 pages, eontains the International lessons for three months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. It is intended
be equal Jo the best.
TERMS: 15 cents per copy im
packages for the
year, or 20 cents to single LAE
i
cents for
one copy,
.
Lesson Papers
;
of the International Series, for both adults

prompt

it a

revent

with us: The serviceb at the grave were very 1mpressive.
When we tarned away we could but
feel with the preacher’s words of assurance in our

Happy

the

Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on morey sent.
Sam ple copies sent free,

Now reader, are you bald or afflicted with Dandruff, Falling Hair, or Premature Grayness?
Are you troubled with any
kind of Headaches or Neuralgia? Do you wish to ward off and

ing bed feel soft as downy pillows are,” when Mr.
Newell led us in prayer to feel that He who came
with the mourners to the grave of Lazarus was

hearts, “Though the
child of our affections

”

dress,

t the remarkable cures of Falling Hair,
Neuralgia, etc, this Brush has effected.

soothing music of Henly: “Ye who have mourned
Mr. T.

and pro-

papers, printed alterns.d

Packages of ten or more te one ad-

from 1780 to 1830.
detail, the early

Tewksbury, assisted by Rev. Mr. Newell, and
were most appropiate.
First wassung the tender,
the spring flowers were taken,”

Sabbath-school

Terms: single copy, each,

heart made to pulsateto the gentle caresses of
angel friends as it could not understand them
here. Theservices were conducted by Rev. Mr.

Plummer.--Mrs. Ida A., wife of Charles F.

regular

are

Out of amass of letters from persons-ben
efited we have selected three from people of
some prominence ; and can any sensible person
think for a moment that men of position and
wealth would deliberately
sit down and write
falsehoods for our benefit, or that we would dare

“little Arthtir,” the glorious scenery and thrilling
music of heaven is unfolded, and the weary little

when

eight pages, in its

If is able, literary

aper.
béautifully dlustrzted
‘weeks, on superior
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTL.
STAR
is for an older class of readers thao the
MYRTLE.

This is strictly true

cheered

by the assurance that to the so long dim vision

:
paper of

volume.

Postage is paid by the publisher
The Littie Star and NMyrtie

May the

be

Star.

large rchigious

in advance; $2.20 if
paid within
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.

given by me voiuntoril
JB without solicitation.” “An
infallible remedy for curing
neuralgia in fine minutes,”
— British Medical Index.

prayers of all their friends he put up to God for
special grace to sustain them in this great sorrow,

church in her native place, from which her
But she made
membership was not removed.
it her religious home with the people of her
choice and was a faithful member of the 8.
She expressed to pastor and to Sunschool.
day-school teacher, as well as to other friends,
a trust in her Saviour and a willingness to
She
die, if it should be her Father’s will.
leaves a large circle of mourning relatives and
her
at
present
friends, many of whom were
She has gone to her heavenly home,
funeral.
but she loves her dear ones still.
C.D. D.

a
been

em

Hon. W. E, Gladstone,

used them for headaches and

was

gave way

with the F. Baptist

Bro. Potter and united with the Freewill

the Right

they have never failed to
cure them in about three
minutes.
Mayor * Ponder
uses it with
like results .

of ‘constant

the overburdened heart of the mother

slained by the fact

her

unconscious.

was

exX-

is a

fifty-third

do1sed by the Prince and Prin.
cess of Wales,and written upon by

stagted a mew

sympathy
they sur-

when the silver cord

loosed, and there was need no longer

weeks she was under the influeuce of narcot~
ics, the only means of relieving the suffering,

and much of the time

Now

use it for Dandruff;
it works
Severa
charm.
ike a
bought and
friends have

of

watching,

.

2510

essive.
All
eommunications, should be adessed to Dover, N. H.
Terms ;—$2.00
per year, if paid strictly

and infallible cure Jor her
headaches.”
Geo.
~T
burgh, Esq.. Speaker of the
House of Representatives,
Little
Rock,
Arkansas,
writes: ‘Feb. 12.1881. This
4s my first testimonial. My
wife was getting bald; the
brush has entirely stopped
the
falling hair
and:

iis emaciated limbs, always and to the last, conscious of his pain, and yet unable to appreciate

a member

the

and

The Mornin

LL BRISTLES

tends all over Europe,
It soon won
its way to Royal favor, and had the
distinction of being cordially infm==SS

my wife

of

him to the eaye of others, and such a care! To
see their child. suffering: sudfliciently to dislocate

joints, and

J.

S. S. Quarterly.

lived more than fourteen years.
Though
recognizing
the
movements
‘of
his
parents,
he was never able to speak to them, or manifest
any
knowledge,
further
than restfulness
in
their arms or near them.
During all these years,
their ministry
was unceasing,
never resigning

Kittery she joined the F. B. church at Kittery
Of
Point, about four miles from her bome.
Jdte years sh e bas been an infrequent attend.

during her last sickness;

the sale was enormous

rs

parish

ic, they destroyed his mental faculties, and rendered him physically helpless. In this state he

are

Point, visited

In 1878, the Pall Mall Electric Association
introduced this new invention in London; .

SST

Jas. R. Chapman, the
ratog yr President
May
nd Gas Co.—

one of old, but no bright eveuing came to him
hére. In infancy he was healthy and unusually

to her home in

wife, pastor and wife at the

To remove this fear we
i

her, we].

laid him to rest in the

N.

$90. Pit
Pianos

running da
Daniel ¥.

| Freewill Baptist Publications.

advertised remedies, and,

the price of thig article, no doubt a large num-

ber are incredulous: and hesitate to buy it through fear of being cheated.
.
have resolved to let all have them for a time, on trial.
before deciding to purchase.

QUIPS AND CRANKS,

She was

ant
at the

her

herself in

nature

like

and,

Funeral

to the memory of the sad
life of the little darling.
James Arthur, son ofJ. 8S. and Laura J. Potter,

J erses are inadmissible.

there 82 years. Returning

But even poetical license must confess to

_laws,

Potter.—We

Obituaries must be brief

joined the F. B. church.

of

aim

much, and in homage to the true

comfort.

stops, stops, $90.

Factory
Adan,

paper, where all who desire

person
We submit that this is fair advertising, and every
Baldness.
on trial, as is explained further on. Now, many people are doubtful about

| while we have received thousands of letters inclosing

egun yet.
;
Hurd. —Mrs. Deborah L., widow of Thomas Hurd, formerly of Portsmouth, N. H,, | It does not take much to turn the head ofa
be
went to sleep in the arms of Jesus, after nine crank.
weeks
of ‘Severe suffering, that loving bands
‘Men must work and woman weep,
could only mitigate, April 8. She was born
So runs the world away!”
:
in Newfield, Me., April 17, 1800. She was
But they need not weep so much if they use
baptizedby Rev. David Blaisdell of Lebanon
Dr. Pierce’s ** Favorite Presgription” which eures
Sold
when 15 years of age and joined the F. B. all the painful maladies peculiar to woman.
by druggists.
church there. Was married in 1833 at Newparents: cliristened one
field to Thomas Hurd, and removed to Kittery,
They were twins. The
.
Me., thence to Portsmouth, N. H., where she Kate and the other Dupli=Kate.

con-

even

but

objects;

ment of natural

Ns0lie
ston.
sken
wing

to

their loss.

2

up.
free.

apers

'

church yard in Lyman, Me., while the. gathering
storm clouds and chilling air following swiftly a
beautiful sunny morning, seemed a fitting tribute

for the public.
For the excess over one hun:
words, and for those sent by persons who da
patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
accompany the copy at the rate of four cents

per line of eight words.

said, is unsatisfactory, inasmuch as it
does not permit sentiment in its treat.

af

attached

Particular Notice.’

volumes of their verse), are seldom in
“true accord with nature, and seldom,
therefore, in her fullest confidence.
Science, as an American writer has

ation

strongly

mourn

turn
to it for help and

Obituaries.

sympathy,

common to all the poets of America, is
one of the rarest of traits in the poets of
England, The latter, I. notice (andI
have carefully examined two hundred

new

there

to

of

night.

Beatty, Washington,

d try its merits, Furthermore, we request him to test it in every case
mar joe its benty
Neuralgia hemay chance to meet. We guarantee it will cure withand
Headache
of
best known remedy for
in a few minutes, nine sufferers out of every ten, and is, thereadin
this may have a brush

for

believe it may be said, *“ Write, blessed are
the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth: yea, saith the Spirit, that they mu
rest from their labors; and their works do follow them.”
J. RAND.

A clergyman in Mississippi says in a recent
letter: *‘ I feel so much
improved in health
that I think it my duty to inform you of the
great benefit your Compound Oxygen
has
been to me.
was very low and suffering
greatly.
I could not have lived a year longer
without receiving relief in some
quarter. I
am now going about my ministerial duties,
and last Sabbath, while officiating at a funeral,
a storm overtook me, and I was drenched in
rain; but no serious consequences followed,
as I bad reason to expect from past experience.”
Our Treatise on Compound Oxygen,
containing large reports of cases and full information. sent free. Drs, Starkey & Palen, 1169
and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

world” which is conspicuous in the works
of Emerson, Longfellow, Lowell, Holmes,

nen.

are

‘Could Not Have Lived a Year Longer.” |

Joes not suffice to explain that universal
‘‘the speechless
kindliness towards

nent,

diffused, and

to meet

Fernald.—Mrs. Sally Fernald of Saco, Me.,
widow of the late Elliot Fernald of Parsonsfield, passed to the rest of the sainted, as we
firmly beliéve, April 7,.in the 91st year of her |
age. .Owing
to hér strong feeling of insutficiency and unworthiness she never made an
open profession of religion, but her life was a
living testimony to the purity
and genuineness
of'the Christian religion. She read
the Bible
much, and in her last years usually kept if
Iying near where she sat, that she could easily

the, June

homes.— Harper's Magazine.

But this

cians’ ** fallacy from antiquity.”

evenly

tutles are so

America, perhaps, is too large to tolerate
prejudices, or it may be that a specific
variation in the intellectual conditions of
. the West develops a corresponding variaHer poets cantion in the poetic tone.
not go to antique heraldry for grotesque
beasts which heralds had
fancies about
never heard of, nor to classical myths for
whimsical ideas” about birds which were
They
unknownto Greece and Rome.
are protected, therefore, to a certain-extent, from any * hereditary taint” of
prejudice, and have fewer temptations
than European poets towards the logi-

A. 8.

d

of

America marks a perfectly new. depart-

ind is
r

light is

profess

poetry

the

for

Tennyson excepted;

.), by

of

unable

services, attended by the writer, at the house
of a sonof the deceased.
J. C. 08GOOD.

no shadows.
Itis us mystic as moonlight, but warmer, more kindly sympathetic. The cheerfulness of day is mingled with the serenity and solemnity of
night. Nature speaks of the gentle and
the loving in a way that draws the heart
to her insensibly, and one perceives how,
itgomes that the inhabitants of high lati-

:
to understand. .
This holds good only of British poets,

of

Piano
Moritz

other friends

If indeed you

period

Although

one

Mas been supplied to him, that it may be exhibited in the office of the

worship with the people of her
choice, her
love for the cause was strong.
Her expectation was from God. She leaves two sons and

comparatively

day when a Northern forest loses its
wild, stern character. It is when the
long twilight of the summer evenings
passes through the beautiful modification
ef the after-glow. The setting of the
sun is followed by the usual grayish
light, but instead of fading gradually into darkness, the western sky for a space of
ninety degrees on the horizon, and to a
hight of fifteen degrees or more, becomes filled with a soft yellow radiance.
This lasts till ten e’clock or later. At
half-past nine one can read easily. The

Angfwhether you be right or nay,

unfair towards those which they

and

to Pittsfield.

BEATTY’S38. >Organs,Tgans
and

DR. SCOTT'S ELECTRIC BRUSHES

A few months previous to her death she came
with her son’s family, with whom she lived,

have the endurance to watch without
moving, it may be granted you to see a
beaver working on his dam.

That held you ever, outholds still,

song |
icceof
| ets,) 5

woods,

track of a bear.or a deer.

Then come where stars of freedom spill
Their splendor, Jewess. In this land,
The same broad hollow of God's band

:

resentation in this advertisement, and

Christian through all the changes of her life.

leaving human habitations farther behind you at every step. The forest is
singularly devoid .of animal life. Mile
after mile is uncheered by a solitary bird.
Possibly you may chance on the fresh

‘And mourns thy people's mute despair.
*
The large solemnity of night,
0 Israel, is in thy sight!

ps

streams

Savage and forbidding

*

—Joaquin Miller, in ne

and

trees with the consciousness that you

‘The black abundance of thy hair
Falls like some sad twilight of June

Above the dying afternoon,

lakes

Northern

And solemn mystery of source.

board

little

open. The road to Ontonagon passes
through it in one direction, and is barely
practicable for uncovered wagons. It is
worth enduring a long railroad journey
to be able to drive forty miles through

+

a

Publisher of this Paper

‘The
Spears.—Died in Pittsfield, N. H., Feb. 25,
of a paralytic shock, Mrs. Jane Spears, aged 72
years. This sister was converted when 17
years of age and united with the F. B. church
in Gardiner, Me. She continued a devoted

tamarack and cedar.
The western portion of this great forest has less of the

1 see sad Hagar in thine eyes.

yslies,?
tiong]
Collegy

lovely

hope to meet that beloved mother and sister
where parting is known no more forever: B

discoverwill probbodies of
There are

abounding with trout scattered through
it. The eastern portion contains many
‘impenetrable swamps overgrown with

’

Of savage Sinai, Babylon,—
0 Egypt-eyed, thou art to me
A God-encompassed mystery!

7, 1882.

°

tinent with sugar. Until some
ies of copper are made in it, it
ably remain one_of the finest
woodland ~in~the country.
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cents.

Sabbath

School

0
0

”
”

7%
55

Argument.

25 cts.;

1756

postage 3

sition Books

are for adults and

children.

-

LESSONS for Every sunday, ,15, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus,
312,
%$—02
WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus. 12,
Douglas's Address on John Brown.

By

Frederick Douglas at the laying of

02

the cor.

ner stone, Anthony Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va,
#
Pricelb cents. All the profits go to the college.

Sermon by
REV.
BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803,
at the death of a child, and printed by
uest.
The oni’ published sermon by Randall.
ce
10 cents.
Blanks

M.
hurch
he

:

Certificates,
10 ets. doz.
Cor. Messengers: Certificates, 8 «
«
Members’
ificates,
8 nN.
2

Savin

WT

.

GT.

.:

Da

25 ots.

FL, Phillips,

‘25 and 85 ots.

Small Eagravikgs, 5 by 8 inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Record, b cents each, or
20 cents for the seven; the first four on one

sheet.

Illuminated Cards. From one to ten on a
sheet, 3 by 5 inches.
sheet.
MAP OF ORISSA.

Price from three to six cents
:

On cloth,

26

by

86

inches

in

size, showing the fleld and all the stations of the
Froe Bapilst Mission in India, with much of the
adjacent country.Price 75 cents.
e above named books are sold by: the dozen,
at 20 od cent. discount or single vol., for cash
with
the order, or on receiving the books.

1. D. STEWART,

Dovser. N. H,

Ba ENING IA

H
per year
paid
strictly in
advance;
$2. 0 if
paidwi! in Re ft tty
da; 8, and Hoy if fo.
r
Subscriber Wil pleaze notice the date
of payment

on

the label

of his paper,

and

not

allow it to be in arrears.
pens
The Star is not discontinued when the time
to be of the utmost value to those affected im any expires for which it is paid unless persons reand it is discontinued when it has
way by temporary dificnities with the vocal or- quest-it;
been more than one Fea in arrears, after due
gans, or more seriously afflicted by that most pronotice and time shall have been given.
voking annoyance, the catirrhal engorgement of
REMITTANCES must be made in monthe mucous membrane.
| ey-orders or bank-checks if Josie, or in a
Faithfully yours,
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
D. D. BisHOP, rector of St. John's church, Dodesignate thei” STATE, as well as town, and
ver, N. J.
i
give both the eld and new address when they
. #@~ A box of Dr. Warren's Wild Cherry and
Sargaparilla Troches sent by

mail

for

25

cents,

.

HEDIS

order a change in the direction of their paper.
‘The Star goes to press Tuesday mo!

‘Address AMERICAN MEDICINE CO., Manchestery and communications or Insertion. ought to
)
|N.H. For sale by leading druggists. Geo. €," "Here on Saturday Rrevions,
Address?
+ I. De STEWART,
Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents,
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30.—Two American ves-

May

TUESDAY,

sels of the European squadron are now on their
way to Alexanuria, Egypt, to. protect the interterests of Americans residing there.——A
d,

rific tornado visited the town: of Ashfielg,
Mass., and its vicinity, on Sunday evenin
tion
and
day

destroyed much property.-——Decora
is very generally observed.——The Su-

preme Court of Ohio declares

liquor

Pond

the

tax law in that State unconstitutional.——Miais

ters Taft and Hunt sailed from New York yesterive

day on the steamer Alaska for their respect
posts at Vienna and St. Petersburg.—The
entire business portion of Willows, Cal, is destroyed by fire, the property loss reaching
for
Chase is nominated
$175,000.—Solon
Governor of Maine by the straight Greenbackers.
Union Block, in
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3L
property: loss
Putnam , Cona.,is burned, the
The
National Solto $75,000.——
amounting
its house. in
given
has
Home
diers and Sailors’
worth $50,000, to the Garfield
‘Washington,
memorial hospital.~——The court .of claims ad.
journs-until November 27.
THURSDAY,
JUNE 1.—The State convention
of the Maine Greenbaek-fusion partly at Bangor

renominates Mr. Plaisted for Governor.

The

nomination is accepted. The prohibition convention at Augusta nominates William T.
Eustis of Dixtield for Governor.——Strikes are
inaugurated in various places throughout the
country. . All the iron-mills in Pittsburg, Pa.,
with one exception, suspend operations; a
. genaral strike occurs among the hod carriers
at Harrisburg, and at-Cincinnati all the ironmills except three stop running.——The national debt was
reduced $10,375,441.19 last

month.
FRIDAY, JUNE

»
‘2.——Guiteau’s counsel

has

Petiiioned the District Supreme Court
ashington for a rebearing of his case

at
on

technical grounds.——There have been 135 business failures throughout
the past seven days.

SATURDAY, JUNE

the

country

during

3.—Lieutenant

Danen-

hower has been ordered to special duty at
Washington, and will prepare a detailed aecount of his Arctic experiences.——The steam-

er * Bristol” was towed into

Newport with her

shaft broken.
MONDAY, JUNE 5.——It is reported that the
Judges of the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia will to-day deny the motion for a rehearing in the Guiteau case.——The schooner
“* Industry” was capsized on Lake Michigan,

just north of South’ Haven harbor last evening,
and all on board were drowned.

MONDAY, JUNE 5.~—The

Turkish

Govern-

ment has sent a commission to Egypt, with
Dervish Pacha at its head, in the hope of amibly adjusting the trouble between the Khe-

Arabi Pacha,

The Sultan feels confi-

dent of restoring order, and expresses a belief
that a conference of the powers would be inopportune.
Arahi Bey\seems
to care little for
England’s promises or thréats, and threatens
to repel European aggression with his whole
strength.

i

ii

Cengress.

The fillibustering of the Democrats in the
House, which had continued eight days, came
to an end, May 30, by the adoption of an
amendment to the rules to prevent dilatory
motions, when the consideration of the right of
a member to his seat is before the House.
The
cause of the dead-lock was a contested election
in South Carolina.
At the last regular election in that State, Mackey, the Republican
candidate, was undoubtedly elected by a large
majority, but was counted out and O’Connor
was declared elected.
Before the assembling
of Congress, O’Connor died and a special election was held, resulting in the choice of Samuel Dibble, a Democrat.
Mackey allowed this
second election to go by default, claiming that
he was lawfully chosen at the regular election.
Dibble’s right to his seat was contested by
Mackey and during the investigation some in» teresting facts ‘have been brought to light.
The
votes of eleven. polling places were
thrown out on the ground that Republican negroes intimidated negroes who wished to vote
the Democratic ticket. By this action the Republican Mackey lost 5,022 votes, and the Democratic candidate, 895. The managers of the
election at Haut Gap returned 1,037 votes for
Mackey and 46 for O’Connor, Democrat.
The

ballots and returns were sealed up

and the box

sent to the County Canvassers,
but after the
delivery of the box to the officials it was tampered
with so that when it was publicly
opened it contgined 1,062 Democratic votes and
only 19 for Mackey.
The Democrats refused
for more than a week to have this case discossed in the House, but the amendment to the

rules brought the matter to a vote and

Dibble

was sent home and his seat given to Mackey.
The Republicans of the House have determised to settlé the contested election cases before any other business is transacted, and accordingly the case of Bishee vs. Wheeler from

Florida was disposed of by the seating of Bisbee June 1st.

:
Personal,

The Rev. Dr. Newman Smyth has consented
to become the pastor of Center Church, NewHaven.
Mr. H. M. Stanley, the discoverer of Living-

stone, is now in command of the Belgian West
African Expedition. He has
0. surmount-@d the Congo Falls and reached Stanley Pool,
where he is building a Belgjan station.

- Bricks from the late residenceof Wendell
Phillips in Essex St., Boston, are in

Miscellaneons.

The workmen in many of the iron-mills in

Dg
Soros, ! POPOL Ion,
oo pe
ons, Debut as
there
is o limited demand’ for irony 90d the hig
provisions

is mot due to increase of

trade, but to a small
seem as if the course
wise.

At

any

of

last
the

It is thought
has not yet been determined.
that arrangements can be made for the con-

rate, a resort

to violence

He was born in Belfast in 1808, and was educated in the University of Glasgow.
Joby

B
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speech in Birminghatn,
Send name and sddress to Cragin
Philadelphis,

t

n

Pa., for cook book (ree, & Co.
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in beauty

beyond

this dark

time

is early

orchards,

The thrifty housewile

for she

all mionths of

in spring,

in their

trunks, bear

and

rotting

testimony

to

many

limbs
the

of

our

and

limbs soun

becomes seared,

healing

ox at the plow, canld

play,

not-forbear

“ What
a sorry, poor drudge

insulting

Fos-

The Teacher.

of

the

his

pro-

effort.—Dr. E. T. Caswell.
‘Science

and

2

Art.

Efforts are being made in Belgium to

late the study of astronomy
speech by M. Folie has done

1862, when

the

firm

Dr. Josef Chavanne, the Austrian geograph-

which M. G. Leipoldt has estimated

at 971.41

feet. According to M. Chavaane, if the Atlas
range were spread over the entire Continent
of Africa, it would give a hight of 85.86 feet only
while the Abyssinian mountain-mass
would
similarly give a hight of 79.72 feet.

No Fee runs a Chinese undry

shall have all our washing.

is sketchibg and

:

sculp-

tor has recently finished the first of the four
emblematic statues to be placed on the St.

Paul Street bridge of that city. Itis a female
figure of heroicsize, representing the City of

Baltimore.

y

to hear

of a

[Ppt Yutiiture factory starting into existence
fore Jong.
Paper can now be made of
strong fibres and compressed into a substance

80 hard that only a diamond can scratch jt.

A

foreign
journal says that wood will be saperceded by paper.
The dome of the colossal Palais de Justice,
completed,

will

be

of

papiermache, and will weigh about sixteen
.

I
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Li
(LaCrosse Republican Leader )
Having been cured by 8t. Jacobs Oil, I recommend the same to all sufferers with Rheumatism,
says Mr. Shiffman, 2804 Calumet Ave., Chicago,
Illinois,
“What is philsopohy?” It is something that
enables a rich man to say there is no disgrace in
‘being poor.
a
»

wish

sufferers

from

complaints,

a rival Brown’s Iron Bitters.

.

you would

neuralgia,

will
.

man drowning; how does it happen?”
answer was, ‘‘ Cause he can’t swim.”

-

Dr.
mild,
Each
ready
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mammoth

24 page

Boston,

Mass.

agricultural

Address at once,

F. H. SHEPARD,
:
Clyde, N. Y.
:

ALY

BUY on your O

Fine FARM
With the BEST

farm when
E and TER

on3 can

a

and HOME

19 @ 19%¢;

BEANS. Pea, Northern, H. P., ¥ bu.,$3 75 @ 3 80;

Pea, N. Y., H. P.,365 @ 875; Pea N. Y. common
to good 2 90 @ 3 50; Medium, choice hand picked
860 @3 65; Medium, choice screened 355 @ 8 60;
Medium, common to good 280 @ 335; Yellow

Eyes, improved 3 20 @ 3 2; Yellow Eyes,

the World. Easy payments.
Low rate of interest. For terms, address

0. M. BARNE/), Lansing, Mich.

Canada, choice, ¥ bu $1108 1 15; Cana-

da, common 90 @ 100; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
@ $1 45: Green Peas, Western $1 60 @ $1 65c,
POTATOES. Aroostook Rose, # bu., 140 @150c;

ready

GREEN APPLES.

‘DRIED APPLES.

5c; Southern, sliced 5 @
ed 5% @ 6%c; New York,
and Northern,
quartered
Northern, sliced 5) 7c;

8%:
New York,
quartersliced 5} @6};
Eastern
5x @ 6%c; Eastern and
Evaporated, choice 14 @

)

POULTRY & GAME. Western—Turkeys, choice 22

Wild Pigeons, $1.15."

21¢; Chickens, choice 22
@ 21; Northern—Turkeys,
ood 21 o Be ; Chickens,
@22¢; live fow
;

!

81%;

ET
A¥ bb! LAB;ge
at $24 @ $24 50; and backs at $25
eld

a

The market

has

been

uiet the

; Mess a

past

1; clear

BEEF. There is a small supply of
Beef, and
rices are firm. Sales of Western extra at $15
be and extra family thd plate at $18 @ $20 ¥ bbl.
SMOKED HAMS,
Prices are steady at 14 @ 14)¢
.. Cephaline 18 the most
ular remedy
ever
¥b for Boston and Western, wi
some fancy
known for Nervous Plo
oid
y
.{ marks a little hi; er.
:
. There
been
a fair demand at 12 @
"
J dogs a donkey eat thistles?” asked an
12%c¥ B®,
Austin i acher of one of the largest boys in the
class.
Becausehe 1s a donkey, I reckon,” was |
thie prompt reply.
An Sxchange remarks that beef has not been
80 high since the cow jumped over the moon,

“I find I have been hugging a delusion,” said
Harry to James, his successful rival in the suit
for the hand of Miss B, a day or two after the
marriage.
‘80 dol,” responded James.
Now,
just what did James mean?

NEW

SONGS

Blad-

N. H.

SKINNY MEN.
“ Wells’ Health Renewer” restores health and

vigor, cures Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sexual Debility. $1. Drusglats. Depot Lothrops &Pinkham, Dover, N.
H.
o
i
4

LIGHT,

and

Shining with Gospel
Light.
Replete with
the
Life of joyous

LIFE.

R.M. MCINTOSH.

| childhood

t rank.
the fron
In Will
be received

a

shout

by

with

hype y

| young singers.

No better hymns.
No

better

music

can

CE)
le
be found anywhere.
TENNEY & HOFFMAN,
SCHOOL TEACHERS WILL NOT FAIL TO USE
ng Bells (30 cts.) for Common Schools, or Wel-

“LOVERS
MALE
as it has
sing and

OF GOSPEL MUSIC WILL LIKE
VOICE CHOIR (50 cts.) by Emerson,
a capital set of tunes and hymns, easy to
of moderate compass.

OLIVER DITSON & CO, Boston.

x

R»

PIANO
N
o

:

~ 608

ORGAN
A
N

:

Washington

ESTEY

sto!

20 minutes.

FOR

Song in the Sunday School.

with

:

C0.

HEEL and TORE complete, in

It will also knit a great variety of fancy=

work for which there is always

for circular

&

and tering tc the

market

ombly

Send

Knitting

Machine Co., 409 Washington St.,

n, Mass.

No pay

UE

Marsh,

Quincy,

IT.
HAR Ten

lished,
1,000
ured. State od, 4

39 NUMBERS BY THE BEST WRITERS,
MUSIC BY FAVORITE COMPOSERS.

The book is very convenient in size and
and may be easily carried in the pocket.

St.,

ORGAN

AGENTS
WANTED
est Family
Knit:
Machine ever invented.
ill knit a pair of

ting

W. H. Doane.

OF GREAT SUPERIORITY
THE SERVICE OF

Mich.

shape,

Price, in Board Covers, $80. per 100 Copies.
AA

copy in paper cover sent on receipt of 25 cts,
AF-Speeimen pages free on application,

A

Dagey gives

vo .

BICLOW
& MAIN,
SOLU BLE PACIFIC GUANO.
t

14 strong,

tf

1 Bandolpy

Street.

Chen

prork:

rapid

and

“i

easy. ta work,

M00 sold 1a styles. Vad

Any

boy

can mani

and foci power. Price. fon § 11.

4120 2ts ow 2t00W

Er
—,— .-mt hn

ANNVAL

SALE

OVER

350,000

TONS.

All Farmers wishing @ make their business sticoess,
a
should
plant food. Its use
better {than

use this old and tri

any other investment, giv

The Gentle Way is Best.—In dyspepsia, liver complaint, and constipation, the diseased or«
fans are preternaturally sensitive and tender.
0
0 them roughly.
An alterative like
TAR
$s BELTZER APERIENT, that tones, cor:
rects apd purifies the system without unduly ex
citingor irritating either the stomach, the liver, or
the bowels is the true specific in such cases. Rea.
son teaches this, and experience confirms it,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

ws
/

a direct he

ot man

times

its cost in the increase of yield. It is rich in ammonia, bone
phosphate of lime and potash, and is a complete manure
suitable for all crops.
For sale by local agents. PamJhlete with testimonials, directions for use and much valudle information mailed free on application.
:

BUCHUPAIBA.
all annoying Kidney,

EXAMINE, APFROVE AND ADOPT Ditsex & Co.'s
CHOICE SERIES OF MUSIC BOOKS.
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS can not help
being taken with our truly golden trio of Sundayschool singers.

All the leading artists of the past few years endorse these instruments as the best,
Send for Catalogue, and ‘inspect them at tie. Warerooms,

Hosanna
By Rev. R. Lowry and

ROUGH ON RATS.
Clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bedbugs, skunks, chipmunkg, gephers.
1bc. Druge
a
als’ Tas

der and "Urinary Diseases. $1. Drasgists. Somat

Ready!

Our Glad

Baldwins,
gL

$17; Oat Straw $9.

PORK.

Now

quartered, ¥ b,4}°@

16¢c; Evaporated, common to good 10 @ 13.
HAY AND STRAW. Northern and Eastern—Choice
coarse $28 $221; Good $1¢ @ $20; Fine $15 @$17;
Poor $12 @ #14; Swale Hay $9; Rye Straw
choice $18a@$19; Rye Straw common to good $16 @

@ 23¢; fair to good, 20 @
@ 28¢; Fair to good, 20
Shoice 23
2
he 2 Fair to
;
Fa

Mu-

School,

ves SSEHBLIES

Pressure
the Hernia 1s held securelyday and nigh,
radical
tain. 1 18 easy, durable
and cheap. Sent by mr
Corte,
vee,
Eggleston Tru 88 Co., Chicago, fil,

Russets, choice, ¥ bbl §4 50 @,

Southern,

SUMMER “=

A

HAINES ~~ ESTEY

choice

flats,3 10 @ 3 15; YeNow Eyes, common,3 00 @ 3 05;
Red Kidneys, 2 75 @ 2 90.

PEAS.

¥

P. E. Island

hys«

find Without

The

mont. 19 8 19X%¢; Canada,
19¢; Western, 183 @ 19¢.

by

a

_. come Chorus {5) tor High Schools.

MARKETS almost at your door.
Finest Farming Lands in

10
8

«9 @
fie

dozen

JOHN CHURCH & CO..
Bev Yoru.
| CINCINNATI 0.

BEACON. LIGHT.

300.000 ACRE
Long time.

per

‘Published by

Banner of Yictory.
ABBEY & MUNGER.

NEVER WASTE
¥ our time or gv;

*

mag-

azine which should be in the hands of ev
enJerprising agriculturist. Both for one year, ost
pal d to any address for only 50 cts.
nol t miss

_this chance.

$3.60

OR CONVENTIONS, CAN NOT DO BETTER THAN TO

publications into new
Green Fruit Grower,”

Hlusirated

MURRAY.

Single Sample copy, 35 ets.

Sunday

& CO.

18
15

@
§

air to good... cceseerasrcnes 6
0,
COMMON acseeersrsssssecesld
Do,
CHEESE.
NEW CHEESE,
Choice, full cream,
¥ Bb
Jl

$5 00; Baldwins, choice, $4 00 @ $450;
n
commo
to good,
$3 00 @ $3 50.

Some men are like watches, and need to be
wound up once
a day. They
also need an occasional cleaning, and when they break their main
spring they are apt to stop payment. Several
banks have recently broken their main springs.

Dover,

author of

a first-class
8-page 32-column agricultural and
horticultural journal devoted to the orchard, gar.
den and nursery and * Seed Time and Harvest,”

24
21
19

a
a
@

stop

y

Lothrops & Pinkham,

the

sale by all booksellers, or sent, postpaid, by

=

R.

Specimen Pages Free!

A RARE OFFER!

525
750

we 25@
2 8
8

Fair to good....
Common skims...

By

and JAS.

$4.20 per dozen by mail;

12 mo. $1.25.

32 FrankHn St,

750

@
@

4%
«T00

SHERWIN.

F. ROOT

express.

The Pettibone Name.
By Margaret Sidney,
author of * Five Little Peppers,” “So as by
Fire,” ** Half Year aj Bronocton,” Ete.
:
After the Freshet.”By Edward A. Rand, au-

Maine Central Rose, ! 403150; Northern Rose,1 35@

Sage’s Catarrh Remedy cures catarrh by its
soothing, cleansing, and healing properties.
package prepares one Bim of the,
Remedy
for use, and costs only
cents. By drug-

Quick, complete cure,

READY!

SERIES.

Bach

700

140; Prolifics,]1 40@1 50; Peerless 1 40@1 30[pJacksons,1 258$130; Seedlings 1 356@1 40; Burbank Seedlings 140 @ 145¢; White Brooks 130@ 1 3c.

EE
A gentleman, giving a lecture to some boys,
was explaining how no one could live without
air. He then said:
‘‘You have all heard of a

painting

Herman D. A. Henning, a Baltimore

all

675

F.

192 pages. Printed on toned paper and hand.
‘| somely bound in boards. Price, 35 ets. by mall;

OF THE

VIF

WESTERN.
Sd
Creamery, ChOICE...seosesaseesissassssass
@ 4
SOAR
Tha
Do,
@ 22
Cho JCeueersriescassrsvarrarseeeee20
DAIry,
Do, fair to 8OOd.eaesrcnsniens weesees]8 @ 19

————

Ladies and

@

N.Y. and Vermont, choice. .
Do
do,
fair
to good....
‘Do
do;
COMMON..ssesstrees..8

snoring, for I want to hear it thunder.”

Powers of FJorence, Italy, and represents Mr.
Springer standing in an easy attitude, his
ht hand Testing upon a stand and his left |.

holding a plan of the hall.

free

teria, and kindred

@

NORTHERN,
BUTTER.
‘es
Creamery choice. ...
Do fair to good........
Franklin County, fine,¥’

An Albany paper tells of a woman
in that city
who woke her husband during a storm, the other

among the Alps.
Cincinnati’s great music hall is now adorned by a statue of its founder, the Hon. Reuben
Springer, which was
placed in the vestibule of
the building May 12.
It is the work of Preston

Your vital energy is deficient; restore it by
use of Wheat Bitters.

“Ido

NOW

17

«62

Best

Special Contributors:
GEO.

PD. LOTHROP

8

hh

EDITEDBY

WW.

For

825

Oat

the
the
her

She

and said:

fails to render speedy and
permanent relief.

EGGS. Eastern, ¥ doz. 10@ 19% ¢; N.Y. and Ver-

hand. What will she do with the shingle?
will put it where it will do the most good.

7

kidney
it never

Dor of ** Pushing Ahead,” ** Tent in the Noteh,”

Patents, choiCe..e.. coveesiinneisiso..
$300 @

Rye Flour..... «cccoees
com. to good Wes
Oat Meal,

He

The mother has ‘made a lap. The boy is in
lap. He is looking at the carpet.
What has
mother mn her hand?
She has a shingle in

night,

&c., and

Andy Luttrell.”
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HEART: VOlct

consumption,

complaints,

troubles;

or any
of the.
by all
Rond-

vrvnens 75% @

2 K estore,

Sunday-School Song Book!

tem-

450
HTB
700
800
950

Minois.......

better health.—A Boston Mechanic.

tion

to her for this service.
“Fj
said
he,
“ you can form no idea of the tediousness of
posing and standing about for a long time.
And besides, we bully our models so sometimes.”

:

liver

suffering from

St. Lounis.......
Corn Meal ¥ bbl

Part of a bottle of Parker’s Ginger Tonic cured
me of rheumatism.
My dyspeptic
wile got so
much relief from the balance that she tried anoth
er bottle, and now we can truly say we never had

the American sculptor,
as his model for ‘ The
Mrs. Hoyt, of this city,
of General Scott, He has

of his

in Boston.

neuralgia,

& CO., Commission”

to go0d. eee

Nerve

The

biliousness, weakness, debility, overwork, rheumatism,

of

FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
Western superfine. ..ococeseeeseensnses 400@
Common extras.....
serennnnnen575 @
WISCONSIN.
cs ersevsarssnnscnnns esse oes 525 @
Minnesota, bakers. .cceeeeesnenise w..8600 @
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....§30@
WINTER WHEATS.
:

Ladle

af-

all Beate &
Jor Fits,
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THIS AND THAT.
quickly
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Brown's IRON BITTERS

Market, Boston.

Ps teats, common

business

STOPELS
PED FFE
CET

:

has been thoroughly tested
for dyspepsia, indigestion,

BOSTON, Saturdzy Morning, June 3, 1882,

A dry substance like wool or sawdust for hens’
nests abstracts moisture from the eggs and ruins
them. This yery thing is at the bottom of the difference in the number of chicks brought out by a
hen who has stolen her nest, and a hen who has
been set by a novice. The hen, if left to herself,
will make her nest on the moist earth.

Earth worms have no eyes, but are
fected by a strong light.

your preparation a necessity;
and if applied, will save hundreds who resort to saloons
for temporary recuperation.

Mavkets.

Reported by HILTON BROS

BOSTON.

T

o—

~ -

gence of our people, makes

Boston Produce Report.

oy

of the Company. Under their direction and leadership this branch of industry has been wonderfully developed in this country, not alone their
own productions, but the whole silver trade hae
been constantly advanced in the manufacture of
fine wares, under the stimulus of the example of
this successful business house.
a

Madame Albani has recently received from
King Kalakaua, of the Sandwich Islands, the
Jewel of the Royal Order of Merit, as a token
of his Majesty’s appreciation of her musical
talent,
‘
:
:

nearly

principal

only

507 Washington Street,

pleasure, and vicious indul-

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, beans, dried apples, &c.
Cellar No. 8,

that time this has been a department of their business, the manufacture of SOLID SILVER WARE

life and genius.

Brussels, now

eir |

extend

commenced the manufacture of Fine Plated Ware,
now well known as the Gorham Plate, and since

The bronze statue of the elder Dumas, by
Dore, soon to be erected in- Paris, represents
the great story-teller at the age of forty-five, in

We must not be surprised

Zhe

operations, and such an impetus was given to the
business, that they soon becamé known as the
largest manufactures of Silver Ware in the country, and until the year 1863 SOLID SILVER WARE
was the sole business of the Company, but in the
latter year they again enlarged their works, and

er, estimates the mean altitude of the Continent of Africa to be 2,169.93 feet or double the
mean altitude of the Continent of Europe

Dore

to

paid hundreds

+ Sefor
Catae
nd

Gents :—The foolish wast* ing of vital force in business,

Gi randmother Normandy.

SIIVER

year 188, and
until the Fe

commenced

Beach

difficulties of the Kidneys and Bladder,
disorders arising from an impure state
blood. The ‘* Favorite Remedy” sold
druggists. The Doctor's only address is
out, New York.

stimu-

2

expressed the liveliest sense

SOLID

Mr.

BEST
E for cash,RL
D;
Sold at reasprices
or on
onab
le
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

Cin., O., Nov. 16,1881.

‘ Favorite

Remedy” to those who may be

MANUFACTURING
of

WARE was established about the
was carried on in a limited way

there. A recent
much to further

the movement.

Randolph Rogers,
now of Rome, had
Lost Pleiad” the late
who was a daughter

in

Pe
+00

Two hours of close mental application is as
muchas it is fair to demand of the ordinary
brain. Then should succeed a period of rest or
diversion, tben the brain is ready for a fresh

@

GORHAM

manufacturers

continuing, however, to be the

The demand for the teaching of morals and
mannersin the public schools is now heard
from one end of the country to the other.
‘When Burnside-saw his bill advocating such
teaching received with derision, it would have
been hard for him to believe that so short a

tons.

as

Rev. G.W. RICE, editor of
the American Christian Review, says of Brown's Iron
Bitters:

vorite Remedy”—experienced a marked improvement from the first day he began to use
the medicine ; on the 15th day of September he
voided a stone as' large as could be passed
through the natural channel.
Mr. Beach concludes a long letter to Dr.
Kennedy by saying:
*‘ It will always afford
me
pleasure to recommend the ** Favorite

Other sources of supply are butch-

The businessof the
COMPANY

Kennedy’s

PIIN ANTH OSWO,

cating beverages.

|

was induced to try Dr. David Kennedy's ** Fa-

All
and

well

‘‘ He

widow's

Price, $1; six
.

dollars for medical treatment, with
porary relief from his agony.
By the earnest solicitations of his

A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS.

One talent well cultivated, deepened and enlarged, is worth a hundred shallow faculties.
The first law of success, at this day, when so
many matters are clamoring
for attention, is
concentration; to bend all the energies to one
point, looking neither to right nor left. Those
who aim at
perfection will ‘come nearer to
it than those who, from despair, negligence, or
indolence, leave to chance the work of skill.
It has been justly said that a great deal of the
wisdom of 2 man in this century is shown in
leaving things unknown; and » great deal of
his practical sense is leaving things undone.—

of

fairly

Dayid

times,to whom

For obstinate cases the only cure is the hatchet.—
American Agriculturist.

ford, Conn., and Dwight Collier, of St. Louis.

Gustave

do

poor

Remedy’ about twe Weeks.
One of the most remarkable’ cases that has
ever been brought to the notice of the public is
that of Mr. J. S. Beach,of Stone Bridge, Ulster
Co., N.Y.
Mr. Beach had suffered since October 18th, 1874, from the presence of Calculus
or Stone in the right kidney.
No less than
seven physicians were employed at different

er’s offul, fish offal and chandler’s greaves..
Hens
finding other animal food respect. their own eggs,

* The alumni.of Yale College are to elect a
member of the coporation in Place of Judge
Taft at the coming commencement.
The
names mentioned for the position are those of
- Chief Justice Waite, Judge Shipman, of Hart-

the prime of

green food and grain will

a

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.
Dr.

enough animal food. Ifcut off from it, it must be
supplied in their confinement. The maximum

with

remarked:

| IVERS
& POND

whiskey and other intoxi-

Stone in the Hidney Expelled after Using

is generally brought on in their confinement in
summer,
to which most villagers and some farmers have to resort. This seldom occurs in flocks
that have their liberty. In this case, as in many
another, an ounce ot prevention is worth a pound
of cure.
The craving for animal
food is met by
the great numbers of insects in the summer.
With
a supply of grain the flock at liberty gathers

a large yard.

Krauf

the -salt trom

suaded to take any other.
bottles for 85. -

aware

for those who keep a cow is skimmed milk.
Kinds of poultry become very fond of this,

and

Sold by all druggists: Ask for AYER’S
SARSAPARILLA, and do not be per-

production of eggs cannot be kept up without ‘it.
One of the cheapest and most
effectual sources

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe will deliver the “an
nudl address to the alumnz at the commencement of Elmira Female College this mouth.
Miss Ada L. Howard has resigned 2s presi:
dent-of Welleslej College, Mass., and has ac-

agreeable

It makes the hair fresh and

trated compound of the most powerful
vegetable extractsand vitalizing princi
ples ever brought together in any medicine.
There is nothing to compare with
it for purifying the blood and as a Spring
medicine.
Ee

EGG-EATING HENS.

Dr. John Lord is delivering before the senior class of Dartmouth College a course of lectures on * The Progress of Civilization in
Europe.”

ass!”

For positive curative effects, one bottle
of AYER’'S SARSAPARILLA is. worth
three of any other name. [tis a concen=

0-0-0

Professor Stone, of Cincinnati, bas resigned
his position as astronomer at the Mount Lookout Observatory, und will take charge of the
new McCormick Observatory at the University of Virginia.
In his fresh field of duty he
will devote himself entirely to observations of
the heavenly bodies, having the use of one of,
the largest and best telescopes in this country.

It is effectual,

Of a grasping landlord

him.

It is a serions drawback upon the profits of the
poultry yard when the hens eat the eggs, and this

an

public has long since awarded:to Ayer’s
Vigor the foremost place among reliable

would squeeze
tears,”

him hung
flayman, a

fully

are

ST. Pau, Ming,

Brown's IRON BITTERS
+ is guaranteed to be a nonintoxicating stimulant, and
it will, in nearly every case,
take the place of all liquor, and at the same time absolutely kill the desire for

the

luxuriant, and old age scarce and unfashionable.

venerable man with a fondness for veal pot=pie.
Moral: This fable teaches us that young people had better stick to the farm, and not study for |
they are

you

absolutely harmless.

an

Prof. Wm. B. Rogers of the Boston Institute
of Technology died suddenly, May 30, in the
midst of the graduating exercises, receiving a
stroke of apoplexy while speaking.

common-sense

The
Hair

‘to Lear that heavy yoke, and go tarning up the
ground for a master! See what a happy life I
lead!” he added,
' when at evening the ox, unsaw
the

*

Hair Restoratives.

are you,” said he,

yoked and going to take his rest,
with garlands, being led away by

Balzac in return,

MCHTION THIS PAPER,

ance by promoting a desire
for rum,
:

partners
success-

exasperation,

R. M. NEW "ORT, Gen. Lanp Acr.

fruitful source of intemper-

and was never seen by his collaborateurs again.

process

seeing

Her

to

Low PRICES ; LONG TIME : REBATE FOR IMPROVE.

MENT; REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHTTO SETTLERg,
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS _

posed mostlyof alcohol or
whiskey, thus becoming a

perfection,

Driven

BIG CROP AGAIN IN 138;

is one of the very few tonic
medicines that are not com-

other finally exclaimed: * Sir, I do not furnish
ideas in the small hours of the might.’
* Sir,”
thundered

A VEALY SUBJECT.
and

joint story?’

Northern Pacific r.p,

ao MONTANA.

Brown's IroN BITTERS

:

of our

<&>

A calf, full of wantonness

attains

~.

0 GRAZING LANDS x nso
MINNESOTA; DAKOTA, .

ive days with the fierce demand: **Sir, have you
found me vet the promised idea for the beginnging

mniischief wrought

the

never

is always mending.—Newburyport

Balzac once roused one of his literary
at three o’clock in the morning for three

around the edges of the wound begins immediately, and in a few years the wound will be completely covered with new wood and bark. There
is no chance for decay as when large limbs are
removed in the early spring. There is far too lit
tle pruning done in the farm orchard. A dead
limb shoiild not be suffered upon the fruit tree.
Good pruning leaves no stubs, but cuts elose to
the trunk or branch bearing the excised limb.
— American Agriculturist.

the la-

No Whiskey!

have taught the simple people a thing or two.

decayed

a learned profession upless
what it means.—Sel.

the

%

The Bar Harbor, Maine, paper has a regular
head“ Divorced.”
The summer visitors seem to

old

system, uniform text-books, improved supervision and .apportionment of school! funds, better methods of examining
and certifying
teachers, and systematic courses of study.

afterward

4
\

ala.

‘by the ill-timed use of the saw and ax.
Small
limbs, an inch in'diameter or less, can be taken
off at any time wich comparative safety, But the
thorough pruning called for in a long-neglected
orchard is best done in the early summer. The
sap is absorbed by the rapid formation of wood
and leaves; the wood laid bare in pruning large

The twenty-eighth
annual
report of the
superintendent of common schools in Maine
shows that the number of scholars in 1881
was less by seven hundred than in 1880. The
decrease in number of school-children has
been constant since 1870, except in one year,
and the diminution in the decade was more
than fourteen thousand.
In other respects the condition of the com~
mon schools is far from what it should be.
Were it not for the free high- schools—there
was an increase of fifteen the previous year—
and schools of a higher grade, net connected
with the system of common schools, Maine
would take even a lower rank in educational
work than now. The superintendent vecom-

time

of

Diphtheria poisons the blood.
Convalescents
should take Hood's Sarsaparilla to neutralize and
eradicate the poison matter.
>

usually little time for praning, and so the favorite

dies of the Union Society of Hillsdale College,
gavea “ Lawn Fete” on the college campus,
which made a brilliant affair. Ice cream,
cake, &c., were furnished and the handsome
little surplus of $50 dropped into the society
treasury.
:

will

tinguished divine, scholar and author, is dead.

robed

the year, and on the whole prefer June. This being about the busiest month of the year, there is

College Notes.

country would assert the wisdom
posal.—Ez.

married,

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate

PRUNING IN JUNE.

dents to gain information from ail parts of the
world. The students are justly proud of their
success.—Léwiston Journal.

cepted a position as lady principal of the
‘ter School at Clifton Springs, N. Y.

old gentleman

to get

piece among his coins.

We have tried pruning in almost

day,

an

’s maiden name was?”

y, her maiden ,aim was
course,” exclaimed the lady.

.

The Bates College Reading-Room Association ‘ bas just refitted ° their reading-room.
New paper of dark brown color, and neat,
pretty design has been placed upon the walls.
A heavy rattan carpet has taken the place of
the old worn out affair and six patent adjustable library lamps have been hung, also new
paint and white-wash have Leen added, the
whole giving the room a very pleasing appearance and making it, by far, the best college
reading-room in the State.
The room
is
abundantly supplied with first class papers and
periodicals published in this country and Europe, affording ample opportunity
to the stu-

The Rev, William Hanna, LL, D.,the dis |
Hon

needing,

The earth
clime.

On the evening of Decoration

asked

indy, “ what Mrs,

HOME BEAUTIFUL.

‘The first
cert to ocenr commencement week.
two lectures of a course in History bave been
delivered before the senior and junior glasses.
The course will be completed next week.
COR.

Hillsdale

“ Will you tell me,”

| of

Make your home beautiful-=~bring to it flowers;
in sea-sickness is of great value. Its action on the
Plant them around you to bud and to bloom;
:| nerves of the disturbed stomach is soothing and
effective,
Let them give light to your loneliest hours—
Let them bring light to enliven your gloom;
There is, after all, only one real bone of contention in the world, and that is the jaw bone.
If you can do so, O make it an Eden
Of beauty and gladness almost divine;
‘Oh, for a better balf!” said the sorrowing
Twill teach you to long for that home you are widower when he found a counterfeit fifty-cent

Sts. Prof. Chase, who has been absent the
past week in the interests of the collége, has
President Cheney left
returned to his class.
the city Friday for Boston to perfect arrangements for the Cary concert, the date of which

year, it would
ers is not

only make the ease wecse, ‘We trust that the
affair near Chicago, where a
party of strikers
attacked a train and injured
+ Is exceptional, and that good order will be preserved
during this ordeal.
J

he

v

\ Prof. Angell has begun the erection of a fine
residence on the corner of Frye and Coliege

de-

mand among relic-hunters of that city, .
~ At Ems, the ex-Empress Eugenie lives in
freat Jet Samen and groulss all Society fl well
pearance
ublic.
oc«cuples the pod Do which a. inhabited : b;
her in 1878, and which was often the abode o
the Princess Dolgorouki.
imi
:

‘price of

College: Notes.¥

Bates

MAKE

mends -particularly the abolition of the district

ABROAD.
TUESDAY, MAY 30.—The Czar of Russia
proposesto celebrate his coronation a year
hence, by granting important reforms through* out the country.——The Spanish tariffs are to
be reduced by progressive stages, the maximum reaching fifteen per cent. in ten years.
——Eight persons are killed and twenty seriously injured by a railway collision near Heidelberg, South Germany.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 31.—The international
monetary conference is postponed until April,
1883.——The exclusively Jewish town of Gorki, in the government of Moheely, Russia, has
been almost entirely destroyed by fire.
THURSDAY, JUNE 1.—The religions war
in the Egyptian Soudan is spreading, and it is
reported that the prophet, who was said to
have been. killed, is still alive, has caused the
massacre of eleven hundred persons at Sennaar, and forced Europeansto become Mohammedans.
FRIDAY, JUNE 2.——General Garibaldi, the
Italian liberator, dies at Caprera, Italy, aged
seventy-five years.——Spain is preparing
to
enforce her claims on Uruguay for repeated
outrages on the person and, property of Spanish subjects in that country,
SATURDAY, JUNE 8.——The Princess Louise
arrives in Quebec from England.——The death
of Garibaldi has created a deep impression
throughout Italy as well as in France.
Business in Rome, Naples, Genoa
and
other
places in ‘Italy is suspended in memory
of the deceased, the Chamber of Deputies
adjourns until the 12th instant, the national
féte is postponed until
the 18th instant,
and pensions are granted
to the Generals
widow and five sons.
The French Chamber of Deputies also adjourns in honor of the
dead patriot.
:

* dive and

Farm and Frome,

~~ Educational.
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'GLIDDEN & CURTIS,

"GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,
H. A.

BLAKE,

- - - BOSTON, MASS.

Sutton y, Vi, Special Agent for Vermont and New Hampshire.

JOHN B: MORRISON, No. Chesterville, Me., Special Agent for Maine I
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